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Abstract

Since the advent of Bitcoin as the first decentralized digital currency in 2008, a plethora of

distributed ledgers have been created, differing in design and purpose. Considering the hetero-

geneous nature of these systems, it is safe to say there shall not be “one coin to rule them all”.

However, despite the growing and thriving ecosystem, blockchains continue to operate almost

exclusively in complete isolation from one another: by design, blockchain protocols provide no

means by which to communicate or exchange data with external systems. To this date, cen-

tralized providers hence remain the preferred route to exchange assets and information across

blockchains – undermining the very nature of decentralized currencies.

The contribution of this thesis is threefold. First, we critically evaluate the (im)possibilty,

requirements, and challenges of cross-chain communication by contributing the first system-

atization of this field. We formalize the problem of Cross-Chain Communication (CCC) and

show it is impossible without a trusted third party by relating CCC to the Fair Exchange

problem. With this impossibility result in mind, we develop a framework to design new and

evaluate existing CCC protocols, focusing on the inherent trust assumptions thereof, and derive

a classification covering the field of cross-chain communication to date.

We then present XCLAIM, the first generic framework for transferring assets and information

across permissionless distributed ledgers without relying on a centralized third party. XCLAIM

leverages so-called cryptocurrency-backed assets, blockchain-based assets one-to-one backed by

other cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum. Through the secure is-

suance, transfer, and redemption of these assets, users can perform cross-chain exchanges in

a financially trustless and non-interactive manner, overcoming the limitations of existing solu-

tions. To ensure the security of user funds, XCLAIM relies on collateralization of intermediaries

and a proof-or-punishment approach, enforced via smart contracts equipped with cross-chain

light clients, so-called chain relays. XCLAIM has been adopted in practice, among others by

the Polkadot blockchain, as a bridge to Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

Finally, we contribute to advancing the state of the art in cross-chain light clients. We develop

TxChain, a novel mechanism to significantly reduce storage and bandwidth costs of modern

blockchain light clients using contingent transaction aggregation, and apply our scheme to

Bitcoin and Ethereum individually, as well as in the cross-chain setting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In 2008, out of the tumults of the collapse of the US housing market and the resulting economic

crisis emerged Bitcoin, a decentralized and trustless financial ledger secured by the computa-

tional power of thousands around the globe. Created by the, to this date, unknown Satoshi

Nakamoto, Bitcoin promised financial freedom for all - no central single controls the ledger,

and anyone can join or leave the system whenever they wish. Yet Bitcoin was designed ‘merely‘

as a currency, and soon the value of the underlying technology - blockchains - was discovered

as a tool to bring decentralization and censorship resistance to numerous applications, starting

with identity systems, all the way to universal computations and ‘programmable money‘.

As the first ‘alternative‘ distributed ledgers emerged, so did the first mechanisms to commu-

nicate between them. The first instance of cross-chain communication was deployed as early

as 2011. Led by Satoshi Nakamoto him-/herself, Namecoin, the first alternative cryptocur-

rency, implemented a mechanism to re-use the computational power securing Bitcoin for its

own consensus.

Communicating across distributed ledgers, however, proved to be a challenging problem. By

design, blockchains are secure within themselves, ensuring that the history of events is im-
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mutable. Processing and correctly reacting to information from external sources, however, was

never envisioned in the design of Bitcoin, which lacked the functionality to implement anything

more complex than payments. While the early Bitcoin community was working on decentralized

communication concepts, the rapid growth of the cryptocurrency market demanded fast and

simple solutions. Centralized exchanges quickly emerged as the preferred route to exchange

cryptocurrency assets, despite requiring trust and lacking transparency. Despite millions of

dollars being lost in the infamous collapse of the Mt. Gox exchange (and the following fail-

ures of numerous other centralized platforms), the emergence of flexible and expressive systems

like Ethereum, and the global regulatory offensives against digital assets service providers -

centralized exchanged continued to dominate the cross-chain market.

In 2018 decentralized financial applications, spearheaded by the exponentially growing Ethereum

ecosystem, finally began to challenge the status quo. Over the next few years, billions of dollars

would be traded through decentralized exchanges on Ethereum, some of which outgrowing their

centralized counterparts. However, these applications are mainly available to Ethereum’s na-

tive assets. Other networks must either copy applications or, if the functionality is not natively

supported as in the case of Bitcoin, migrate assets onto Ethereum. In the former case, smaller

networks will often attempt to attract liquidity from larger networks by offering easy-to-use

cross-chain migration services.

This new, growing demand for secure cross-chain communication sparked a new wave of re-

search. Numerous academic papers, blog posts, standards, prototypes, even entire blockchain

networks, have emerged in the hunt for the holy grail of blockchain interoperability: a truly

trustless and decentralized cross-chain communication protocol. Comparable to a gold rush,

interoperability start-ups raised millions of dollars promising to solve this hard problem, hur-

rying to launch and competing for the market. The result reminds, of the dot-com bubble:

dozens of products promising decentralization, yet under the hood relying on the same central-

ized providers they hoped to replace. And so, communication across blockchains remains in

the hands of a few powerful institutions.
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1.2 Contributions

This thesis explores the problem of trustless blockchain interoperability from both the the-

oretical and practical perspectives, defining the underlying research problem, discovering its

theoretical impossibility, and proposing novel cross-chain asset transfer mechanisms as viable

solutions for interoperability in practice.

More specifically, the contributions of this thesis are the following:

• We define the problem of Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC) under the dis-

tributed ledger model extended from the Bitcoin backbone protocol [GKL16], analyze

its properties, and derive the step-by-step execution for a generic cross-chain protocol,

applicable to all interoperability approaches created to date. We identify parallels to

the fair exchange protocols and consequently derive an impossibility result for trustless

cross-chain communication by reduction to the Fair Exchange problem [ASW98a, PG99],

negating common assumptions about interoperability within the blockchain community.

• With the impossibility result in mind, we introduce the Cross-Chain Design framework as

a tool to create new and evaluate existing cross-chain protocols based on security and trust

assumptions. Specifically, we identify the main challenge of cross-chain communication as

selecting the most suitable trusted third party (TTP) model at each step of the protocol

based on the use case and system model, and enable protocol designers to pick and choose

from existing implementation techniques.

• We introduce XCLAIM, a first-of-its-kind financially trustless mechanism to move assets

across blockchains (e.g. Bitcoin to Ethereum), leveraging incentives and punishment

in alignment with rational exchange protocols [Syv98] to work around the theoretical

impossibility result in practice. We define the concept of cryptocurrency-backed assets and

use this mechanism to create e.g. 1:1 Bitcoin-backed assets on Ethereum, and guarantee

that users can always redeem the backed assets for the underlying asset (“physically”) or

be reimbursed in a collateral currency at a beneficial rate (“cash” redemption). XCLAIM

makes use of a fully permissionless set of collateralized intermediaries, who hold backing
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assets in custody and must proactively prove correct behavior via a cross-chain light

client (chain relay) on the target/issuing blockchain. We introduce a series of protocols

to balance the ratio of collateral and issued cryptocurrency-backed assets, even in case

of attempted theft or significant exchange rate fluctuations. XCLAIM allows transferring

assets from all existing blockchains to systems with smart contract support. As a result,

XCLAIM has been adopted by major blockchains like Polkadot [Woo15] as a mechanism

to import assets from “traditional” cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, enabling a wide range

of novel, decentralized financial applications.

• Finally, we address the issue of efficient cross-chain state verification. We introduce

TxChain, a novel mechanism to batch a large number of transaction inclusion proofs

into a single on-chain transaction, contingent on the existence and validity of the batched

transactions. We show how TxChain can be used to increase the efficiency of blockchain

light clients, improving in particular upon new techniques such as NiPoPoWs [KMZ17]

and FlyClient [BBB+17]. TxChain can be deployed on Bitcoin with and without protocol

changes, as a hard fork to Ethereum, and on top of chain relays e.g. to improve verification

of Bitcoin transactions on Ethereum.

1.3 Statement of Originality

I declare that this thesis was composed by myself and that the work that it presents is my own

except where otherwise stated.

1.4 Publications
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In the following we provide the necessary background theory on blockchain-based distributed

ledgers, using Bitcoin as an example and highlighting alternative designs where relevant.

2.1 Fundamentals: Bitcoin, Blockchain, and Consensus

Bitcoin was introduced in a whitepaper released by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto in

2008 [Nak08], laying the groundwork for an entirely new field of research and industry.

Bitcoin’s innovation was the combination of a fully permissionless distributed system with

incentives created by an underlying digital currency: any consensus participant can join or

leave the system at any point in time, while correct behavior is rewarded with newly minted

units of fungible digital coins. Permissionless in this context means anyone can join or leave

the consensus protocol without requesting permission from any third party

2.1.1 Transactions and Blocks

A fundamental data structure underpinning many cryptocurrencies is the blockchain - an

append-only immutable record of digitally-signed transactions. Transactions encapsulate changes
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to the state of the distributed ledger, most frequently representing transfers of some token of

value. Each transaction is identified through a unique hash over the transaction data structure

containing the details of the state update. To determine the state of the ledger at a particular

point in time, transactions are consolidated into blocks - hundreds or even thousands at a time.

Each block is identified by a unique hash of all consolidated transactions (or transaction iden-

tifiers) and the block header, which among other information contains the hash of the previous

block. Referencing the hash of the predecessor in each block effectively chains blocks together.

Assuming the use of a cryptographically secure hash function, this structure makes it impossi-

ble to change the content of any block without updating all successors, if the chain of blocks is

to be preserved.

Participants of this network run nodes which store the entire history of blocks and communicate

in a peer-to-peer fashion using a gossip protocol. Blocks are broadcast, verified by recipients

and, if valid under the network’s consensus rules, propagated to other nodes.

2.1.2 Proof-of-Work and Nakamoto Consensus

Bitcoin has no single point of control. Since anyone can join the system and generate transac-

tions, a mechanism to agree on the state of the ledger at any point in time is required. To this

end, Bitcoin employs a distributed consensus mechanism to agree on the latest modifications to

the ledger state, i.e., the transactions contained in the latest block appended to the blockchain.

The mechanism, used in Bitcoin and most other cryptocurrencies, is termed Nakamoto con-

sensus – a random leader election protocol that requires nodes to compete in solving a hard

cryptographic puzzle, known as Proof-of-Work (PoW). Each time a node solves the puzzle it is

elected leader and may determine which transactions are included in the next block appended

to the blockchain.

More detailed, this puzzle involves guessing a hash over the content of the to-be-included block

and, by design, there exists no better strategy than enumerating all possible candidates. While

computing the hash of some data is trivial, PoW cryptocurrencies require that this hash fulfills

some criteria, e.g. contains a number of leading zeroes as in the case of Bitcoin. These criteria
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can be adjusted to increase or decrease the difficulty of the puzzle. The more difficult the

puzzle, the longer it will take the network to find a solution candidate and generate a new

block. The verification of a potential solution candidate, on the other hand, is trivial.

The more computational power a node invests in this so-called ‘mining‘ process, the higher the

chance it will be the first to find a suitable solution – and as a result, the higher its voting

power in the network. Drawing analogies to mineral mining, participants are often referred to

as miners and their computational power is termed hash rate. As more miners join the network,

the overall computational power increases and so does the block generation rate. To ensure

the election process is somewhat predictable and to prevent the system for being overwhelmed

by too many blocks, the difficulty of the PoW puzzle is dynamically adjusted. In the case of

Bitcoin the difficulty, i.e., the required number of preceding zeroes, is adjusted approximately

every two weeks such that blocks are generated on average every ten minutes. If a miner finds

a solution that has a lower difficulty than required, the block is not considered valid by the

network.

Proof-of-Work, combined with the immutable nature of the underlying blockchain data struc-

ture, achieves two important properties, necessary for achieving a consistent view of the dis-

tributed ledger across all participants:

• First, it allows Bitcoin to operate in a permissionless setting. While anyone can join the

network at any time and create identities / run multiple consensus nodes, their voting

power is capped by the computational resources they allocate to the mining process –

yielding the system resilient to so-called Sybil attacks [Dou02].

• Second, it guarantees a total ordering of all transactions, mitigating the double spending

problem: if two transactions spend the same coin, only the first transaction to be included

in the blockchain will be considered valid.
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2.1.3 Longest Chain Rule and Forks

While miners determine the state of the global transaction ledger, they cannot simply include

invalid transactions (or attempt to alter the ledger history) in a block when they are elected

leaders. This would fail to pass the verification performed by other nodes in the network and

result in an invalid block, which would hence be rejected, i.e., not propagated to other nodes

in the network. The result is a so-called fork : the miner in question creates her own version of

the chain, while the rest of the network follows another.

However, forks can occur even if all involved miners are honest: since there can be hundreds

or thousands of miners competing to become leaders, sometimes two or more PoW solutions

can be found at or around the same time. As a result, multiple valid but conflicting blocks

(reference the same predecessor) are propagated to the network, creating forks. To handle

such disputes, Bitcoin’s code dictates that nodes follow the chain with the most Proof-of-Work,

meaning the chain which is approved and “mined” upon by the majority of the network. The

approval of each chain is measured by the cumulative sum of the PoW difficulty of included

blocks. Considering that the PoW difficulty is adjusted infrequently, this is often referred to as

the “longest chain rule”. As a result, the “main” chain is defined as the chain which is agreed

upon by the majority of computational power, and honest network participants will follow and

extend this main chain.

From the perspective of distributed systems theory, Nakamoto consensus falls into the class

of stabilizing consensus [AFJ06] protocols or protocols that reach eventual agreement [Fis83]:

all correct processes (nodes) reach agreement not in the same communication round but only

eventually, after a number of rounds. Applying this to the model of Bitcoin, a transaction

is considered stable if a number of blocks have been mined on top of the block it is con-

tained in [Nak08, GKL15, GKL16, PSs16]: the deeper a block (transaction) is included in the

blockchain, the less likely it is to be excluded from the chain by a fork. The number of the

necessary block “confirmations” to achieve sufficient confidence about a transaction’s stability

is a matter of dispute: while numerous community discussions suggest 6 confirmations in Bit-

coin, research argues that this number must be based on the economic value of the transaction
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in question [SZ16].

Agreement on Network Upgrades

Forks also occur whenever the network’s protocol rules are upgraded, e.g. when protocol

improvements or consensus-relevant bug-fixes are introduced. We can thereby differentiate

between two main fork scenarios:

• Soft forks, where consensus rules are made more strict, i.e., upgraded miners accept fewer

blocks than non-upgraded (or legacy) miners. As long as the computational power of the

upgraded miners exceeds that of the non-upgraded miners, the network will converge to

a single, longest chain.

• Hard forks occur when consensus rules are expanded, i.e., upgraded miners accept blocks

that are rejected by legacy miners, or conflicting rules are introduced. As a result, two

incompatible versions of the chain are created. The outcomes of hard forks vary: some-

times, new cryptocurrencies are created, as in the case of Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash; in

other cases, only one chain gains sufficient traction, forcing the “losing” miners to comply

with the network majority. It is also worth noting that a soft work that fails to gain the

support of the majority of computational power can also lead to a hard fork, i.e., if legacy

miners mine significantly more blocks than upgraded miners.

• Velvet forks, first described in [KMZ17], are a mechanism to extend the functionality

of existing blockchains without causing a consensus split. Upgraded miners accept both

upgraded and legacy blocks, while the upgraded functionality is encoded such that legacy

miners ignore it during the verification process, interpreting the additional information

as arbitrary data. However, velvet forks are only safely applicable to upgrades that do

not require the support of the consensus majority, limiting their usability in practice.

There exist other, more sophisticated mechanisms for network upgrades and we direct the

interested reader to our work on velvet forks, conducted in the course of this PhD [ZSJ+18].
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2.1.4 Incentives and Rewards

As a reward for investing computational effort, the winning miner is rewarded with newly

minted coins of the underlying cryptocurrency each time a block is generated. Furthermore,

transactions include a fee that serves as incentive for miners to include them in blocks, paid by

users. This ensures miners are motivated to behave correctly and follow the longest chain, as

creating a contentions blockchain fork bears the risk of losing out on rewards if the attack is

unsuccessful.

Bitcoin’s code specifies that there shall only exist 21 million Bitcoins, with an emission schedule

that halves the newly minted coins per block approximately every four years. As a result, the

block rewards will cease at some point in the future, leaving the transaction fees as the sole

incentive mechanism for miners. In light of security concerns raised by research [CKWN16],

other cryptocurrencies follow alternative approaches, e.g. unlimited supply and continuous

block rewards.

Depending on the network usage, transaction fees may outperform the block rewards and hence

play an important role in sustaining incentives for miners. Thereby, most blockchains maintain

a free fee market: each block can contain a maximum number of transactions (due to network

security and latency reasons), meaning that in times of high network utilization, some users may

have to wait for multiple blocks until their transaction is included in the blockchain. Thereby,

users can increase their fee to “bribe” miners to include their transactions earlier than that of

others. The result is an auction for “block space”. This self-regulating market is thereby both

cure and curse. On one hand, miners and users always find an equilibrium in terms of demand

and fee rates. On the other hand, in times of high network utilization, fees have been shown to

spike so high, that some users are unable to compete – leaving large numbers of transactions

unprocessed and creating a large processing backlog, effectively “congesting” the network.
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2.1.5 Peer-to-Peer Network

Nodes in Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer network are globally distributed, each node (ideally) randomly

connecting to a set of “neighbors”. Each time a node receives a transaction or block, it verifies

it against the network’s consensus rules and, if valid, forwards it to its neighbor nodes. As

a result, different nodes in different locations in the network topology may temporarily have

different views of the blockchain. Eventually, however, all nodes converge to the same ledger

state, enforced by the longest chain rule discussed earlier.

An important assumption of Bitcoin is that the network is synchronous, i.e., messages are

propagated among honest nodes within a known delay [CDE+16, GKL15, PSs16]. Ensuring

timely propagation of information across the network is one of the reasons for limiting the

size of blocks: while larger blocks allow to stabilize more transactions per time unit, they also

incur a higher propagation delay due to network latency. Optimization of blockchain scalability

while maintaining security has been an active research topic ever since the early adoption of

Bitcoin [CDE+16, GMSR+19, GKW+16, KKJG+18, PD16, Chr15].

Full Nodes and Light Clients

By default, nodes download and store the entire history of transactions since the genesis block.

However, as time progresses and the network keeps growing, the storage and bandwidth re-

quirements for running a node may become too high for some use cases. The entire Bitcoin

blockchain, for example, amounts to 344 GB of data, while downloading the entire state of

Ethereum requires up to 5 TB of storage space. While feasible on most modern PC, this be-

comes a particular problem for nodes hosted on mobile, wearable, or IOT devices – which are

arguably necessary for better user experience.

To tackle this challenge, the original Bitcoin whitepaper introduced the Simplified Payment

Verification (SPV) or light client protocol – a scheme which allows nodes to download only a

few bytes of data per block (the block header), skipping most transnational data, while still

being able to verify that specific transactions have occurred. Specifically, a block header consists
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of the root hash of the Merkle tree containing the identifiers of all transactions included in the

block, the previous block hash, and other metadata relevant for PoW verification. To convince

a light client that a transaction has been included in a specific block one must only provide the

path to that transaction’s identifier in the block’s transaction Merkle tree – a list of hashes,

logarithmic in size given the number of all transactions contained in the block. As a result,

Bitcoin’s SPV clients today require merely 70 MB of storage space. In the case of Ethereum,

this number lies higher, at around 5 GB.

The security model of light clients, however, differs slightly from that of full nodes. By design,

light clients can:

• Given two chains, detect which is the chain with the most accumulated PoW/PoS, i.e.,

the main chain;

• Given a transaction identifier, verify that this identifier is indeed part of a block’s trans-

action Merkle tree.

However, a light client cannot check whether a transaction is fully valid under the network’s

consensus rule, as this requires access to the entire transactional history. As a result, light

clients operate under the assumption that if a block has been included in the main chain, then

it must hence be valid under the system’s consensus rules – otherwise, the honest majority of

network participants would have rejected a particular block. We provide a visualization of the

interaction between full nodes and light clients in Figure 2.1 and point the interested reader

to Appendix A for a in-depth analysis and classification blockchain state verification and light

clients.

Recently, two improved light client protocols have been introduced, aiming to further reduce the

storage and bandwidth requirements of blockchain nodes. FlyClient [BKLZ20] and Superblock

NiPoPoWs [KMZ17] require to download and store only a (poly-)logarithmic number of block

headers. Both protocols rely on probabilistic sampling techniques: instead of requesting all

block headers, such light clients randomly sample a logarithmic subset. By ensuring that

the sampled set is indeed random, these protocols ensure that a malicious full node cannot
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Figure 2.1: Full nodes store the entire blockchain, including all transaction data. Light clients
(e.g. in mobile wallets) request and store only block headers and inclusions proofs for rele-
vant transactions. Chain relays, light clients encoded as smart contracts on top of blockchain
networks, await to receive and process data.

trick the light client into accepting an incorrect state of the ledger, as long as the majority of

computational power is honest.

We take a particular interest in blockchain light clients in this thesis. While initially designed

to target mobile devices, light clients play an important role in cross-chain communication,

where being able to verify the state of another chain is a useful property utilized by many

interoperability protocols. We formalize the requirements for Proof-of-Work cross-chain light

clients, so-called chain relays [But16, Con17a, ZHL+19], in Appendix B and present novel

efficiency improvements in Chapter 5.

2.1.6 Alternative Consensus Mechanisms

Nakamoto consensus is just but one possible option to achieve agreement on the state of the

distributed ledger. There exist numerous BFT agreement protocols that have been introduced

and tested before Bitcoin was launched and are applicable to blockchain networks [SJS+18,

BSAB+17, GK18] – yet BFT protocols typically operate over a predefined set of consensus

participants. Such protocols are termed permissioned implying that new consensus participants
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must first obtain the permission of the existing consensus committee before being able to partake

in voting.

Another, permissionless way of achieving consensus in blockchains is Proof-of-Stake (PoS)

[KRDO17, Mic16, DGKR18, PS16]. Instead of relying on computational power as a scarce

resource to calculate the voting power of each participant, Proof-of-Stake blockchains rely

on – as the name suggests – stake. Stake is defined as the amount of the cryptocurrency

underlying the system that a consensus participant puts down to insure the network against

their misbehavior. Should a consensus participant attempt a failed attack on the system,

the honest majority of the network will confiscate (or slash) the malicious node’s stake. The

more stake a participant locks, the more voting power they exhibit. Proof-of-Stake systems

typically use a source of randomness (e.g. verifiable random functions [MRV99, DY05]) to

sample temporary consensus committees for predefined intervals, which in turn run a variant

of a BFT agreement protocol.

2.1.7 Blockchain Application Layer

The sophisticated nuances of the network and consensus layer often remain hidden from users,

as they interact mainly with applications built on top of blockchains.

Accounts

The first interaction of a user with Bitcoin is the generation of an account – a public/private

key pair which is used to send, receive and authenticate transactions, most often payments.

However, instead of using public keys to receive payments, Bitcoin generally recommends the

use of so-called addresses – hash-based, alpha-numeric representations of the ECDSA secp256k1

public key [Bit20d].

We differentiate between two main types of accounting systems in blockchains:

• UTXO (Unspent Transaction Output) model. In the UTXO model, each transaction
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consists of inputs and outputs, whereby each input is the output of another, existing

transaction. Each output consists of a number of coins and the rules of how these coins

can be spent. Thereby, outputs must always be spent as a whole. The amount of coins

a user controls is hence given by the sum of the value of all outputs this user can spend

from, e.g. by providing a digital signature using her private key.

• Account model. In the account-based model, e.g. as seen in Ethereum [Woo17, But14],

each user controls one or more accounts, which stores the number of coins owned by the

user – similar to the models used by traditional banks. The amount of sent/received coins

in a transaction is then simply subtracted/added to the account’s balance.

Smart Contracts

Transactions update the state of the distributed ledger. The simplest form of state update is

typically a payment: a transfer of ownership of coins from one user account to another. Most

cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, support the creation of conditional payments, i.e., allow to

specify conditions which must be met before a transaction is included in the blockchain. These

conditions are encoded in programs which are also referred to as smart contracts since their

execution is enforced by the entirety of the network’s consensus.

Smart contracts can take various forms. Systems like Bitcoin exhibit very limited scripting func-

tionality, allowing users to construct simple commit-reveal schemes at most. Newer systems,

such as Ethereum [But14, Woo17] or Polkadot [Woo15] provide near-Turing complete script-

ing functionality, enabling users to create more complex contracts and even reflect real-world

financial agreements.

Tokens, Colored Coins, and Overlay Protocols

In the majority of cases, blockchain-based distributed ledgers introduce their own, native digital

currency as part of the incentive mechanisms, including Bitcoin and Ethereum. However, de-

ploying a new distributed ledger is not ultimately necessary to bootstrap a new cryptocurrency:
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using the scripting support of distributed ledgers, it is possible to simulate the functionality of

a digital currency on top of an existing system. The most prominent example are the fungible

ERC-20 tokens on Ethereum [VB15], which are encoded via standardized smart contracts and

are supported by essentially all Ethereum applications.

While tokens are mainly observed on blockchains with smart contract functionality, they have

been first introduced as so-called overlay protocols for Bitcoin [ZSJ+18]: additional data was

included in transactions and interpreted by applications, e.g. to replicate the functionality of

tokens [Ros12].

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Formalization of Cross-Chain Communication

To the best of our knowledge, this work constitutes the first formalization of cross-chain commu-

nication and the derived impossibility result negates common assumptions about interoperabil-

ity of previous works. Existing surveys on blockchain interoperability mainly provide iterative

summaries of interoperability implementations, or focus on subsets of this space, supporting

our study.

The first work discussing cross-chain communication, excluding forum discussions, is a technical

report by Back et al. [BCD+14]. The authors introduce the term “sidechain” and present how

assets can be transferred between two chains using a committee of custodians or SPV proofs in

a homogeneous security model. A later report by Buterin discusses how cross-chain exchanges

can be achieved via custodians, escrows, HTLCs, and cross-chain state verification, and provides

a high-level discussion of possible failures in cross-chain communication [But16]. Belchior et

al. [BVGC21] provide another, more recent, iterative overview of cross-chain projects, discussing

numerous community-driven projects in-depth, yet without clear taxonomy or classification.

Siris et al. [SDF+19] provide an iterative overview of protocols for atomic cross-chain swaps

and “sidechains”, focusing mostly on community-driven efforts, rather than academic pub-
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lications. Similarly, Johnson et al. discuss open-source interoperability projects related to

Ethereum [JRB19], while Robinson evaluates Ethereum as a coordination platform for com-

munication among other blockchains [Rob20]. Bennik et al. [BGDE18] and similarly Miraz et

al. [MD19] summarize technical details of HTLC atomic cross-chain swaps. Avarikioti et al.

provide a thorough formal study of blockchain sharding protocols, although their focus does

not lie on the communication between shards [AKKW19].

Other works [XWS+17, TT17, CZDK17, ZJ18, VTPM18], mention the importance of blockchain

interoperability, e.g. for bootstrapping new blockchains, but do not provide classifications or

technical details.

2.2.2 Interoperability via Cryptocurrency-Backed Assets

Until 2019, the only mechanism believed to perform a trustless cross-chain transfer was atomic

cross-chain swaps (ACCS) based on hashed timelocks [Tie16, Bit21a, Bit20a, Her18]. However,

ACCS are interactive, i.e., they rely on all parties being online and monitoring the blockchain

throughout the exchange to ensure security. Each swap thereby incurs long waiting periods

to prevent fraud through exploiting blockchain reorganizations, which substantially hinders

performance and involves synchronizing clocks between independent blockchains. Moreover,

ACCS are vulnerable to packet and transaction memory-pool sniffing, allowing an adversary to

exploit blockchain race conditions to steal funds. Finally, ACCS rely on a pre-established out-of-

band communication channel between parties, required to exchange security-critical revocation

transactions [BJZ+17, TS15]. Xclaim not only avoids these problems, as discussed throughout

this work but is also more efficient in terms of execution costs and time.

The deployment of asset migration protocols opened a new way to exchange assets across

blockchains: cryptocurrency-backed assets (CbAs). However, most existing approaches towards

CbA systems require trust in intermediaries.

The most widely adopted CbA protocol today is wBTC (“wrapped Bitcoin”) [Kyb19b], a fully

custodial and centralized version of Bitcoin on Ethereum. Users entrust institutional service
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providers with custody over their BTC and are required to undergo KYC procedures before

interacting with the system. Similar approaches have been copied by prominent cryptocurrency

exchanges such as Binance [Bin19] and Huobi [Tea20]. RSK [Ler15] relies on merged-mining

with Bitcoin [JZS+17] and aims to leverage Bitcoin miners for moving BTC to its ledger - yet,

as of this writing, relies on an independent, centralized set of custodians. Summarizing, these

systems utilize External Custodians (cf. CCC classification in Section 3.3) and resemble cen-

tralized systems, upon which Xclaim introduces significant improvements in terms of security

and decentralization (cf. Section 4.2).

Liquid [DPW+16] is a permissioned blockchain that uses Bitcoin as its native asset via CbAs.

Thereby, Liquid uses its consensus participants as custodians to hold migrated BTC using

multisignatures (i.e., Consensus Custodians, cf.3.3). While arguably more robust to custodians

external to the involved blockchains, this approach still exhibits trust and centralization issues.

Since users rely on the custodians to not steal their BTC, they have no remedy in case of theft,

and cannot become custodians themselves. Numerous other approaches have implemented

similar mechanisms, including Proof-of-Stake sidechains [GKZ19a] and PoA Network[PoA18].

In the tBTC protocol, currently deployed between Bitcoin and Ethereum, External Custodi-

ans construct a jointly controlled deposit public key on Bitcoin via ECDSA threshold signa-

tures [GGN16], and insure users against theft by locking up ETH collateral - following a similar

approach to Xclaim. However, at the time of writing, the implemented threshold signature

scheme does not support fault attribution, i.e., it is impossible to distinguish between honest

and malicious members of the threshold signature committee in case of failures. As a result, if

an adversary is able to subvert a signing committee and commit theft by controlling the major-

ity of signers, tBTC seizes the collateral of all signing committee members to reimburse users,

even those who behaved honestly. To this end, tBTC, at the time of writing, utilizes a static

and restricted committee of signers, failing to achieve the decentralization (and censorship-

resistance) properties exhibited by Xclaim. RenVM [Ren20] follows a similar design as tBTC,

yet aims to replace threshold signatures with distributed key generation via secure multi-party

computation [Gol98]. However, to the best of our knowledge, RenVM utilizes centralized cus-

todians [Beh20] at the time of writing.
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Bentov et al. describe how to tokenize exiting cryptocurrencies via trusted execution envi-

ronments (TEEs) [BJZ+17]. TEEs, however, are known to be vulnerable to a wide range of

side-channel attacks [XCP15, WKPK16, GESM17] and require trust in the hardware man-

ufacturer. As a standalone solution, TEEs expose users to the same trust assumptions as

CentralClaim. TEEs, however, can be used as an additional layer of security of Xclaim

Vaults, improving the robustness of the implementation.

Dogecoin [TSB19], published online subsequently to Xclaim, describes a CbA protocol fol-

lowing the Xclaim design, yet under the assumption of constant exchange rates. As a result,

Dogecoin would have to adopt similar collateral balancing mechanisms as Xclaim to main-

tain the security of user funds under the fluctuating exchange rates of cryptocurrency assets

observed in practice.

Finally, synthetic assets are an alternative solution to cross-chain asset migration, relying purely

on collateralization. Synthetix [Syn20] allows users to create assets pegged to the price of exist-

ing, backing assets, such as BTC, by locking a significantly higher (500%) amount of collateral

using the Synthetix native token. The resulting sBTC token exhibits similar properties to

Xclaim CbAs in terms of decentralization since any user can become their own “Vault” by

contributing collateral to the Synthetix smart contract. The main difference between physi-

cally pegged Xclaim CbAs and synthetic assets is that CbAs can be “physically” redeemed

for the backing asset and “cash” redemption through collateral is used only in case of failure,

while synthetic assets can only be “cash” redeemed. This difference can be of relevance in

catastrophic failure scenarios, e.g. mass liquidation and user exits in case of severe exchange

rate fluctuations. Nevertheless, the similarities in terms of game-theoretic security and incen-

tives suggest synergies between Xclaim and purely synthetic mechanisms and represent an

interesting avenue for future research.

2.2.3 Chain Relays and Light Clients

Most existing cross-chain light clients, so-called chain relays [Con17a, Kyb17, Con17b], are

implemented in accordance with the design of naive SPV clients, storing all block headers of
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the verified blockchain, which can incur substantial cost on the blockchain they are deployed

on. In contrast to SPV clients implemented as blockchain nodes, data stored in chain relays,

which are typically implemented as smart contracts on top of another blockchain, cannot be

easily removed. Furthermore, while bandwidth is typically assigned no financial cost when

evaluating SPV clients, bandwidth is charged by the byte in smart contract environments such

as Ethereum.

New proposals for efficient light clients, leveraging concepts such as NiPoPoW [KMZ17, KZ19]

or FlyClient [BKLZ20] significantly reduce verification costs as they require to retrieve only

a (poly-)logarithmic number of block headers by implementing random sampling heuristics.

While the original works focus on single-chain applications, NiPoPoWs have been recently

studied in the cross-chain setting. Daveas et al. [DKKZ20] showcase how an efficient Bitcoin

light client can be implemented as an Ethereum smart contract, refining the NiPoPoW protocol

and suggesting the “hash-and-resubmit” design pattern which greatly reduces processing costs

for the Ethereum virtual machine. Interestingly, both NiPoPoWs and FlyClient require soft-

or hard forks to be securely deployed on Bitcoin [KPZ20] and similar blockchains, contrary to

the assumptions made in the original works. As a result, chain relays to this date implement

naive SPV light client techniques.

An alternative approach to random sampling is the use of the compression properties of non-

interactive zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) systems such as SNARKs [BCCT12], STARKs [BSBHR18]

or Bulletproofs [BBB+18] for light client verification. A concrete technique is zkRelay [WE20a],

which makes use of the Zokrates [ET18] framework to generate SNARK proofs for efficient light

client verification of Bitcoin.

The verification process of light clients can also be outsourced to users or dedicated opera-

tors [TR19, TSB19], with disputes handled via interactive games. However, existing schemes

have been shown to currently suffer security challenges [KGC+18].

Finally, deploying chain relays in trusted execution environments (TEEs) (e.g. Intel SGX [Int22])

may present a cheap and scalable approach to cross-chain state verification, at the cost of trust-

ing hardware manufacturers. However, recent vulnerabilities detected in well-known TEE im-
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plementations, in particular to side-channel attacks [XCP15, WKPK16, GESM17, VBMW+18],

highlight existing security risks and raise questions about current applicability to financial sys-

tems. Furthermore, deploying blockchain clients in trusted execution environments may require

modifications to the original implementation, increasing the long-term maintenance costs and

potentially introducing compatibility issues with protocol upgrades, e.g. hard forks.



Chapter 3

Cross-Chain Communication:

Formalization, Impossibility, Analysis

In this chapter, we set out to systematize the field of blockchain interoperability. We propose a

formal model of the underlying problem of cross-chain communication, prove its impossibility

by reduction from well-known problems in computer science, and construct a comprehensive

guide for designing protocols bridging the numerous distributed ledgers available today. The

aim of this work is to facilitate clearer communication between academia, community, and

industry – enabling users, developers and researchers to gain confidence about the security of

both new and existing solutions.

Contribution

In summary, the contribution of this chapter is as follows:

• We formalize the problem of Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC) (Section 3.1), trac-

ing CCC back to existing research on distributed systems and outlining a generic CCC protocol

encompassing existing solutions. We then relate CCC to the Fair Exchange problem and show

that contrary to common beliefs in the blockchain community, CCC is impossible without a

trusted third party (Section 3.2).

46
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• With the impossibility result in mind, we introduce a framework to design new and evaluate

existing CCC protocols, focusing on the inherent trust assumptions thereof (Sections 3.3).

• We apply our framework to classify the field of CCC protocols to date (Section 3.4), high-

lighting similarities and key differences.

• Finally, we outline general observations on current developments, provide an outlook on the

challenges of CCC research, and discuss the implications of interoperability on the security and

privacy of blockchains (Section 3.5).

3.1 The Cross-Chain Communication Problem

In this section, we relate cross-chain communication to existing research, introduce the model

for interconnected distributed ledgers, provide a formal definition of the Correct Cross-Chain

Communication (CCC) problem, and sketch the main phases of a generic CCC protocol.

3.1.1 Historical Background: Distributed Databases

The need for communication among distributed processes is fundamental to any distributed

computing algorithm. In databases, to ensure the atomicity of a distributed transaction, an

agreement problem must be solved among the set of participating processes. Referred to as

the Atomic Commit problem (AC) [BHG87], it requires the processes to agree on a common

outcome for the transaction: commit or abort. If there is a strong requirement that every

correct process should eventually reach an outcome despite the failure of other processes, the

problem is called Non-Blocking Atomic Commit (NB-AC) [BT93]. Solving this problem enables

correct processes to relinquish locks without waiting for crashed processes to recover.

As such, we can relate the core ideas of communication across distributed ledgers to NB-AC.

The key difference hereby lies within the security model of interconnected systems. While in

classic distributed databases all processes are expected to adhere to protocol rules and, in the
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worst case, may crash, distributed ledgers, where consensus is maintained by a committee, must

also consider and handle byzantine failures.

3.1.2 Distributed Ledger Model

We use the terms blockchain and distributed ledger as synonyms and introduce some notation,

based on [GKZ19b] with minor alterations. Thereby, it is assumed the majority1 of consensus

participants in both X and Y are honest, namely, that they follow the designated protocol.

Ledgers and State Evolution

We assume the data structure underlying a distributed ledger X is a blockchain (or chain), i.e.,

an append-only sequence of blocks, where each block contains a reference to its predecessor(s).

The mechanism for maintaining a sequence of transactions is referred to as a ledger and we

denote the ledger of a system X as Lx. We define the state of a ledger L as the dynamically

evolving sequence of included transactions 〈tx1, ...,txn〉. We assume that the evolution of the

ledger state progresses in discrete rounds indexed by natural numbers r ∈ N. At each round r,

a new set of transactions (included in a newly generated block) is written to the ledger L. We

use LP [r] to denote the state of L at round r, i.e., after applying all transactions written to the

ledger since round r− 1, according to the view of some party P . A transaction can be written

to L only if it is consistent with the system’s consensus rules, given the current ledger state

LP [r]. This consistency is left for the particular system to define, and we describe it as a free

predicate valid(·) and we write valid(tx, LPx [r]) to denote that tx is valid under the consensus

rules of Lx at round r according to the view of party P . To denote that a transaction tx has

been included in/successfully written to a ledger L as position r, we write tx ∈ LP [r]. While

the ordering of transactions in a block is crucial for their validity, for simplicity, we omit the

position of transactions in blocks and assume correct ordering implicitly.

1In case of Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake blockchains, the majority pertains to computational
power [Nak08] or stake [KRDO17] respectively.
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Persistence and Liveness

Each participant P adopts and maintains a local ledger state LP [t] at time t, i.e., her current

view of the ledger. The views of two distinct participants P1 and P2 on the same ledger L may

differ at time t (e.g., due to network delay): LP1 [t] 6= LP2 [t]. However, eventually, all honest

parties in the ledger will have the same view. This is captured by the persistence and liveness

properties of distributed ledgers [GKL16]:

Definition 1 (Persistence). Consider two honest parties P1, P2 of a ledger L and a persistence

(or “depth”) parameter k ∈ N. If a transaction tx appears in the ledger of party P1 at time t,

then it will eventually appear in the ledger of party P2 at a time t′ > t (“stable” transaction).

Concretely, for all honest parties P1 and P2, we have that ∀t ∈ N : ∀t′ ≥ t+ k : LP1 [t] 4 LP2 [t′],

where LP1 [t] 4 LP2 [t′] denotes that LP1 at time t is a (not necessarily proper) prefix of LP2 [t′] at

time t′.

As parties will eventually come to an agreement about the blocks in their ledgers, we use the

notation L[t] to refer to the ledger state at time t shared by all parties; similarly, we use the

notation L[r] for the shared view of all parties at round r. This notation is valid when t is at

least k time units in the past.

Definition 2 (Liveness). Consider an honest party P of a ledger L and a liveness delay pa-

rameter u. If P attempts to write a transaction tx to its ledger at time t ∈ N, then tx will

appear in its ledger at time t′, i.e., ∃t′ ∈ N : t′ ≥ t ∧ tx ∈ LP [t′]. The interval t′ − t is upper

bounded by u.

In our model, even honest parties are not guaranteed to be online. Instead they may experience

temporary offline periods during which they cannot send or receive messages. This corresponds,

for example, to temporary power/network outages. More specifically, the adversary can choose

to ”suspend” any honest party P at any time, but must eventually ”resume” that party at

some later time. While suspended, the Persistence and Liveness properties do not hold for

that party, indicated by a boolean “error variable” fP . For the sake of counting corruptions, a

suspended party is still considered honest, not corrupted.
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Notion of Time

The state evolution of two distinct ledgers Lx and Ly may progress at different time intervals:

In the time that Lx progresses one round, Ly may, for example, progress forty rounds (e.g., as

in the case of Bitcoin [Nak08] and Ethereum [But14]). To correctly capture the ordering of

transactions across Lx and Ly, we define a clock function τ which maps a given round on any

ledger to the time on a global clock τ : r → t. We use this conversion implicitly in the rest

of this chapter. For conciseness, we will use the notation LP [t] to mean the ledger state in the

view of party P at the round r = τ−1(t) which corresponds to time t, namely LP [τ−1(t)].

Transaction Model

A transaction tx, when included, alters the state of a ledger L by defining operations to be

executed and agreed upon by consensus participants P1, ..., Pn. The expressiveness of operations

is thereby left for the particular system to define and can range from simple payments to

execution of complex programs [Woo17]. For generality, we do not differentiate between specific

transactions models (e.g. UTXO [Nak08] or account-based models [Woo17]).

3.1.3 Cross-Chain Communication System Model

When speaking of CCC, we consider the interaction between any two distributed systems X

and Y with underlying ledgers Lx and Ly that have Persistence and Liveness, as defined in

Section 3.1.2. We assume X and Y may employ different agreement protocols and make no as-

sumptions on the respective composition of consensus participants, i.e., we do not assume that

X and Y have the same participants. While the agreement protocol implemented by X will

require a (semi-) synchronous communication between participants of X to ensure Persistence

and Liveness [FLP85] (respectively for Y )2, we make no such assumptions for the communica-

tion channels across participants of any two different systems X and Y . Specifically, we assume

2We note that, in the anonymous blockchain setting, more synchrony requirements are imposed than in the
byzantine setting.
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no bounds on message delay or deviations between local clocks for communication channels

between participants P1, ..., Pn of X and participants Q1, ..., Qm of Y .

We assume a closed system model as in [Lam89] with two participants P and Q, who can be

any autonomous system, e.g. a process or even a human sitting in front of a computer. We

assume P is a participant of distributed system X and Q is a participant of chainY . Both P

and Q can influence the state evolution of the underlying system by (i) writing a transaction

tx to the underlying ledger L (commit), or (ii) by stopping to interact with the system (abort).

We assume that P possesses a transaction txP , which can be written to Lx, and Q possesses

txQ, which can be written to Ly. A function desc maps a transaction to some “description”

which can be compared to an expected description value, e.g., specifying the transaction value

and recipient (the description differs from the transaction itself in that it may not, for example,

contain any signature). P possesses a description dQ which characterizes the transaction txQ,

while Q possesses dP which characterizes txP . Informally, P wants txQ to be written to Ly

and Q wants txP to be written to Lx. Thereby, dP = desc(txP ) implies txP is valid in X (at

time of CCC execution), as it cannot be written to Lx otherwise (analogous for dQ).

We assume P and Q know each other’s identity, e.g. public key, and no (trusted) third party

is involved in the communication between the two processes.

3.1.4 Formalization of Correct Cross-Chain Communication

The goal of cross-chain communication can be described as the synchronization of processes

P and Q such that Q writes txQ to Ly if and only if P has written txP to Lx. Thereby, it

must hold that desc(txP ) = dP ∧ desc(txQ) = dQ. The intuition is that txP and txQ are

two transactions that must either both, or neither, be included in Lx and Ly, respectively. For

example, they can constitute an exchange of assets that must be completed atomically.

To this end, P must prove to Q that it created a transaction txP which was included in Lx.

Specifically, process Q must verify that at given time t the ledger state Lx[t] contains txP . A

cross-chain communication protocol that achieves this goal, i.e., is correct, must hence exhibit
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the following properties:

Definition 3 (Effectiveness). If both P and Q behave correctly and txP and txQ match the

expected descriptions (and are valid), then txP will be included in Lx and txQ will be included

in Ly. If either of the transactions is not as expected, then both parties abort.

(desc(txP ) = dP ∧ desc(txQ) = dQ ∧ fP = fQ = ⊥ =⇒ txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly)

∧ (desc(txP ) 6= dP ∨ desc(txQ) 6= dQ =⇒ txP /∈ Lx ∧ txQ /∈ Ly)

Definition 4 (Atomicity). There are no outcomes in which P writes txP to Lx at time t but Q

does not write txQ before t′, or Q writes txQ to Ly at t′ but P did not write txP to Lx before

t.

¬((txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ /∈ Ly) ∨ (txP /∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly))

Definition 5 (Timeliness). Eventually, a process P that behaves correctly will write a valid

transaction txP , to its ledger L.

From Persistence and Liveness of L, it follows that eventually P writes txP to Lx and Q becomes

aware of and verifies txP .

Definition 6 (Correct Cross-Chain Communication (CCC)). Consider two systems X and Y

with ledgers Lx and Ly, each of which has Persistence and Liveness. Consider two processes,

P on X and Q on Y , with to-be-synchronized transactions txP and txQ. Then a correct

cross-chain communication protocol is a protocol which achieves txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly and has

Effectiveness, Atomicity, and Timeliness.

Summarizing, Effectiveness, and Atomicity are safety properties. Effectiveness determines the

outcome if transactions are not as expected or both transactions match descriptions and both

processes are behaving correctly. Atomicity globally restricts the outcome to exclude behaviors

that place a disadvantage on either process. Timeliness guarantees eventual termination of the

protocol, i.e., is a liveness property.
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3.1.5 The Generic CCC Protocol

We now describe the main phases of a generic CCC protocol, which can represent the transfer

of goods, assets, or objects, between any two blockchain-based distributed systems X and Y .

A visual representation is provided in Figure 3.1.

1) Setup. A CCC protocol is parameterized by the involved distributed systems X and Y

and the corresponding ledgers Lx and Ly, the involved parties P and Q, the transactions txP

and txQ as well as their descriptions dP and dQ. The latter ensure the validity of txP and

txQ and determine the application-level specification of a CCC protocol. For example, in the

case of an exchange of digital assets, dP and dQ define the asset types, transferred value, time

constraints, and any additional conditions agreed by parties P and Q. Typically, the setup

occurs out-of-band between the involved parties and we hence omit this step hereby.

2) (Pre-)Commit on X. Upon successful setup, a publicly verifiable commitment to execute

the CCC protocol is published on X: P writes3 transaction txP to its local ledger LPX at time

t in round r. Due to Persistence and Liveness of Lx, all honest parties of X will report txP as

stable (txP ∈ Lx) in round r + ux + kx.

3) Verify. The correctness of the commitment on X by P is verified by Q checking (or receiving

a proof from P ) that (i) dP = desc(txP ) and (ii) txP ∈ Lx hold. From Persistence and Liveness

of X we know the latter check will succeed at time t′ which corresponds to round r + ux + kx

on X, if P executed correctly.

4a) Commit on Y . Upon successful verification, a publicly verifiable commitment is published

on Y : Q writes transaction txQ to its local ledger LQY at time t′ in round r′ on Y . Due to

Persistence and Liveness of Ly, all honest parties of Y will report txQ as stable (txQ ∈ Ly) in

round r′ + uy + ky, where uy is the liveness delay and ky is the “depth” parameter of Y .

4b) Abort. If the verification fails and/or Q fails to execute the commitment on Y , a CCC

protocol can exhibit an abort step on X, i.e., “reverting” the modifications txP made to the

3In off-chain protocols [GMSR+19], the commitment can be done by exchanging pre-signed transactions or
channel states, which will be written to the ledger at a later point.
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Figure 3.1: CCC between X and Y . Process Q writes txQ only if P has written txP . We
set exemplary persistence delays for X and Y as kX = 4 and kY = 3, and liveness delays as
ux = uy = 0. We omit the optional the abort phase.

state of Lx. As blockchains are append-only data structures, reverting requires broadcasting an

additional transaction txP ′ which resets X to the state before the commitment of txP .

It is worth noting that some CCC protocols, specifically those facilitating exchange of assets,

follow a two-phase commit design. In this case, steps 2 and 4a are executed in parallel, followed

by the verification and (optional) abort steps on both X and Y . A further observation is that

a CCC protocol necessarily requires a conditional state transition to occur on Y , given a state

transition on X. As such, we do not consider (oracle) protocols which merely relay data across

distributed ledgers [TE17, BCG15a, BGB17, Con17a, But16], as CCC protocols by themselves.

3.2 Impossibility of CCC without a Trusted Third Party

In this section, we show that CCC is impossible without a trusted third party by providing

a reduction from the Fair Exchange problem [Aso98, PG99]. We first recall the definition of

Fair Exchange and discuss the notion of trusted third parties. We then relate CCC to Fair

Exchange, presenting a concrete instance of a cross-chain fair exchange protocol, and provide

an outlook on incentives and economically rational behavior of parties.
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3.2.1 Strong Fair Exchange Definition

On a high level, an exchange between two (or more) parties is considered fair if either both

parties receive the item they expect, or neither do [ASW98b]. Fair exchange can be considered

a sub-problem of fair secure computation [BK14], and is known to be impossible without a

trusted third party [PG99, Yao86, EY80, Eve82]. In the following, we recall the definition of

Fair Exchange.

Fair Exchange considers two processes (or parties) P and Q that wish to exchange two items

(or asset): aP owned by P against aQ owned by Q. There exists a function desc that maps any

exchangeable item (or asset) to a string describing it in ”sufficient” detail (e.g. the value and

recipient of a payment). The inputs of P to a Fair Exchange protocol are an item aP and a

description dQ of the desired item. Analogous, the inputs for Q are aQ and dQ. To indicate that

P is dishonest, an (boolean) error variable mP is introduced (analogous, mQ for Q) [Gär98]. A

successful Fair Exchange is shown in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: A successful Fair Exchange, as defined in [Aso98, ASW98a, ASW98b, PG99].

P Q
Input : aP , dQ, Q Input : aQ, dP , P

fair exchange
←−−→

Output : aQ(desc(aQ) = dQ) Output : aP (desc(aP ) = dP )
or

aborted aborted

A successful Fair Exchange protocol must thereby fulfill the following properties:

Definition 7 (Effectiveness). If both P and Q behave correctly, i.e., mP = mQ = false, and

the items aP and aQ match the expected descriptions, i.e., desc(aQ) = dQ ∧ desc(aP ) = dP ,

then P will receive aQ and Q will receive aP . If the items are not as expected, i.e., desc(aQ) 6=

dQ ∨ desc(aP ) 6= dP , then both parties will abort the exchange.

Definition 8 (Timeliness). Eventually P will transfer aP to Q or abort, and Q will transfer

aQ to P or abort.
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Definition 9 (Strong Fairness). There are no outcomes in which Q receives aP but P does not

receive aQ (Q aborts), or P receives aQ but Q does not receive aP (P aborts).

Effectiveness determines the outcome of the exchange if P and Q are willing to perform the

exchange and the items match the expected descriptions, or the items do not match the ex-

pected descriptions. (Strong) Fairness restricts the outcomes of the exchange such that neither

party is left at a disadvantage. Timeliness ensures the eventual termination of the exchange

protocol. Note: we do not provide a definition for “Non-repudiability” as this property is not

a critical requirement for Fair Exchange protocols, but only becomes relevant in disputes after

an exchange [ASW98a, PG99].

3.2.2 What is a Trusted Third Party?

Numerous recent works use a single distributed ledger such as Bitcoin and Ethereum to con-

struct (optimistic) fair exchange protocols [BK14, And15, KB16, KZZ16, DEF18, KKAS+18].

They leverage smart contracts (i.e., programs or scripts), the result of which is agreed upon and

enforced by consensus participants, to ensure the correctness of the exchange. These protocols

thus use the consensus of the distributed ledgers as an abstraction for a trusted third party. If

the majority of consensus participants are honest, correct behavior of processes/participants of

the fair exchange is enforced – typically, the correct release of aQ to P if Q received aP .

A CCC protocol aims to achieve synchronization between two such distributed ledgers, both of

which are inherently trusted to operate correctly. As we show below, a (possibly additional)

TTP can be used to:

(i) Determine the outcome of the CCC protocol, i.e., confirm to the consensus participants

of Y that txP was included in Lx (and vice-versa);

(ii) Directly enforce correct behavior of Q (P ), such that txQ ∈ Ly (txQ ∈ Ly).

In the first case, we observe similarities to the concept of failure detectors [CT96], a construction

used to introduce an implicit notion of time into distributed systems to solve consensus. In the
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context of cross-chain communication, a failure detector - a trusted third party to the protocol

- indicates whether a participant has failed on their commitment.

Similar to the abstraction of TTPs used in fair exchange protocols, in CCC, it does not matter

how exactly the TTP is implemented, as long as it enforces the correct behavior of the partic-

ipants. Strictly speaking, from the perspective of CCC there is little difference between a TTP

consisting of a single individual and a committee where N out of M members must agree to

take action (even though a committee is, without question, more resilient against failures) –

contrary to the common assumptions made by the blockchain community.

3.2.3 Relating CCC to Fair Exchange.

We proceed to show that Correct Cross-Chain Communication is impossible without a trusted

third party (TTP), under the system model of distributed ledgers, by reducing CCC to Fair

Exchange [ASW98b, Aso98, PG99]. We recall, a fair exchange protocol must fulfill three

properties: Effectiveness, (Strong) Fairness and Timeliness [PG99, Aso98].

Lemma 1. Let M be a system model. Let C be a protocol that solves CCC in M . Then there

exists a protocol S which solves Fair Exchange in M .

Proof (sketch). Consider that the two processes P and Q are parties in a fair exchange. Specif-

ically, P owns an item (or asset) aP and wishes to exchange it against an item (or asset) aQ

owned by Q. Assume txP assigns ownership of aP to Q and txQ transfers ownership of aQ

to P (specified in the “descriptions” dP of txP and dQ of txQ). Then, txP must be included

in Lx and txQ must be included in Ly to correctly execute the exchange. In other words, if

txQ ∈ Ly and txP ∈ Lx, then P receives desired aQ and Q receives desired aP , i.e., P and Q

fairly exchange aP and aQ.

We observe the definition of Timeliness in CCC is equivalent to the definition of Timeliness in

fair exchange protocols, as defined in [PG99]. Effectiveness in fair exchange states that if P

and Q behave correctly and do not want to abandon the exchange (i.e., mP = mQ = ⊥), and
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items aP and aQ are as expected by Q and P , then at the end of the protocol, P will own the

desired aQ and Q will own the desired aP [PG99]. It is easy to see Effectiveness in CCC achieves

exactly this property: if P and Q behave correctly and desc(txP ) = dP and desc(txQ) = dQ,

i.e., txP transfers aP to Q and txQ transfers aQ to P , then P will write txP to Ly at time t

and Q will write txQ to Lx before time t′. From Persistence and Liveness of Lx and Ly we know

both transactions will eventually be written to the local ledgers of P and Q, consequently, all

other honest participants of X will report txP ∈ LX and honest participants of Y will report

txQ ∈ LY . From our model, we know that honest participants constitute majorities in both X

and Y . Hence, P will receive aQ and Q will receive aP .

Strong Fairness in fair exchange states that there is no outcome of the protocol, where P receives

aQ but Q does not receive aP , or, vice-versa, Q receives aP but P does not receive aQ [PG99].

In our setting, such an outcome is only possible if txP ∈ Lx∧txQ /∈ Ly or txP /∈ Lx∧txQ ∈ Ly,

which contradicts the Atomicity property of CCC.

We construct a protocol for Fair Exchange using CCC in Algorithms 1 - 4. Specifically, P and

Q exchange assets aP and aQ across chains X and Y , if transaction txP is written to Lx and

transaction txQ is written to Ly.

Algorithm 1 Fair Exchange using a CCC protocol
Result: txP ∈ Lx ∧ txQ ∈ Ly (i.e.,P has aP , Q has aQ) or txP /∈ Lx ∧ txQ /∈ Ly (i.e., no exchange)

setup(Lx,Ly,txP , txQ, dP , dQ) if mP = false then

commit(txP , Lx); // P transfers aP to Q

end

if (verify(txP , Lx, dP ) = true) ∧mQ = false then

commit(txQ, Ly); // Q transfers aQ to P

else

abort(txQ, Ly); // Q does not transfer aQ to P

end

if verify(txQ, Ly, dQ) = false then

abort(txP , Lx); // P recovers aP

end
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Algorithm 2 Commit(tx, L)

if valid(tx, L) then

Write tx to L;

end

Algorithm 3 Verify(tx, L, d)

if tx ∈ L ∧ desc(tx) = d then
return true

end

return false

Algorithm 4 Abort(tx, L)

if tx ∈ L then

Revert tx; // e.g. using a new transaction

else

//do nothing

end

It is left to show that CCC is defined under the same model as Fair Exchange. The distributed

ledger model [GKL16] used in CCC assumes the same asynchronous (explicitly) and deter-

ministic (implicitly) system model (cf. Section 3.1.3) as [PG99, FLP85]. Since P and Q by

definition can stop participating in the CCC protocol at any time, CCC exhibits the same crash

failure model as Fair Exchange [ASW98a, PG99] (and in turn Consensus [FLP85]). Hence, we

conclude:

Theorem 1. There exists no asynchronous CCC protocol tolerant against misbehaving nodes.

Proof. Assume there exists an asynchronous protocol C which solves CCC. Then, due to

Lemma 1 there exists a protocol that solves strong fair exchange. As this is a contradiction,

there cannot exist such a protocol C.

Our result currently holds for the closed model, as in [PG99, FLP85]. In the open model,

P and Q can be forced to make a decision by the system (or environment), i.e., transactions
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can be written on their behalf if they crash [KKJG+18]. In the case of CCC, this means that

distributed system Y , or more precisely, the consensus of Y , can write txQ to Ly on behalf

of Q (if P wrote txP to Lx). We observe that the consensus of Y becomes the TTP in this

scenario: both P and Q must agree that the consensus of Y enforces correct execution of CCC.

In practice, this can be achieved by leveraging smart contracts, similar to blockchain-based fair

exchange protocols, e.g. [DEF18]. As such, we can construct a smart contract, the execution

of which is enforced by consensus of Y , that will write txQ to Ly if P includes txP in Lx, i.e.,

Q is allowed to crash.

However, it remains the question of how the consensus participants of Y become aware that

txP ∈ Lx. In practice, a smart contract can only perform actions based on some input. As such,

before writing txQ the contract/consensus of Y must observe and verify that txP was included

in Lx. A protocol achieving CCC must hence make one of the following assumptions. Either,

there exists a TTP that will ensure correct execution of CCC; or the protocol assumes P , or Q,

or some other honest, online party (this can again be the consensus of Y ) will always deliver

a proof for txP ∈ Lx to Y within a known, upper-bounded delay, i.e., the protocol introduces

some form of synchrony assumption. As argued in [PG99], we observe that introducing a TTP

and relying on a synchrony assumption are equivalent :

Remark 1. When designing a CCC protocol,one must chose between introducing a trusted third

party, or, equivalently, assuming some synchrony on the network.

The intuition behind this result is as follows. If we assume that process P does not crash

and hence submits the necessary proof to the smart contract on Y , and that this message is

delivered to the smart contract within a know upper bound, then we can be sure that CCC

will occur correctly. Thereby, P intuitively represents its own trusted third party. However,

if we cannot make assumptions on when the message will be delivered to the smart contract,

as is the case in the asynchronous communication model between P (a participant of X) and

the participants of Y , a trusted third party is necessary to determine the outcome of the CCC:

the TTP observes txP ∈ Lx and informs the smart contract or directly enforces the inclusion

of txQ in Ly. This illustrates how a TTP can be leveraged to enforce synchrony, i.e., timely
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delivery of messages, in CCC protocols. While the two models yield equivalent results, the

choice between a TTP and network synchrony impacts the implementation details of a CCC

protocol.

Special Case: P = X and Q = Y

So far, we considered P and Q as participants of X and Y respectively. A special case worthy of

closer analysis is one where P represents the entirety of the consensus participants of X and Q

the consensus participants of Y . While Theorem 1 holds even in this setting, the reduction from

Fair Exchange may appear less intuitive: since both X and Y have Persistence and Liveness we

can assume that neither P (= X) nor Q (= Y ) will crash. Here, the challenge of establishing

CCC arises from ensuring that Y correctly verifies the state transition of X, i.e., the majority

of participants of Y obtain, validate and agree on a local view of Lx. While we defer a formal

treatment of this case to future work, we provide an intuition below.

The key to relating this case to the Fair Exchange impossibility is to distinguish between

communication models within and outside the system bounds of X and Y . Stemming from the

Persistence and Liveness properties, the communication channels within X and Y respectively

are (semi-)synchronous. However, CCC makes no such assumption beyond system bounds, i.e.,

there are no synchrony assumptions for communication channels between participants of X and

participants of Y .

As such, while it appears possible to create a CCC protocol between X (= P ) and Y ( = Q)

by requiring Y to collect and validate the state of X, (or vice-versa) it falls outside of the

CCC model. Specifically, such a protocol requires (semi-)synchronous communication channels

between participants of X and Y since the state validation of X is now subject to Persistence

and Liveness of Y . This assumption is outside of the CCC model and, in fact, in line with our

result. Intuitively, the existence of such a protocol between X and Y implies that consensus

participants of X and Y overlap or one is a subset of the other, which in turn contradicts the

CCC system model: arguably X and Y can no longer be considered two distinct systems in this

setting.
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For generality, we can further dissect the composition of a distributed system’s participants

into consensus participants and node operators. While both have (semi-)synchronous channels

to other participants, maintain a local view of the ledger and can modify the latter, only

consensus participants can finalize state transitions, i.e., a network participant will only consider

transactions “stable” when signed off by a consensus participant 4. It becomes clear that for

Y to validate and agree on the state of X (requirement for CCC), there needs to be at least

one honest and online party that is a node operator (not necessarily a consensus participant)

of both X and Y and broadcasts the necessary the necessary state transition proof of Lx to Y .

3.2.4 Incentives and Rational CCC

Several workarounds to the fair exchange problem, including gradual release mechanisms, op-

timistic models, and partially fair secure computation [ASW98b, CC00, KL12, BK14], have

been suggested in the literature. These workarounds suffer, among others, from a common

drawback: they require some form of trusted party that does not collude with the adversary.

Further, in case of an adversary-caused abort, honest parties must spend extra efforts to restore

fairness, e.g., in the optimistic model, the trusted server must be contacted each time fairness

is breached.

First suggested in the context of rational exchange protocols [Syv98], the economic dimension

of blockchains enabled a shift in this paradigm: Rather than forcing an honest user to invest

time and money to achieve fairness, the malicious user is economically punished when breaching

fairness and the victim is reimbursed. This has paved the way to design economically trustless

CCC protocols that follow a game-theoretic model under the assumption that actors behave

rationally [ZHL+19]. We remark that malicious/altruistic actors can nevertheless breach CCC

properties: even if there is no economic damage to parties P or Q, the correct execution of the

communication protocol itself is not guaranteed.

4We consider accessing a node operated by someone else via a publicly exposed interface equivalent to being
a node operator
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3.3 The CCC Design Framework

With the impossibility result 3.2 and CCC model (Section 3.1.2) in mind, we now introduce a

new framework for creating and evaluating CCC protocols.

A generic CCC protocol consists of three main phases: commit (on X), verify (and commit on

Y ), and an optional abort. The main challenge of designing a CCC protocol is hence to determine

the necessary trust model for each phase, from one of the following: (i) relying outright on a

TTP, (ii) relying on an explicit synchrony assumption, or (iii) a hybrid approach, where a

TTP is only involved if synchrony is breached. The framework introduced below is structured

as follows: for each CCC phase (subsection), we systematize the three possible trust models

(TTP, synchrony, hybrid), outlining possible implementations and reasoning about practical

considerations.

3.3.1 (Pre-)Commit Phase

The commit phase(s) of a CCC protocol typically involves the locking and unlocking of assets

on chains X and Y , determined by the outcome of the protocol.

Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators) A coordinator is a TTP that is tasked

with ensuring the correct execution of a CCC protocol. We classify coordinator implementations

attending to two criteria: custody of assets and involvement in blockchain consensus. A coor-

dinator (committee) can thereby be static (pre-defined) or dynamic (any user can join). And,

finally, a CCC protocol can utilize collateral to incentivize correct behavior. We first introduce

the classification criteria and then detail possible implementations of coordinators.

• Custody of Assets. Custody determines with whom the control over assets of (honest) partic-

ipants resides. We differentiate between custodians and escrows. Custodians receive uncondi-

tional control over the participant’s funds and are thus trusted to release them as instructed by

the protocol rules. Escrows receive control over the participant’s funds conditional to certain
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prearranged constraints being fulfilled. Contrary to custodians, escrows can fail to take action,

e.g. freeze assets, but cannot commit theft.

• Involvement in Consensus. Coordinators can optionally also take part in the blockchain

consensus protocol. Consensus-level coordinators refer to TTPs that are additionally consensus

participants in the underlying chain. This is the case, for example, if the commit step is

performed on chain X and enforced directly by the consensus participants of X, e.g. through

a smart contract or directly a multi-/threshold signature. External coordinators, on the other

hand, refer to TTPs which are not represented by the consensus participants of the underlying

blockchain. This is the case if (i) the coordinators are external to the chain X, e.g, the consensus

participants of chain Y or other parties, or (ii) less than the majority of consensus participants

of chain X are involved.

• Election. An important distinction to make is between static, i.e., unchanged over time

(usually permissioned), and dynamic coordinators. A dynamic coordinator can be chosen by

CCC participants for each individual execution or can be sampled by a pre-defined mechanism,

as e.g. studied in [DW14, KJG+16, KK19, PS16] for Proof-of-Work and in [Mic16, KRDO17,

DGKR18, BPS16] for Proof-of-Stake blockchains. We consider CCC protocols where any user

can become a coordinator as unrestricted [ZHL+19], while protocols that require coordinators

to register with some third party (or e.g. first acquire a token) as restricted [Kee19].

• Incentives and Collateralization. Instead of following a prohibitive approach, i.e., technically

preventing or limiting coordinators from deviating from protocol rules, a CCC protocol can

follow a punishable approach. That is, ensure misbehavior can be proven and penalized retro-

spectively. In the latter case, a coordinator will typically be required to lock collateral that can

be slashed and allocated to (financially) damaged CCC participants.

Coordinator Implementations. We now detail the different coordinator types according

to the aforementioned criteria and how they are implemented in practice.

• External Custodians (Committees). Instead of relying on the availability and honest behav-
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ior of a single external coordinator, trust assumptions can be distributed among a set of N

committee members. Decisions require the acknowledgment (e.g. digital signature) of at least

M ≤ N members, whereby consensus can be achieved via Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT)

agreement protocols such as PBFT [CL+99, KJG+16]. External custodians can be both static

or dynamic, and collateralization can be added on involved blockchains to incentivize honest

behavior.

• Consensus-level Custodians (Consensus Committee) are identical to external custodians, ex-

cept that they are also responsible for agreeing on the state of the underlying ledger. This

model is typically used in blockchain sharding [KKJG+18, ABSB+18], where the blockchain X

on which the commit step is executed runs a BFT consensus protocol, i.e., there already exists

a static committee of consensus participants that must be trusted for the correctness of CCC

(Persistence and Liveness of X). Collateralization of Consensus Custodians is best handled on

another blockchain, i.e., where the coordinators have no influence on consensus.

• External Escrows (Multisignature Contracts). External Escrows are a special case of External

Custodians, where the coordinator is transformed from Custodian to Escrow by means of a

multisignature contract. Multisignature contracts require signatures of a subset (or majority)

of committee members and the participant P (e.g., the asset owner), i.e., P + M,M ≤ N .

The committee can thus only execute actions pre-authorized by the participant: it can at most

freeze assets, but not commit theft.

• Consensus-level Escrow (Smart Contracts) are programs stored in a ledger that are executed

and their result agreed upon by consensus participants [But14, C+16]. As such, trusting in

the correct behavior of a smart contract is essentially trusting in the secure operation of the

underlying chain, making this a useful construction for Escrows. Contrary to Consensus-level

Custodians, who must actively follow the CCC protocol and potentially run additional software,

with smart contracts consensus participants typically are not directly involved in the CCC

protocol: interaction with the CCC smart contract is, by default, treated like any other state

transition and no additional software/action is required. CCC protocols which rely on smart

contracts typically involve cross-chain state verification (cf. Appendix A) to enforce correct
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execution on both X and Y , and typically do not need additional collateralization, except as

potential insurance against software bugs [KM20].

Model 2: Synchrony Assumptions (Lock Contracts) An alternative to coordinators

consists in relying on synchronous communication between participants and leveraging locking

mechanisms that harvest security from cryptographic hardness assumptions. In practice, so-

called lock contracts are typically used in CCC protocols that facilitate asset exchanges and

implement two-phase commit, where the same (symmetric) locks are created on both chains

and released atomically.

• Hash Locks. A protocol based on hash locks relies on the preimage resistance property of

hash functions: participants P and Q transfer assets to each other by means of transactions

that must be complemented with the preimage of a hash h := H(r) for a value r chosen by P –

the initiator of the protocol – typically uniformly at random [Bit13, Tie13, Her18, MMK+17].

• Signature-based Locks. Protocols based on hash locks have limited interoperability as they

require that both cryptocurrencies support the same hash function within their script language.

Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold in practice (e.g., Monero does not even support a

scripting language). Instead, P and Q can transfer assets to each other by means of transactions

that require to solve the discrete logarithm problem of a value Y := gy for a value y chosen

uniformly at random by P (i.e., the initiator of the protocol). In practice, it has been shown

that it is possible to embed the discrete logarithm problem in the creation of a digital signature,

a cryptography functionality used for authorization in most blockchains today [BN00, BBBF18,

MMSS+18, TMSM19, EMSM19, Poe17, MSRL+19].

• Timelock Puzzles and Verifiable Delay Functions. An alternative approach is to construct

(cryptographic) challenges, the solution of which will be made public at a predictable time in

the future. Thus, P and Q can commit to the cross-chain transfer conditioned on solving one of

the aforementioned challenges. Concrete constructions include timelock puzzles and verifiable

delay functions. Timelock puzzles [RSW96] build upon inherently sequential functions where

the result is only revealed after a predefined number of operations are performed. Verifiable
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delay functions [BBBF18] improve upon timelock puzzles in that the correctness of the result for

the challenge is publicly verifiable. This functionality can also be simulated by releasing parts

of the preimage of a hash lock interactively bit by bit until it can be brute forced [BJZ+17].

Model 3: Hybrid (Watchtowers) Instead of fully relying on coordinators being available or

synchrony assumptions among participants holding, it is possible to employ so-called watchtow-

ers, i.e., service providers which act as a fallback if CCC participants experience crash failures.

We observe strong similarities to optimistic fair exchange protocols [ASW98b, ASW98a, CC00].

Specifically, watchtowers take action to enforce the commitment, if one of the parties crashes

or synchrony assumptions do not hold, i.e., after a pre-defined timeout [KNW19, ALS+18,

MBB+18, AKW19]. This construction was first introduced and applied to off-chain payment

channels [GMSR+19].

3.3.2 Verification Phase

The verification phase, during which the commitment on X is verified on Y (or vice-versa),

can similarly be executed under different trust models, as detailed in the following. Thereby,

it is also of relevance what exactly is being verified: the possibility or the consensus agreement

on a state, a specific state transition (e.g. a transaction), or actual validation of a state

under underlying consensus rules (we direct the interested reader to Appendix A for a detailed

classification).

Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators). The simplest approach to cross-chain

verification is to rely on a trusted third party (also referred to as validators [Woo15]) to handle

the verification of the state changes on interlinked chains during CCC execution.

• External Validators. A simple approach is to outsource the verification step to a (trusted)

third party, external to the verifying ledger (in our case Y ), as in [TS15, Kyb19b]. The TTP

can then be the same as in the commit/abort steps.

• Consensus Committee / Smart Contracts. Alternatively, the verification can be handled by
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the consensus participants of the verifying chain [KKJG+18, DPW+16, Ler15], leveraging the

assumption that misbehavior of consensus participants indicates a failure of the chain itself.

• Verification Games. Finally, rather than fully trusting coordinators, they can be used as a

mere optimistic performance improvement by introducing dispute handling mechanisms to the

verification process: users can provide (reactive) fraud proofs [ASB18] or accuse coordinators

of misbehavior requiring them to prove correct operation [TR19, HB18, KGC+18].

Model 2: Synchrony Assumption. Instead of explicitly relying on a TTP, the verification

phase can be implemented using:

• Direct Observation. Similar to the commit phase of CCC, one can require all participants

of a CCC protocol to execute the verification phase individually: i.e., to run (fully validating)

nodes in all involved chains. This is often the case in exchange protocols, such as atomic swaps

using symmetric locks such as HTLCs [Bit13, Her18], but also in parent-child settings where

one chain by design verifies or validates the other [BCD+14, GKZ19b, Ler18]. This relies on a

synchrony assumption, i.e., requires CCC participants to observe commitments and act within

a certain time, in order to complete the CCC.

• Smart Contracts (Chain Relays). The verification process can be encoded in smart contracts

capable of verifying the commitment on X, so-called chain relays, as in the case of BTC-

Relay [Con17a] – a smart contract on Ethereum which tracks the Bitcoin main chain and verifies

BTC payments. Recently, chain relays capable of verifying succinct proofs of knowledge [ET18,

WE20b] have been proposed, which can (theoretically) enable full validation of commitments

on X (i.e., similar properties as full nodes, see Appendix A).

Model 3: Hybrid (Watchtowers). Just like in the commit phase, synchrony and TTP

assumptions can be combined in the verification phase, such that a CCC protocol initially relies

on a synchrony assumption, but can fall back to a TTP (watchtowers, c.f Section 3.3.1) to

ensure correct termination if messages are not delivered within a pre-defined period.
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3.3.3 Abort Phase

The abort of a CCC protocol is optional and is encountered typically in exchange protocols.

Most other CCC protocols assume that once a commit is executed on X, no abort will be

necessary.

Model 1: Trusted Third Party (Coordinators) Similar to the commit phase, an abort

can be handled by a trusted third party and the possible implementations are the same as in

Section 3.3.1. If a TTP was introduced in the commit phase, the abort phase will be typically

handled by the exact same TTP.

Model 2: Synchrony Assumptions (Timelocks) Alternatively, it is possible to enforce

synchrony by introducing timelocks, which abort the protocol after expiry. Specifically, to

ensure that assets are not locked up indefinitely in case of a crash failure of a participant or

misbehavior of a TTP entrusted with the commit step, all commit techniques can be comple-

mented with timelocks : after the expiry of the timelock, assets are returned to their original

owner. We differentiate between two types of timelocks:

• Absolute timelocks, where a transaction becomes valid only after a certain point in time,

defined by a timestamp or a block (ledger at index i, L[i]) located in the future.

• Relative timelocks, where a transaction tx2 becomes valid only after a given time value or

number of confirmations [bit18] have elapsed since the inclusion of another transaction tx1 in

the underlying ledger. Typically, tx1 and tx2 are related as tx2 spends assets transferred in

tx1 [PD16]. Although more practical than absolute timelocks (no need for external clock), we

are not aware of schemes allowing the creation of relative timelocks across ledgers.

Model 3: Hybrid (Watchtowers) As an additional measure of security, TTPs can be intro-

duced as a fallback to timelocks in case CCC participants experience crash failures, e.g. in form

of a watchtower [KNW19, ALS+18, MBB+18, AKW19] that recovers otherwise potentially lost

assets. This is specifically useful in the case of atomic swaps using Hashed Timelock Contracts

(HTLCs) [Bit13, Her18, Bit21a, PD16], when either party crashes after the hashlock’s secret

has been revealed.
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Table 3.2: Classification of existing of Cross-Chain Communication protocols, in consideration of the selected TTP model (cf. Section 3.3)
at each protocol step (commit, verify, abort). Notation for non-binary TTP values:  uses a TTP, # fully relies on synchrony and
availability of participants, H# hybrid. We also highlight if the TTP (committee) is static or changes dynamically, and whether collateral
is utilzed to incentivize correct behavior of TTPs. We use the following abbreviations: EC for External Custodian, CC for Consensus
Custodian, EE for External Escrow, SC for Smart Contract, EV for External Validator, CM for Consensus Committee, and DO for
Direct Observation.

Protocol

Trust Model at each CCC Protocol Phase

Commit on chain X Verify & Commit on chain Y Abort on chain X (optinal)

TTP Dynamic? Collateral? Type TTP Type TTP Type

E
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ro
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(A
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m
ic

S
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a
p
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Traditional Custodial Exchanges (e.g., [Bin22, BJZ+17])  7 7 EC (single, restricted)  EV  EC (single, restricted)

A2L [TMSM19] H# 7 3 EE (multisig + signature Lock) # DO H# EE + Timelock

Arwen [HLG19] H# 7 7 EE (multisig + Hash Lock) # DO H# EE + Timelock

Notarized HTLC Atomic Swaps [TS15] # - - Hash Lock  EV H# EE + Timelock

HTLC Atomic Swaps [Bit13, Her18, Tie13, TS15] # - - Hash Lock # DO # Timelock

ECDSA/DLSAG Atomic Swaps [MMSS+18, MSRL+19] # - - Signature Lock # DO # Timelock

SPV Atomic Swaps [eth15, KZ18, ZHL+19, HLS19] # - - Standard payment # SC(chain relay) # Timelock
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ig
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(Bidirectional) Chain Relays [KZ18, GKZ19b] # - - SC # SC (chain relay) - -

XCLAIM [ZHL+19], Dogethereum [TSB19]  3 3 EC (single, unrestricted) # SC (chain relay) -? -

tBTC [Kee19]  7 3 EC (committee, restricted) # SC (chain relay) -? -

Custodial Wrapped Assets (e.g., [Kyb19b, Ren20, Pto20])  7 7 EC (single, restricted)  EV  EC (single, restricted)

S
id

e
-

c
h
a
in

s Federated Sidechains/Pegs [BCD+14, DPW+16, GKZ19b]  7 7 EC (consensus of Y )  CM -? -

RSK [Ler15, Ler18]  7 7 EC (consensus of Y )  CM -? -

S
h
a
r
d
in

g

ATOMIX[KKJG+18],SBAC[ABSB+18], Fabric Channels[ACDCKK18]  7 7 CC (shard X)  CM  CC (shard X)

Rapidchain [ZMR18]  7 7 CC (shard X)  CM -? -

XCMP [BCC+20]  7 7 EC (parent consensus)  CM -? -

B
o
o
t-

st
r
a
p
p
in

g

Proof-of-Burn (Federated) [Ste12, KKZ20] # - - SC / Burn address  CM - -

Proof-of-Burn (SPV) [KKZ20] # - - SC / Burn address # SC (chain relay) - -

Merged Mining/Staking [JZS+17, GKZ19b]  7 7 CC (consensus of X)  CM - -

? While not explicitly considered by the protocol, the TTP used for the commitment on X can, at its discretion, abort the CCC protocol manually/out-of-band in case of failure on Y .
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3.4 Classification of Existing CCC Protocols

We now apply the CCC Design Framework introduced in Section 3.3 to classify existing CCC

protocols. All CCC protocols observed in practice follow the Generic CCC Protocol model

(cf. Section 3.1.5). For each protocol, we hence study and reason about the trust model (TTP,

synchrony, hybrid) selected for each phase of the CCC process, and summarize our classification

in Table 3.2.

In addition to applying the CCC Design Framework, we split existing proposals into two protocol

families, based on their design rationale and use case, which has direct implications on the design

choices: (i) exchange protocols, which synchronize the exchange of assets across two ledgers

(Section 3.4.1), and (ii) asset migration protocols, which allow moving an asset or object to a

different ledger (Section 3.4.2).

3.4.1 Exchange Protocols

Exchange protocols synchronize an atomic exchange of digital goods: x on chain X against y

on Y . In practice, such protocols implement a two-phase commit mechanism, where parties

first pre-commit to the exchange and can explicitly abort the protocol in case of disagreement

or failure during the commit step.

(Pre-)Commit. Trivially, the commit phase can be handled by External Custodians: tradi-

tional, centralized exchanges require to deposit (commit) assets with a TTP before trading.

The longest-standing alternative to centralized solutions are atomic swaps via symmetric locks

which rely on synchrony and cryptographic hardness assumptions. Counterparties P and Q

lock (pre-commit) assets in on-chain contracts with identical release conditions on X and Y :

spending from one lock releases the other, ensuring Atomicity of CCC. The first and most

adopted implementation of symmetric locks are hashed timelock contracts (HTLCs) [Tie13,

Bit13, Her18, TS15], where the same secret (selected by P ) is used as a pre-image to identical

Hash Locks on X and Y . To improve cross-platform compatibility, Hash Locks, which require
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both chains to support (the same) hash functions, can be replaced with Signature Locks e.g.,

using ECDSA [MMSS+18] or group/ring signature schemes [MSRL+19].

On blockchains that support (near) Turing complete programming languages (e.g., Ethereum

[But14]) the commitment on X can exhibit more complex locking conditions via smart con-

tracts. In SPV atomic swaps [eth15, KZ18, ZHL+19, HLS19], assets of a party P are locked

in a smart contract on X which is capable of verifying the state of chain Y (chain relay, cf.

Section 3.3.2) - and unlocked only if counterparty Q submits a correct proof for the expected

payment (commitment) on Y . The smart contract can be further extended to support collater-

alization and penalties for misbehaving counterparties (e.g., to mitigate optionally and improve

fairness [HLY19, ZHL+19]).

Both symmetric and SPV atomic swaps suffer from usability challenges impeding adoption:

they require users to be online and execute commitments in a timely manner to avoid financial

damage (built-in abort mechanisms will be discussed later). Hybrid protocols seek to combine

symmetric locks with TTP models to mitigate usability issues while avoiding full trust in a

central provider. In Arwen [HLG19], parties P and Q commit to-be-exchanged assets into

on-chain multisignature contracts on X and Y , establishing shared custody with an External

Escrow (EE). Trades are executed similar to HTLC swaps, yet utilize the escrow to ensure

correct and timely execution. A2L [TMSM19] follows a similar multisignature setup but utilizes

adaptor signatures [AEE+20] to ensure Atomicity of trades: the escrow only forwards P ’s assets

to Q if Q solves a cryptographic challenge, for which Q needs the help of P . Both Arwen and

A2L require a complex on-chain setup process (similar to payment channels [PD16]) and rely on

pre-paid fees (Arwen) or collateral (A2L) to protect the escrow from griefing attacks [CCLM09]

- yielding them inefficient for one-time exchanges.

Verify. Contrary to traditional exchanges, where the custodial (operator) is also responsible

for the verification phase, symmetric atomic swap protocols (including Arwen and A2L) require

users to directly observe all chains involved in the CCC to verify the correct execution of the

(pre-) commit phase. Notarized atomic swaps (e.g., as in InterLedger [TS15]) remove the

online requirement for users by entrusting an External Validator (EV) e.g., a set of notaries,
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with the verification of (and timely reaction to) the commitment on X- at the risk of the EV

colluding with the counterparty to commit theft. A more robust approach, implemented in

SPV atomic swaps, is the use of chain relays : the verification of the commit on X and the

correct finalization of the CCC protocol (commit on Y ) is executed by a smart contract on Y ,

enforced by the consensus of Y .

Abort. Exchange CCC protocols typically add timelocks to the release conditions of the com-

mitments of X and Y to ensure an automatic abort of the CCC protocol after a pre-defined

delay. This is to prevent indefinite lock-up of assets, should a party crash or misbehave. How-

ever, CCC protocols implementing timelocks impose strict online requirements on participants

and expose them to race conditions. The initiator P of e.g., an HTLC swap can defraud coun-

terparty Q by recovering assets on X if they remain unclaimed upon expiry of the timelock (e.g.,

if Q crashed). Some protocols, including A2L and Arwen, partially outsource this responsibility

to TTPs [HLG19, TMSM19].

3.4.2 Asset Migration Protocols

Asset migration protocols temporarily or permanently move digital goods from one blockchain

to another. Typically, this is achieved by obtaining a “write lock” on an asset x on chain X,

preventing any further updates to x on chain X, and consequently creating a representation

y(x) on Y . The state of x can only be updated by modifying its “wrapped” version y(x) on

Y – comparable to the concept of mutual exclusion in concurrency control [Dij01]. The state

changes of y(x) will typically be reflected back to chain X by locking or destroying (“burning”)

y(x) and applying the updates to x when it is unlocked.

Migration protocols only require to execute CCC synchronization acrossX and Y twice: creating

and destroying y(x). The “wrapped” representation y(x) typically exhibits the same properties

as “native” assets y, allowing seamless integration with applications on Y . For comparison,

Exchange protocols require to set up and execute CCC for each trade. The main drawback of

Migration protocols is the requirement of giving up custody over x, in the majority of cases to

a TTP (cf. Table 3.2).
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In practice, we identify four main use cases for Migration protocols: (i) cryptocurrency-backed

assets used for transfers across heterogeneous blockchains (e.g., “wrapped” Bitcoin on Ethereum),

(ii) communication across homogeneous chains (shards) in sharded blockchains, (iii) sidechains

where a child chain is “pegged” to a parent for feature extensions, and (iv) bootstrapping of

new block-chains using existing systems.

(Pre-)Commit. The simplest implementation of a Migration protocol (e.g., for cryptocurrency-

backed assets) relies on a single, static TTP which receives unrestricted custody over the to-be-

migrated assets during the commit phase (External Custodian) – for example, as implemented

by wBTC [Kyb19b], a custodial platform for migrating Bitcoin to Ethereum.

Instead of relying on a single TTP, most CCC rely on a TTP committee to improve robustness

against failures. Protocols connecting heterogeneous blockchains via cryptocurrency-backed

assets, notably tBTC [Kee19], utilize a set of External Custodians (EC). In the tBTC protocol,

currently deployed between Bitcoin and Ethereum, ECs construct a jointly controlled deposit

public key on X via (ECDSA) threshold signatures [GGN16], to which users send (commit)

to-be-migrated assets. The ECs must thereby lock up collateral on Y which is used to reimburse

users in case the EC committee commits theft or crashes. At the time of writing, the imple-

mented threshold signature scheme does not support fault attribution, i.e., it is impossible to

distinguish between honest and malicious committee members when slashing collateral, requir-

ing the EC set to be static and restricted. RenVM [Ren20] aims to replace threshold signatures

with distributed key generation via secure multi-party computation [Gol98] but implements a

centralized approach at the time of writing.

Sidechains [BCD+14, DPW+16, GKZ19b] establish a parent-child relationship between X and

Y : the consensus committee of X (Consensus Custodian, CC) or Y (External Custodian, EC)

is responsible for handling the correct deposit (commit) of x on X. In practice, implemen-

tations follow a similar approach to the heterogeneous setting: users deposit assets x to a

public key with shared control among committee members, implemented e.g., via threshold

/ multisignature [IN83] schemes. Liquid [BCD+14, DPW+16], which coined the “sidechain”

terminology, maintains an 11-of-15 multisignature, controlled by its consensus participants, to
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migrate (lock/unlock) Bitcoin to and from the Liquid blockchain. RSK [Ler15, Ler18], a merge-

mined [JZS+17] Bitcoin sidechain, currently follows the same approach as Liquid but envisions

a Bitcoin protocol upgrade enabling miners to vote on migrating assets to RSK.

Similarly, sharded blockchains, which consist of a set of homogeneous shard-chains with a homo-

geneous, shared security model, utilize the consensus committee(s) available within the system

for securing cross-shard migrations. While often considered as a separate topic in research,

sharded blockchains exhibit built-in CCC protocols [AKKW19]: Migrated assets x are locked

with the consensus of X (Consensus Custodian, CC) during the commit phase. A novelty com-

pared to heterogeneous systems is the explicit consideration of n-to-m CCC protocols, such as

ATOMIX [KKJG+18], SBAC [ABSB+18], and Fabric Channels [ACDCKK18], which require

an explicit abort step as part of the two-phase commit design.

Recently, a new family of protocols following a permissionless design was introduced. XCLAIM

[ZHL+19] and Dogethereum [TSB19] allow anyone to become a TTP and accept deposits (com-

mits) of x on X, establishing a dynamic and unrestricted set of coordinators (External Custo-

dians, ECs). The only requirement for registering as an EC is to lock collateral y on Y – the

amount of y locked thereby determines the amount of x deposits (and hence minted y(x)) an EC

can accept. While Dogethereum assumes a constant exchange rate between migrated x (equiv.

y(x)) and collateral asset y, XCLAIM utilizes a multi-stage over-collateralization scheme to re-

balance the economic value of committed x and locked collateral y. To enable ECs to join and

leave the system at any point in time, XCLAIM implements a replacement/auction mechanism

via cross-chain SPV atomic swaps, where collateral y can be exchanged for committed x held

in custody.

In cases where X and Y support smart contracts, specifically chain relays, bidirectional chain

relays [KZ18, GKZ19b] can be utilized, enabling non-custodial commitments on X and Y :

locking of x and unlocking/minting of y(x) is handled exclusively by smart contracts under the

assumption of synchrony.

Proof-of-Burn [Ste12, KKZ20] follows a similar design, yet implements a unidirectional protocol:

instead of being locked, x is provably destroyed (“burned”), and newly minted as y(x) on Y . As
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such, Proof-of-Burn is mostly used for bootstrapping new blockchains. Merged mining [JZS+17]

was the first CCC protocol deployed in practice (2011 in Namecoin) and is used explicitly for

bootstrapping purposes. Miners (stakers) of X can reuse PoW solutions (stake) to progress

consensus on Y by including a commitment to Y ’s state in the ledger of X.

Verify. Asset migration protocols - with the exception of centralized, custodial services - rely on

the consensus of chain Y to correctly verify the commitment on X. We observe two main imple-

mentation techniques: (i) under synchrony assumptions by using chain relay smart contracts,

which cryptographically verify the correctness of the commitment on X, or (ii) by requesting

the consensus committee of Y to explicitly sign off on the CCC execution. XCMP [BCC+20],

a cross-shard protocol, adds an additional verification step: cross-shard transfers are verified

by and included in a hierarchically “superior” parent chain – which in turn is verified by the

target shard Y before commitment.

Abort. We observe that Asset migration protocols generally do not implement an explicit

abort phase. Instead, they assume that if the commitment on X is executed correctly it will

eventually be verified by chain Y , which in turn will result in a correct commitment on Y . An

exception hereof are n-to-m transfers in sharded blockchains (e.g., ATOMIX [KKJG+18] and

SBAC [ABSB+18]) which require an explicit abort phase. Such transfers follow a two-phase-

commit protocol: assets on all source shards X1, ..., Xn are pre-committed and verified on all

target shards Y1, ..., Yn, which in turn execute a pre-commitment. If a single target shard fails

to reply with a pre-commitment (within some period), the CCC protocol is aborted on all other

source and target shards.

3.4.3 Insights and General Observations

An interesting, yet expected insight is that performance and usability outweigh security con-

siderations from a user’s perspective. Decentralized and non-custodial CCC solutions have been

proposed as early as 2013 (symmetric swaps [Tie13]) and 2015 (SPV swaps [eth15]), yet cen-

tralized providers remain the dominant cross-chain asset exchange facilitator. The recent rise

of decentralized exchanges, which mostly operate within a single chain [Coi19], has boosted the
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adoption of cryptocurrency-backed assets, although predominantly via custodial approaches: at

the time of writing, 99% of “wrapped” Bitcoin on Ethereum has been issued through trusted,

custodial services [Pul22a].

Decentralized CCC protocols still suffer from practical drawbacks hindering adoption. Symmet-

ric atomic swaps impose strict online requirements on users. SPV atomic swaps, and similarly

migration protocols such as XCLAIM and tBTC, make use of chain relays which are only fea-

sible if Y supports smart contracts and the cryptographic primitives used in X. Orthogonal,

collateralization, which allows to protect users from financial damage (cf. Section 3.2), in-

curs high capital requirements and opportunity cost – leading most users to resort to trusted,

centralized solutions.

An interesting observation hereby is that sharded systems and sidechains do not necessarily

benefit from decentralized CCC protocols. In fact, due to the homogeneous nature of the security

models of X and Y in this setting, the use of the consensus committee(s) of X or Y as TTP for

CCC does not introduce any additional (external) trust assumptions to the underlying systems.

3.5 CCC Challenges and Outlook

In this section, we provide an outlook on the (open) problems faced by CCC protocols and

interesting avenues for future work.

3.5.1 Heterogeneous Models and Parameters Across Chains

Problems. Different blockchains leverage different system models and parameterizations,

which, if not handled correctly by CCC protocols, can lead to protocol failures. For instance,

the absence of a global clock across chains requires CCC participants to either agree on a trusted

third party as means of synchronization or to rely on a chain-dependent time definition (e.g.,

block generation rates [GKL16]) which are often non-deterministic and hence unsafe for strictly
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time-bound protocols [GKL16, ZHL+19]. A practical example hereof are race-condition attacks

on symmetric exchange protocols such as HTLC atomic swaps, discussed in Section 3.4.

Another consideration are the security models of interconnected chains: while X and Y may

exhibit well-defined security models, these are typically independent and not easily comparable

(with the exception of sharding) – especially when combined within a CCC protocol. For

instance, X may rely on PoW and thus assume that adversarial hash rate is bounded by

α ≤ 33% [ES14, GKW+16, SSZ15]. On the other hand, Y may utilize PoS for consensus and

similarly assume that the adversary’s stake in the system is bound by β ≤ 33%. While similar

at first glance, the cost of accumulating stake [GKR18, FKO+18] may be lower than that of

accumulating computational power, or vice-versa [Bon16]. Since permissionless ledgers are not

Sybil resistant [Dou02], i.e., provide weak identities at best, quantifying adversary strength

is challenging even within a single ledger [AKWW19]. This task becomes nearly impossible

in the cross-chain setting: not only can consensus participants (i) “hop” between different

chains [MCJ17, KKSK19], destabilizing involved systems, but also (ii) be susceptible to bribing

attacks executed cross-chain, against which there currently exist no countermeasures [MHM18,

JSZ+19].

Following from different security models, the lack of homogeneous finality guarantees [SKK20]

across blockchains poses another challenge for CCC. Consider the following: X accepts a trans-

action as valid when confirmed by k subsequent blocks e.g., as in PoW blockchains [GKL16]; in-

stead, Y deems transactions valid as soon as they are written to the ledger (k = 1, e.g. [AGM18]).

A CCC protocol triggers a state transition on Y conditioned on a transaction included in X,

however, later an (accidental) fork occurs on X. While the state of X is reverted, this may not

be possible on Y according to consensus rules – likely resulting in an inconsistent state on Y

and financial damage to users.

Outlook. Considering the plethora of blockchain designs in practice, it is safe to assume a

heterogeneous ecosystem for at least the near future. Protocol designers must hence carefully

evaluate and consider the specifics of each interlinked chain when implementing CCC schemes:

introduction of conservative lower bounds on transaction (commit) finality (hours/days rather
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than minutes), analysis of computation and communication capabilities of consensus partici-

pants, and accounting for peer-to-peer network delays when utilizing a trusted third party as

a global clock.

3.5.2 Heterogeneous Cryptographic Primitives Across Chains

Problems. Interconnected chains X and Y may rely on different cryptographic schemes or

different instances of the same scheme. CCC protocols, however, often require compatible

cryptographic primitives: a CCC protocol between a system X using ECDSA [JMV01] as its

digital signature scheme and a system Y using Schnorr [Sch91] is only seamlessly possible if

both schemes are instantiated over the same elliptic curve [MMSS+18]. This is one of the

reasons Ethereum uses the same secp256k1 curve as Bitcoin [But20].

Similarly, CCC protocols using Hash Locks, e.g. HTLC swaps, require that the domain of the

hash function has the same size in both X and Y – otherwise, the protocol is prone to oversize

preimage attacks [Ja19], i.e., an attack where a transaction cannot be accepted by a chain

because the representation of the preimage requires more bits than those previously allocated

to store it.

Outlook. A design challenge in CCC protocols is thus the interoperability of chains in terms

of (cryptographic) primitives as required in CCC protocols. In cases where interlinked chains

implement different elliptic curves, zero-knowledge proofs may provide a workaround, yet at the

cost of increased protocol complexity, as well as computation and communication costs [Noe20].

Our observations suggest that this is one of the main reasons for the lack of interoperability

across current blockchain networks.

3.5.3 Collateralization and Exchange Rates

Problems. In recent works [ZHL+19, TSB19, KZ18, Kee19], we observe a trend towards

collateralizing coordinators to prevent financial damage to users and incentivize correct behavior
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of TTPs. Thereby, it is crucial to ensure that the provided collateral has sufficient value

to outweigh potential gains from misbehavior. However, in the cross-chain setting, where

insured assets and collateral are typically different, collateralized CCC protocols are forced to (i)

implement measures against exchange rate fluctuations such as over-collateralization incurring

capital inefficiencies for participants, and (ii) rely on (typically centralized) price oracles.

Outlook. Current CCC protocols, if at all, only provide minimal protection against exchange

rate fluctuations, such as over-collateralization. An interesting avenue for future research is

hence the design of dynamic collateralization e.g., based on the volatility of the locked/collateral

assets. Decentralized price oracles already are an active field of research [RWG+18, ABV+18,

TE17, EJS17, ZMM+19], yet as of this writing, oracles remain single points of failure in col-

lateralized CCC protocols. Cryptocurrency-backed assets traded on decentralized exchanges,

where trading data is available on-chain, may thereby provide a valuable source of information

for cross-verification with centralized providers [ZHL+19].

3.5.4 Lack of Formal Security Analysis

Problems. While numerous CCC protocols have been deployed and used in practice, handling

value transfers worth millions, most lack formal and rigorous security analysis. This lack of for-

mal security guarantees opens the door to possible security threats. For instance, replay attacks

on state verification, i.e., where proofs are re-submitted multiple times or on multiple chains,

can result in failures such as double spending [MHM17] or counterfeited cryptocurrency-backed

assets [ZHL+19]. Another security issue arises with data availability. Protocols employing

cross-chain verification via chain relays typically rely on the timely arrival of proofs and meta-

data (block headers, transactions, ...). However, if an adversary can withhold this data from the

verifying chain [ASB18], such protocols not only become less efficient but potentially vulnerable

to double-spending and counterfeiting.

Outlook. This state of affairs calls for a rigorous and formal security analysis of existing CCC

protocol – least those deployed in practice. In the meantime, ad-hoc solutions to the afore-

mentioned security threats have been discussed in the community. For instance, protections
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against replay attacks involving the use of sequence numbers, or chains keeping track of previ-

ously processed proofs [MHM17, SBABD19, But18]. Similarly, first attempts to mitigate the

data availability problem via erasure coding have been suggested in [ASB18, AB19, YSL+19] –

yet at the cost of protocol complexity and communication overhead.

3.5.5 Lack of Formal Privacy Analysis.

Problems. Privacy is a crucial property of financial transactions and hence applies to CCC

protocols. Ideally, it should not be possible for an observer to determine which two events

have been synchronized across chains (e.g., which assets have been exchanged and by whom).

Unfortunately, CCC protocols deployed in practice lack formal privacy analysis, and numerous

privacy issues have already been detected. For instance, existing works [MMK+17, GM16]

leverage the fact that the same hash value is used on both chains involved in symmetric HTLC

atomic swaps to trivially link exchanged assets and accounts. Other de-anonymization tech-

niques enabled by CCC protocols include miner address clustering via blocks merge-mined

across different cryptocurrencies [JZS+17], cross-linking of miner and user accounts cross-chain

by analyzing blockchain forks [HH18, SSJ+19], and using public exchange datasets to trace

cross-ledger trades [YKM19].

Outlook. The academic community has developed formal frameworks that permit rigor-

ous analysis of the privacy properties in the context of exchange protocols [GM16, HAB+16,

TMSM19, MMK+17, MMSS+18]. First techniques towards privacy-preserving CCC Exchange

protocols via asymmetric and unlinkable locking techniques have been studied in [MMK+17,

MMSS+18, RNS14, DH20], yet, at the time of writing, we are not aware of privacy enhancements

for the more-widely adopted Migration protocols – an interesting avenue for future research.
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3.6 Conclusion

Our systematic analysis of cross-chain communication as a new problem in the era of dis-

tributed ledgers allows us to relate (mostly) community-driven efforts to established academic

research in database- and distributed systems research. We formalized the cross-chain com-

munication problem and show it cannot be solved without a trusted third party – contrary to

the assumptions often made in the blockchain community. Following this result, we introduced

a framework for evaluating existing and designing new cross-chain communication protocols,

based on the inherent trust assumptions thereof. We then provide classification and compar-

ative evaluation, taking into account both academic research and the vast number of online

resources, allowing us to better understand the similarities and differences between existing

cross-chain communication approaches. Finally, by discussing implications and open challenges

faced by cross-chain communication protocols, as well as the implications of interoperability

on the security and privacy of blockchains, we offered a comprehensive guide for designing

protocols, bridging multiple distributed ledgers.



Chapter 4

XCLAIM: Trustless, Interoperable

Cryptocurrency-backed Assets

Blockchain-based cryptocurrencies enable secure and trustless transactions between parties. As

a result, they have gained widespread adoption and popularity in recent years; there are cur-

rently over 12 000 different cryptocurrencies in operation, with a total market cap of USD 1.7

trillion [Coi22]. However, despite a growing and thriving ecosystem, cryptocurrencies continue

to operate in complete isolation from one another: blockchain protocols provide no means by

which to communicate or exchange data with external systems. Hence, achieving interoperabil-

ity between blockchains remains an open challenge.

Centralized exchanges thus remain the preferred route to execute fund transfers and exchanges

across blockchains. However, these services require trust and therefore undermine the very na-

ture of the cryptocurrencies on which they operate, making them vulnerable to attacks [Moo13,

Bal, Pag14, ABC16]. To overcome this, decentralized exchanges [Aur19, Eth22a, WB17, Air22,

Kyb22] (DEXs) have recently emerged, removing the need to trust centralized intermediaries

for blockchain transfers. However, the vast majority of DEXs only enable the exchange of

cryptocurrency-assets within a single blockchain, i.e., they do not operate across blockchains

(cross-chain). As such, it is only a handful of platforms [Kom19, Dec17] that actually support

cross-chain exchanges through the use of atomic cross-chain swaps (ACCS) [Tie16, Bit20a,

83
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BCD+14, Her18].

ACCS enable secure cross-chain exchanges, e.g. using hashed timelock contracts (HTLCs) [Bit21a,

Chr15]. At present, they are the only mechanism to do this without necessitating trust. Un-

fortunately, they require several strong assumptions to maintain security, thus limiting their

practicality: they are interactive, requiring all parties to be online and actively monitor all

involved blockchains during execution; they require synchronizing clocks between blockchains

and rely on pre-established secure out-of-band communication channels. In addition, they also

incur long waiting periods between transfers and suffer the limitation that for every cross-chain

swap, four transactions need to occur, two on each blockchain. This makes them expensive,

slow, and inefficient.

We therefore present Xclaim (pronounced cross-claim): the first generic framework for achiev-

ing trustless cross-chain exchanges using cryptocurrency-backed assets. In Xclaim, blockchain-

based assets can be securely constructed and one-to-one backed by other cryptocurrencies, for

example, Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum. Through the secure issuance, swapping, and

redemption of these assets, users can perform cross-chain exchanges in a trustless and non-

interactive manner, overcoming the limitations of existing solutions.

To achieve this, Xclaim exploits publicly verifiable smart contracts to remove the need for

trusted intermediaries and leverages chain relays [But16, Con17a, KZ19, BCD+14] for cross-

chain state verification. Using these building blocks, Xclaim constructs a publicly verifiable

audit log of user actions on both blockchains and employs collateralization and punishments to

enforce the correct behavior of participants. Thereby, Xclaim follows a proof-or-punishment

approach, i.e., participants must proactively prove adherence to system rules.

Due to its simple and efficient design, Xclaim enables several novel applications, such as

(i) smart contract and application access for legacy cryptocurrencies, (ii) cross-chain payment

channels, where users can exchange payments off-chain across different blockchains in a trust-

less manner; (iii) temporary transaction offloading, where users temporarily tokenize their cryp-

tocurrency on other blockchains to overcome network congestion and high fees; and (iv) N-way

and multi-party atomic swaps allowing efficient and complex atomic swaps. Finally, as Xclaim
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maintains compatibility with existing standardized asset interfaces [VB15, Dex17], the issued

assets are tradeable via existing decentralized exchanges, enabling these exchanges to operate

cross-blockchain.

Contribution

In summary, the contributions of this chapter are the following:

• We define the notion of cryptocurrency-backed assets for blockchains and formulate goals

for security and functionality (Section 4.1). We then present Xclaim, a practical and

secure system to construct cryptocurrency-backed assets without trusted intermediaries

(Section 4.2-4.3).

• We provide a formal protocol specification for Xclaim and analyze in detail the re-

quirements for the underlying blockchains (Section 4.4). While the blockchain used to

issue cryptocurrency-backed assets must support smart contracts, Xclaim requires only

base-ledger functionality on the backing side, supporting practically all cryptocurrencies.

• We implement Xclaim(btc,eth), to the best of our knowledge, the first system for trust-

lessly issuing, transferring, swapping, and redeeming Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum

(Section 4.6). In our prototype, it costs USD 0.47 to issue, USD 0.04 to transfer, USD

0.19 to atomically swap, and USD 0.49 to redeem any given amount of cross-chain to-

kens5. We compare performance and costs to HTLC atomic swaps and show Xclaim is

95.7% faster and 65.4% cheaper for 1000 swaps.

• Finally, we present and describe several novel applications enabled exclusively by Xclaim,

such as cross-chain payment channels and efficient N-way and multi-party atomic swaps

(Section 4.7).

5According to exchange rates as of 30 November 2018.
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4.1 System Overview

In this section, we first define cryptocurrency-backed assets. We then present the system model

and actors in Xclaim, as well as the network and threat models. Finally, we present Xclaim’s

system goals.

4.1.1 Cryptocurrency-backed Assets (CbA)

Definition. We define cryptocurrency-backed assets (CbAs) as assets deployed on top of a

blockchain I that are backed by a cryptocurrency on blockchain B. We denote assets in I as i

and cryptocurrency on B as b. We use i(b) to further denote when an asset on I is backed by

b.

We extend the definition of assets by Androulaki et al. [ACDCKK18] and describe a CbA

through the following fields:

• issuing blockchain, the blockchain I on which the CbA i(b) is issued.

• backing blockchain, the blockchain B that backs i(b) using cryptocurrency b.

• asset value, the units of the backing cryptocurrency b used to generate the asset i(b).

• asset redeemability, whether or not i(b) can be redeemed on B for b.

• asset owner, the current owner of i(b) on I.

• asset fungibility, whether or not units of i(b) are interchangeable.

We define a CbA as symmetric if the total amount of backing units b is equivalent to the total

amount of issued units i(b), i.e., |b| = |i(b)|, and as asymmetric if the CbA exhibits an alternate

backing rate, i.e., |b| 6= |i(b)|. In Xclaim, we restrict CbAs to be symmetric cryptocurrency-

backed assets. Moreover, CbAs can be divided and merged back together as necessary. We

defer the analysis of alternate CbAs, such as asymmetric and non-fungible CbAs, to future

work.
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4.1.2 System Model and Actors

Xclaim operates between a backing blockchain B of cryptocurrency b and an issuing blockchain

I with underlying CbA i(b). To operate CbAs, Xclaim further differentiates between the

following actors in the system:

• CbA Requester. Locks b on B to request i(b) on I.

• CbA Sender. Owns i(b) and transfers ownership to another user on I.

• CbA Receiver. Receives and is assigned ownership over i(b) on I.

• CbA Redeemer. Destroys i(b) on I to request the corresponding amount of b on B.

• CbA Backing Vault (vault). A (non-trusted) intermediary liable for fulfilling redeem

requests of i(b) for b on B.

• Issuing Smart Contract (iSC). A public smart contract responsible for managing the

correct issuing and exchange of i(b) on I. The iSC ensures the correct behavior of the

vault .

To perform these roles in Xclaim, actors are identified on a blockchain using their pub-

lic/private key pairs. As a result, the creator , redeemer , and vault must maintain key pairs for

both blockchains B and I. The sender and receiver only need to maintain key pairs for the

issuing blockchain I. iSC exists as a publicly verifiable smart contract on I.

4.1.3 Distributed Ledger Model

We use the terms distributed ledger and blockchain as synonyms and adapt the distributed

ledger model based on [ZABZ+19, GKL15], and as introduced in Section 3.1.2.

We consider two distributed systems B and I that each consist of a set of participants and

employ a consensus protocol to agree on a sequence of transactions. We assume the security
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model (threat, network, and cryptographic assumptions) of the consensus protocol holds: the

fraction of consensus participants f or computational power α corrupted by an adversary is

bounded by the threshold necessary to ensure the security of the consensus protocol. For

Proof-of-Work blockchains, we therefore assume α ≤ 33% [ES14, GKW+16, SSZ15].

In this work, we only consider distributed systems that maintain robust transaction ledgers [GKL15],

meaning they satisfy persistence and liveness with high probability to the security parameters.

We refer to Section 3.1.2 for a detailed discussion of assumptions and notation.

4.1.4 Network Model

For the underlying network, we make the same assumptions as in prior work [KRDO17],

[KKJG+18], namely that (i) honest nodes are well connected and (ii) communication channels

between these nodes are (semi-)synchronous, i.e., messages sent between honest participants

will be received within a known maximum delay ∆ (∆B for B and ∆I for I). For simplicity,

we assume the liveness delay parameter u is hidden in ∆. Additionally, we assume that all

participants are aware of the smart contract iSC, and hence of the values publicly stored in it.

4.1.5 Threat model

We assume that the cryptographic primitives ofB and I are secure and that adversaries are com-

putationally bounded. Adversaries are fully adaptive, i.e, can freely choose controlled/corrupted

participants for each time window. Adversaries may also perform arbitrary actions to maxi-

mize their economic value, such as delay or withholding transactions on protocol-level, reading

unconfirmed transactions in the network, and performing Sybil attacks. Note that under these

assumptions (and the persistence and liveness properties of I) the adversary cannot tamper

with the correct execution of the smart contract iSC.

To keep track of and react to exchange rate fluctuations between i and b, we assume an oracle

O provides the iSC with the exchange rate ε(i, b) ∈ R≥0. We further assume that there exists a
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lower bound Ω(ε(i, b)) for the exchange rate of i to b, below which adhering to protocol rules no

longer represents the equilibrium strategy of rational adversaries [Nas51, NRTV07]. Therefore,

in case of extreme devaluation of i relative to b, we assume a delay ∆Ω(ε(i,b)) before this lower

bound is reached such that ∆Ω(ε(i,b)) < ∆I , i.e., an honest user can include a transaction in I

before ε(i, b) drops below Ω(ε(i, b)).

4.1.6 System Goals

Under the blockchain, network, and threat models specified above, in Sections 4.1.2-4.1.5, we

derive the following desirable security properties for Xclaim with regards to CbAs:

• Auditability. Any user with read-access to blockchains B and I can audit the operation

of Xclaim and detect protocol failures.

• Consistency. No CbA units i(b) can be issued without the equivalent amount of backing

currency b being locked, i.e., that |b| = |i(b)|.

• Redeemability. Any user can redeem CbAs i(b) for backing currency b on B, or be

reimbursed with equivalent economic value on I.

• Liveness. Any user in Xclaim can issue, transfer and swap CbAs without requiring a

third party, i.e., liveness relies only on the secure operation of B and I.

• Atomic Swaps. Users can atomically swap Xclaim CbAs against other assets on I or

the native currency i.

Furthermore, we derive the following desirable functional properties for Xclaim:

• Scale-out. The total amount of CbAs available for circulation increases with the total

amount6 of backing currency locked up in blockchain B. Any user can contribute to this

amount by assuming the role of the vault .

6Specifically, locked collateral. To become a vault , a user must provide at a pre-defined minimal amount of
collateral in i; cf. Section 4.3.5.
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• Compatibility. Xclaim does not rely on a single cryptocurrency implementation with

a set of specific features. Instead, it allows issuing assets i(b) on any blockchain I that

supports smart contracts7, backed by any blockchain B that supports only basic fund

transfers between parties. This enables Xclaim to maintain backward compatibility

with existing blockchains that do not provide smart contract support, such as Bitcoin.

4.2 Strawman Solution and Design Roadmap

In this section, we present a strawman solution, CentralClaim, that outlines how a CbA-

based system with the actors defined in Section 4.1.2 might operate. We use CentralClaim to

highlight the challenges faced by Xclaim in achieving the goals from Section 4.1.6. Finally, we

lay out a design roadmap for the secure design of Xclaim. We present Xclaim in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Strawman Solution

CentralClaim proposes the use of a single trusted intermediary on the backing blockchain B

that takes the role of the vault . The iSC is a smart contract deployed on the issuing blockchain

I. The vault is registered with the iSC, i.e., the iSC can verify the vault ’s digital signature and

knows the vault ’s public key. As defined in Section 4.1.2, I is responsible for managing the

correct issuing and exchange of i(b) on I.

We assume a user Alice controls units of b on a blockchain B, while a user Dave controls units

of i on a blockchain I. Alice wishes to create B-backed assets i(b) and transfer them to Dave

on I. Dave, at some later point in time, wishes to redeem his units of i(b) for the corresponding

amount of b.

To achieve this, CentralClaim offers four protocols: Issue, Transfer , Swap and Redeem. For

simplicity, we omit any processing fees charged by the vault or the iSC for the use of the service.

We also omit the cost of transaction fees on the underlying blockchains B and I.

7Turing completeness is not required, as discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.1: High-level overview of the Issue, Swap and Redeem protocols in Xclaim’s (under
successful execution). All parties interact with the iSC, creating a publicly verifiable audit log.
Correct behavior is enforced by (i) over-collateralizing the vault and (ii) cross-chain transaction
inclusion proofs. When issuing, the creator proves the correctness of the lock making Issue
non-interactive. Safety is ensured by forcing the vault to proactively prove the correctness of
the Redeem process. As a result, Xclaim enforces Transfer and Swap occur consistently on
the backing (B) and issuing (I) blockchains.
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Protocol: Issue. Alice (creator) locks units of b with the vault on B to create i(b) on I:

1. Setup. First, Alice verifies the iSC smart contract is available on chain I, i.e., the issuing

blockchain, and identifies the single backing intermediary on B, i.e., the vault .

2. Lock. Alice generates a new public/private key pair on I and locks funds b with the vault

on B in a publicly verifiable manner, i.e., by sending b to the vault . As part of locking

these funds with the vault , Alice also specifies where the to-be-generated i(b) should be

sent, i.e., Alice associates her public key on I with the transfer of b to the vault .

3. Create. The vault confirms to the issuing smart contract iSC via a signed message that

Alice has correctly locked her funds and forwards Alice’s public key on I to the iSC.

The iSC verifies the vault ’s signature, then creates and sends i(b) to Alice, such that

|i(b)| = |b|.

Protocol: Transfer. Alice (sender) transfers i(b) to Dave (receiver) on I:

1. Transfer. Alice notifies the iSC that she wishes to transfer her i(b) to Dave (public key)

on I. The state of the iSC is updated and Dave becomes the new owner of i(b).

2. Witness. The vault witnesses the change of ownership on I through iSC, and no longer

allows Alice to withdraw the associated amount of locked b on B. The process for any

further transfers from Dave to other users is analogous.

Protocol: Swap. Alice (sender) atomically swaps i(b) against Dave’s (receiver) i on I:

1. Lock. Alice locks i(b) with the iSC.

2. Swap. If Dave locks the agreed-upon units of i (or any other asset on I) with the iSC

within delay ∆swap , the iSC updates the balance of Dave, making him the new owner of

i(b), and assigns Alice ownership over i.

3. Revoke. If Dave does not correctly lock i with the iSC within ∆swap , the iSC releases

locked i(b) to Alice.
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4. Witness. If the swap is successful, the vault witnesses the change of ownership of i(b) and

no longer allows Alice to redeem the associated amount.

Protocol: Redeem. Dave (redeemer) locks i(b) with the iSC on I to receive b from the vault

on B; i(b) is then destroyed:

1. Setup. Dave creates a new public/private key pair on B.

2. Lock. Next, Dave locks i(b) with the iSC on I and requests the redemption of i(b).

Thereby, Dave also specifies his new public key on B as the target for the redeem.

3. Release. The vault witnesses the locking and redemption request of i(b) on I and releases

funds b to Dave’s specified public key on B, such that |b| = |i(b)|.

4. Burn. Finally, the vault confirms with the iSC that b was redeemed on B, and the iSC

destroys, or burns, the locked i(b) on I.

4.2.2 Strawman Limitations and Properties

While CentralClaim, as presented in Section 4.2.1, already provides sufficient functionality

for issuing, transferring, swapping and redeeming CbAs, it does not achieve all the goals defined

in Section 4.1.6. Namely, it does not achieve Consistency, Redeemability and Liveness.

This is because CentralClaim is inherently centralized around a single vault , and trusts the

vault to behave correctly. This is fundamentally insecure, however, as the vault is economically

rational and therefore incentivized to misbehave.

For example, the vault is trusted to monitor the backing chain B for newly created locks of b

and notify the iSC via a signed transaction on I. Should the vault fail to do this, it can steal

the locked funds and violate Consistency. Similarly, the vault is trusted to release the correct

amount of b on B when a redeemer requests the redemption of i(b). Failing to do this allows the

vault to steal the locked b and break Redeemability. Finally, CentralClaim also inherently

violates Liveness; it exhibits a single point of failure, as backing-funds are locked with a single
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intermediary, the vault . The vault is therefore assumed to be interactive, i.e., always online.

As such, even in the case that the vault behaves honestly, CentralClaim can fail to achieve

Liveness, e.g. due to denial-of-service and eclipse attacks [HKZG15] on the vault .

Surprisingly, however, CentralClaim already exhibits significant advantages over centralized

systems offering digital tokens backed by real-world assets, e.g. the US dollar [Tet16]. Specifi-

cally, CentralClaim achieves Auditability, allowing users to detect if any actors misbehave,

and Atomic Swaps, enabling secure swaps of assets and cryptocurrency.

It is easy to see how CentralClaim achieves Auditability: for successful execution, Issue,

Transfer , Swap and Redeem all require secure transaction inclusion in blockchains B and I with

security parameters kB and kI . Users can therefore detect both crash and Byzantine failures if

incorrect transactions are published or transactions are missing from each blockchain. As such,

an adversary could only interfere with this by (i) preventing transaction inclusion in B and I;

or (ii) stopping a user from receiving messages broadcast by other nodes on B and I. Both

attack vectors are not possible under the blockchain and (semi-)synchronous network models.

Likewise, it is easy to see how CentralClaim achieves Atomic Swaps: the Swap protocol

is exclusively executed by the iSC on I. Specifically, to initiate Swap, the sender locks i(b) in

the iSC via a transaction on I. By construction, the iSC will only release i(b) to the receiver if

the receiver locks the correct amount of i with the iSC within ∆swap. Otherwise, i(b) is released

back to the sender . An adversary cannot prevent the atomicity of Swap: this would require

tampering with the iSC, which is not possible under the assumptions of the blockchain and

threat models.

Finally, CentralClaim also provides Compatibility, as the only operation executed on the

backing chain B is a simple transfer of funds to the vault . A detailed overview of operational

requirements is provided in Section 4.4.3.
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4.2.3 XCLAIM Design Roadmap

To address the security challenges and limitations of CentralClaim, we outline the design

roadmap for Xclaim and introduce the building blocks used in its construction:

1. In Section 4.3.2, we remove the trust required by the vault during the issuing of CbAs,

and make the issuing process non-interactive, thus achieving Consistency and Liveness.

For this, we use chain relays to allow programmatic verification of transaction inclusion

proofs for B on I and require all parties to proactively prove correct behavior.

2. In Section 4.3.3, we show how to incentivize the correct behaviour of the vault during

CbA redemption through the introduction of collateralization and punishments, enforcing

a proof-or-punishment model. We highlight race conditions during Issue due to collat-

eralization, and present two effective mitigations: (i) deferred collateral withdrawal and

(ii) collateralized issue commitments. Hence, we achieve Redeemability under a fixed

exchange rate ε(i, b).

3. In Section 4.3.4, we show how to prevent collateral deterioration due to exchange rate

fluctuations by introducing (i) over-collateralization, (ii) collateral adjustment and (iii)

automatic liquidation. As a result, Xclaim achieves Redeemability under non-constant

exchange rates.

4. Finally, in Section 4.3.5, we achieve Scale-Out by removing single points of failure in

CentralClaim. We do this by making Xclaim a multi-vault system where any user

can assume the role of the vault .

4.3 XCLAIM Secure Design

This section presents the secure design of Xclaim. We first provide the high-level overview

and intuition behind Xclaim, and then follow the technical roadmap outlined in Section 4.2

to provide a detailed system description.
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4.3.1 XCLAIM Overview

Xclaim overcomes the limitations of CentralClaim through three primary techniques: (i)

constructing secure audit logs on both the backing blockchain B and the issuing blockchain I to

trace all actions in the system; (ii) transaction inclusion proofs via chain relays to prove correct

behavior on the backing blockchain B to the iSC; and (iii) collateralization to incentivize correct

behavior through proof-or-punishment. We provide a brief overview and intuition for Xclaim

below. Figure 4.1 illustrates the Issue, Transfer , Swap and Redeem protocols in Xclaim, while

the design of the issuing smart contract iSC is shown in Figure 4.2.

Similar to CentralClaim, in Xclaim, funds on the backing blockchain B are secured by

backing intermediaries, vaults . The vaults store locked coins b on blockchain B and handle issue

and redeem requests. To avoid necessitating trust in the vault however, Xclaim uses collateral

to incentivize behavior; Xclaim requires actors, such as the vault , to deposit collateral on

blockchain I, owned by the iSC. Every action in Xclaim is then logged securely via the iSC

and misbehaving actors, such as the vault , are punished by slashing collateral belonging to them,

and reimbursing wronged actors. Xclaim ensures deposited collateral is always sufficient, even

in case of exchange rate fluctuations between b and i.

For the iSC to ensure that correct behaviors have taken place on blockchain B, where the

iSC does not have direct visibility, Xclaim uses chain relays. Chain relays provide external

blockchain data, such as the transactions in blockchain B, to the iSC executing on I. As

such, the iSC can trace every action by every actor in the system across blockchains. Actors

in Xclaim therefore proactively prove their honest behavior to the iSC via the chain relay;

failure to do so results in punishment. By combining secure audit logs, chain relays, and

collateralization in this way, Xclaim can overcome the limitations of CentralClaim, and

achieve the properties defined in Section 4.1.6.
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4.3.2 Chain Relays: Cross-Chain State Verification

As outlined in Section 4.3.1, Xclaim employs chain relays [But16, Con17a, KZ19] to provide

data from the backing blockchain B to the iSC on the issuing blockchain I. We use chain

relays to make the issuing of assets i(b) on I non-interactive. For this, Xclaim introduces a

chainRelay component to the smart contract iSC (cf. Figure 4.2). The chainRelay is capable of

interpreting the state of the backing blockchain B and provides functionality comparable to an

SPV or light client [Bit19, BCD+14, Wik20, Tec21]. That is, a chainRelay stores and maintains

block headers from blocks in B on I, and provides two functionalities to the iSC: Transaction

inclusion verification and Consensus verification:

• Transaction inclusion verification. The chainRelay stores every block header in the

backing blockchain B on I. Each block header in chainRelay contains the root of the

Merkle tree [Mer87] containing all transactions (or their identifiers) for that block. To

verify the correct inclusion of a transaction in a block in B, it is sufficient to provide

the Merkle tree path from the root to the leaf containing the transaction (identifier) and

the transaction data itself. This verification can then be performed in a non-interactive

manner by the chainRelay as part of the iSC.

• Consensus verification. The chainRelay can also verify that any given block header is

part of the backing blockchain B, i.e., has been agreed upon by the majority of consensus

participants. In Xclaim, consensus verification depends on the consensus mechanism

used by the backing blockchain B. For Nakamoto consensus [Nak08], the chainRelay must

(i) know the difficulty adjustment policy and (ii) verify that the received headers are

on the chain with the most accumulated Proof-of-Work [Con17a, KZ19]. For Proof-of-

Stake blockchains, e.g Ouroboros [KRDO17], the chainRelay must (i) be aware of the

protocol/staking epochs and (ii) verify the signature membership of elected leader(s) for

the threshold/multi-signatures of block headers [GKZ19a]. For permissioned (Proof-of-

Authority) systems, the verification is analogous, or simpler, if the consensus participants

are pre-defined [Vuk15]. We provide a formal definition for the necessary functionality of

Proof-of-Work chain relays in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.2: High level overview of the architecture of the Xclaim smart contract (iSC) and
the interactions between its components. References to sections introducing each component
are provided. The treasury refers to the basic ledger functionality of I.

Xclaim uses the chainRelay to modify the Issue protocol presented in CentralClaim (Sec-

tion 4.2.1): after locking funds b with the vault , the creator must prove to the chainRelay that

funds were locked correctly by presenting the transaction generated when sending b to the vault

in B. The chainRelay can then verify that the given transaction has been securely included in B

and the funds were locked correctly. If successful, the chainRelay triggers the automatic issuing

of the corresponding amount of i(b) in the iSC.

Similarly, Xclaim also modifies the Redeem protocol: upon a redeem request being made by

the user, the vault is required to prove that (i) the funds b were released to the redeemer and (ii)

the released amount corresponds to the burnt CbA, i.e., |b| = |i(b)|. This is done by presenting

the chainRelay with the transaction that sends b to the redeemer within a maximum delay

∆I
redeem . Should the vault fail to comply, it incurs a financial penalty, and the iSC guarantees

reimbursement to the redeemer ; we discuss this in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.

We note that to correctly verify inclusion proofs, the chainRelay must be up to date with the

block headers of B. As Xclaim makes timing assumptions on inclusion proof submission during
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Redeem, we must define an upper bound ∆relay for the delay between generation of a block

containing transaction txB on B and the submission of (i) the block header and (ii) the inclusion

proof for txB to the iSC via the chainRelay. Hence, we define ∆relay = ∆B + ∆submit + 2∆I ,

where ∆submit is the delay before a transaction submitting a B block header to the chainRelay

is broadcast. If batched submission of n block headers within a single transaction on I is

possible, the upper bound for the delay is increased to ∆submit +n(∆B +2∆I). This also applies

to compact proofing techniques, e.g. NiPoPoWs [KMZ17] or FlyClient [BKLZ20].

Security Arguments for Liveness

The chainRelay makes the Issue protocol non-interactive: instead of trusting the vault to confirm

the lock of b, the iSC accepts a transaction inclusion proof provided by the creator . To prevent

the creator from executing Issue, an adversary hence must control all funds i on I and/or

prevent inclusion of transactions in B or I. As Transfer and Swap only require interaction with

the iSC, to interfere, an adversary must modify the behavior of the iSC or prevent transaction

inclusion in I. This, however, is not possible under the assumptions of the blockchain and

threat models. Hence, Xclaim achieves Liveness.

Security Arguments for Consistency

By construction, the iSC only issues i(b) if the provided transaction inclusion proof shows

that the correct amount on b was locked on B, i.e., |b| = |i(b)|. From the blockchain and

threat models, we know an adversary cannot tamper with the iSC. Hence, Xclaim achieves

Consistency.

We note that for the vault to have a realistic time window to provide a proof, we must consider

the security parameters for B and I, as well as the block generation rates when parameterizing

∆redeem , i.e., it must hold that ∆redeem > ∆B +∆relay .
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4.3.3 Tribunal: Incentives via Collateralization

We next modify CentralClaim by introducing collateral as a means to incentivize honest

behavior in Xclaim and impose punishment on misbehaving parties through the iSC. We

refer to this component of the iSC as the tribunal (cf. Figure 4.2). Specifically, we modify

CentralClaim by requiring the vault to lock up units of i as collateral when registering with

the iSC, which we denote as icol. If the vault fails to prove correct execution of the Redeem

protocol, the collateral is automatically used by the iSC to compensate the redeemer and to

pay an additional punishment fee.

For collateralization of the vault to be effective in terms of maintaining incentives to behave

honestly, the collateral must be at least equal to the funds locked on backing chain B. One

challenge faced by this approach in Xclaim is that the vault ’s collateral is locked in currency

i, while the value it is balanced against is measured in currency b. To this end, we must ensure

icol ≥ block ·ε(i, b) holds, where block refers to the units of b locked with the vault on B and ε(i, b)

is the exchange rate provided by oracle O. For ease of explanation, at this point, we assume

the exchange rate ε(i, b) is constant. We discuss challenges of non-constant exchange rates and

mitigation thereof in Section 4.3.4.

To ensure Redeemability, users must only initiate the Issue protocol, if sufficient collateral

is provided by the vault in the iSC. However, the naive Issue protocol of CentralClaim

exhibits vulnerabilities to race conditions : (i) the vault can attempt to withdraw collateral

before the creator can finalize the issuing process, i.e., provide the transaction inclusion proof

to the chainRelay, and (ii) multiple creators can attempt to simultaneously issue for the same

amount of the vault ’s collateral, triggering a race where the loser’s locked funds block are not

secured by collateral. We present mitigations for the above attacks in Xclaim:

• Deferred Collateral Withdrawal. The vault may exploit race conditions due to net-

work latency, delays ∆B and ∆I or DoS attacks against the creator to attempt collateral

withdrawal after a lock on B is executed, committing unpunished theft. We derive a

simple announce-delay-withdraw scheme to prevent such attacks. Specifically, we require
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the vault to announce collateral withdrawal publicly via the iSC. The iSC allows users

to finalize (in theory also to initiate new) issue processes within a delay ∆withdraw , af-

ter which the vault may withdraw the remaining unused collateral. Thereby, the lower

bound for ∆withdraw is the upper bound on transaction inclusion proofs ∆relay defined in

Section 4.3.2, i.e., ∆withdraw > ∆relay .

• Collateralized Issue Commitments. To prevent multiple creators from concurrently

locking funds b using the same amount of the vault ’s collateral, we introduce a registration

step to the setup phase of the Issue protocol. Specifically, a creator must register an issue

request for i(b) with the iSC, which temporarily locks the corresponding amount of the

vault ’s collateral. Within the following delay ∆commit > ∆B + ∆relay the creator can

then safely execute the remaining steps of the Issue protocol. The iSC therefore only

accepts pre-registered issuing attempts. To avoid griefing attacks by malicious creators ,

i.e., continuous locks of the vault ’s collateral, we require the creator to commit to issuing

by providing collateral herself. The latter is used to reimburse the vault in case of failure.

We note that multiple collateralized commitments can be created in parallel, of which

only a single one will be accepted by the iSC, on a first-come-first-served basis. In this

worst-case scenario, the losses faced by creators are hereby limited to a transaction fee

on I.

Security Arguments for Redeemability under constant ε(i, b)

By introducing collateralization in Xclaim we ensure that an economically rational vault has

no incentive to misbehave. Specifically, by construction, the iSC only accept issue requests if

collateral icol ≥ b · ε(i, b) is locked by the vault . During the Redeem protocol, the vault is

required to include a transaction in B, sending b to the redeemer such that |b| = |i(b)| and

provide an inclusion proof to the iSC. If the vault misbehaves, it will lose collateral icol , which

the iSC uses to reimburse the redeemer , and miss out on fees for honest behavior. Meaning, a

vault gains negative utility from misbehaving and does not execute its equilibrium strategy.

Deferred collateral withdrawal and collateralized issue commitments, therefore, prevent the
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vault from exploiting network-related race conditions to defraud users. It is also easy to see

that collusion of malicious vault and redeemer yields no benefits, as issuing and redeeming in

Xclaim is a zero-sum game. In fact, transaction fees on B and I lead to negative utility in

such scenarios. Hence, under the economically rational adversaries as per our threat model,

Xclaim achieves Redeemability under constant exchange rates.

4.3.4 Mitigating Exchange Rate Fluctuations

Until now, we have assumed that both the exchange rate ε(i, b) and the collateral icol provided

by the vault remain unchanged. However, real-world observations show that the exchange rate

ε(i, b) between the two cryptocurrencies may be susceptible to strong fluctuations. To ensure

Redeemability under non-constant exchange rates, we hence (i) over-collateralize the vault ,

(ii) enable adjustment of the vault ’s locked collateral and (iii) introduce automatic liquidation

to prevent financial loss in case of extreme devaluation of i.

Over-collateralization helps mitigate failures due to sudden drops of ε(i, b). We over-collateralize

the vault by a factor rcol ∈ R≥1, creating a buffer to account for possible exchange rate fluctu-

ations. For secure operation, the following must hold for the lifecycle of Xclaim:

icol ≥ block · (rcol · ε(i, b)) ≥ block (4.1)

As a result, the over-collateralization factor rcol becomes a security parameter in Xclaim. The

combination of rcol with the exchange rate ε(i, b) then defines how many units of the backing

cryptocurrency b a creator can safely lock with the vault , i.e., the maximum amount of safely

issuable i(b):

max(i(b)) =
icol

rcol · ε(i, b)
(4.2)

For clarity, we denote blocked collateral, i.e., collateral already used to securely issue i(b), as

i−col = i(b) · rcol · ε(i, b) and free collateral as i+col = icol − i−col.

While over-collateralization helps mitigate extreme fluctuations in the short term, it may be
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insufficient to securely handle long-term issuing. To this end, we enable the adjustment of

the vault ’s collateral and introduce the notion of automatic liquidation of i(b) by the iSC. We

derive a simple multi-stage system for collateral icol. The latter defines the behavior of the iSC,

based on the observed collateral rate r∗col =
i−col+i

+
col

block·ε(i,b)
and the (parameterized) ideal rate rcol.

Specifically, we introduce thresholds rcol > rliqcol > 1.0. For ease of explanation, we assume an

exemplary collateral rate rcol = 2.0. We define the multi-stage system for collateral as follows:

• Secure Operation : The vault has locked more collateral than necessary to ensure

Redeemability in Xclaim, i.e., new i(b) can be issued correctly. Similarly, the available

free collateral i+col can be withdrawn by the vault , as long as r∗col ≥ rcol holds.

• Buffered Collateral: The collateral rate r∗col has dropped below the ideal rate rcol,

however, there is sufficient buffer to ensure secure operation of Xclaim. However, as

defined in Eq. 4.2, no new i(b) can be issued.

• Liquidation: The collateral rate is critically close to the lower bound of 1.0 (e.g. rliqcol =

1.05). If the vault does not re-balance r∗col by increasing icol, the iSC automatically initiates

Redeem for all existing i(b). The remaining collateral buffer r∗col − 1.0 > ε(i, b) is thereby

used to cover transaction fees. This measure is necessary to prevent users from facing

financial loss, should r∗col drop below 1.0.

Security Arguments for Redeemability under non-constant ε(i, b)

Through over-collateralization of the vault , we use a buffer to tolerate sudden exchange rate

drops. As the vault can update collateral, it can, in the optimistic case, maintain the secure

operation of Xclaim even if the buffer is depleted. Should the latter fail, the iSC ensures users

do not face financial losses via automatic liquidation. Specifically, an economically rational vault

will only misbehave if icol < b · ε(i, b). By construction, the iSC automatically reimburses icol to

a redeemer before icol < b ·ε(i, b). Hence, misbehaving only becomes the equilibrium strategy of

the vault , if it can alter the behavior of the iSC. As this is not possible under the assumptions
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of the blockchain and threat model, it follows that Xclaim achieves Redeemability under

non-constant exchange rates ε(i, b).

Note: from ∆Ω(ε(i,b)) < ∆I it follows the redeemer can either initiate the Redeem protocol or,

in case of automatic liquidation, withdraw i from the iSC before ε(i, b) < Ω(ε(i, b)).

It is worth noting that while private information of a vault may suggest that the value of b will

exceed the value of the liquidated collateral icol in the future, this does not affect the security

of Xclaim. If vault decides to steal b in exchange for the collateral icol while the value of the

collateral exceeds the value of b, the redeemer can use the received icol to acquire lost b on a

secondary market, e.g. a centralized or decentralized exchange, avoiding financial damage.

4.3.5 Multi-vault System: Removing Single Points of Failure

Until now, we have assumed a single vault . However, the design of Xclaim allows it to be easily

extended to a multi-vault system. Hence, we allow any user to become a vault by registering

with the iSC and providing collateral. The list of vaults is maintained in a public registry in

the iSC. By allowing both creators and redeemers to freely choose which vault they wish to

use for issuing and redeeming, we create a free market driven by charged fees and the observed

collateral rate rcol∗ of each vault . The availability of multiple vaults further allows a redeemer ,

upon a failed Redeem caused by a vault , to choose between: (i) being reimbursed from the

slashed collateral icol or (ii) retrying the Redeem using a different vault .

One challenge that arises from a multi-vault system is ensuring correct automatic liquidation.

Deterioration of collateral of a single vault does not affect the entire system, but only the

corresponding fraction of issued i(b). In a first step, the iSC offers beneficial liquidation, i.e.,

redemption of i(b) against the corresponding amount of block and an additional small premium

in i, deducted from the vault ’s available collateral (r∗col− 1.0). Should insufficient users wish to

execute Redeem, the iSC, as a final fallback, equally distributes the liquidation among all users

of Xclaim. Note: tracing CbAs back to the vault they were issued makes CbAs non-fungible,

which is contrary to the desired functional properties.
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Arguments for Scale-Out

By construction, any user can register as a vault with the iSC on I by locking collateral icol , i.e.,

the set of vaults can change dynamically and is not pre-defined. It is easy to see any user can

hence increase the total amount of safely issuable CbAs, max(i(b)). We note that to prevent

registration of new vaults , an adversary must: (i) control all funds i on I and/or (ii) prevent

inclusion of transactions in I. Both scenarios are not possible under the assumptions of the

blockchain and threat models. Hence, under secure operation of B and I, Xclaim achieves

Scale-Out.

4.3.6 Atomic vault Replacement

Until now, we have assumed a vault cannot lock funds block on B and must remain in Xclaim

until the latter is fully redeemed by users. In a real-world scenario, the vault may wish to leave

and transfer their role to another party earlier, or move funds to a different account on B for

practical purposes. To this end, we describe Replace, a non-interactive atomic cross-chain swap

(ACCS) protocol based on cross-chain state verification, which allows vaults to move funds on

B without being punished by the iSC.

Protocol: Replace. vault migrates locked funds b to vault ′, who replaces vault ’s collateral in

the iSC.

1. Setup. The vault submits a replacement request to the iSC and locks up collateral ireplacecol ,

sufficient to cover costs of a transaction on I.

2. Lock. A new candidate vault ′ can lock the corresponding amount of collateral for a pre-

defined period ∆replace with the iSC on I, such that |ivaultcol | = |ivault
′

col |, providing their public

key on backing chain B.

3. Migrate. Within ∆replace > ∆relay , the still active vault must migrate the locked block to

the public key of vault ′ on B and submit the corresponding transaction inclusion proofs

to the chainRelay on I.
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4. Release. The chainRelay verifies the migration was executed correctly on B and the iSC

releases the old vault ’s collateral, i.e., both ivaultcol and ireplacecol . If the vault does not execute

the migration on B within ∆replace, the iSC releases the new candidate’s collateral, while

using ireplacecol to reimburse wasted transaction fees.

We can further use the Replace protocol to enable re-balancing of collateral among vaults .

Assume a vault ’s observed collateralization rate r∗col has dropped significantly below ideal rate

rcol. To prevent automatic liquidation, the vault must contribute additional collateral to the

iSC on I. Alternatively, the vault can execute Replace to migrate a fraction of total locked coins

block to vault ′, so as to re-balance her collateralization rate r∗col. Should no single vault have

sufficient free collateral to complete the re-balancing, the Replace protocol can be executed

iteratively with multiple vaults , e.g. until r∗col ≥ rcol holds. This procedure is specifically useful

if a vault cannot provide additional collateral due to insufficient funds on I but intends to

ensure secure operation of iSC.

4.4 Formal Protocol Specification

This section presents a formal specification Xclaim’s Issue, Transfer , Swap and Redeem pro-

tocols, as well as the requirements imposed on the backing and issuing blockchains.

Extended Notation

We differentiate between state changing and non-state changing operations in Xclaim; state

changing operations result in new transactions (T ) in the underlying blockchain, while non-

state changing operations, such as verifying operations, are “read-only”, returning boolean

values (>|⊥). We use txBid to refer to a transaction included in the ledger LB of chain B with an

identifier id (txBid ∈ LB) and txIid for transactions on I respectively (txIid ∈ LI). The execution

of an operation on input in that produces an output out is denoted as operation(in) → out .

To indicate that an operation is executed by a user user , we write user .operation. We identify
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a user user in Xclaim by her public key pkXu (with corresponding private key skXu ), where X

can be either blockchain B or I. For readability, we often write userX when referring to pkXu .

We use cond to refer to locking and unlocking conditions for funds on both B and I, e.g. a

condition for a transaction may be the digital signature of user u on chain X with private key

skXu , denoted as σXuser . A summary of symbols is provided in Section 4.9.

We parameterize Xclaim, using: (i) the blockchain security parameters kB and kI ; (ii) block

generation rates τB and τ I ; (iii) collateral rate rcol and the automatic liquidation threshold

rliqcol ; and (iv) the delays ∆redeem, ∆withdraw, ∆commit, ∆swap used in the Issue, Redeem and Swap

protocols. The algorithms specifying Xclaim’s Issue, Transfer , Swap and Redeem protocols,

as well as the necessary operations exhibited by Xclaim on the underlying blockchains B and

I are provided in Section 4.9.

4.4.1 XCLAIM Operations

First, we overview the operations exhibited by Xclaim on the backing blockchain B and issuing

blockchain I.

Backing Blockchain

For the backing blockchain B, operations are executed by the creator and the vault . We

differentiate between the two:

Operations performed by the creator :

• lockB(b, cond)→ txBlock which locks coins b on chain B under conditions cond .

Operations performed by the vault :

• verifyIOp(operation,txIop [, ∆op]) → >|⊥ which verifies that operation was executed on I,

i.e., that txIop is securely included in I according to kI and within optional delay ∆op as

per Xclaim parameters.
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• redeemB(b, userB)→ txBredeem that releases locked coins b to userB .

• transferB(b, userB)→ txBtransfer which transfers ownership of b to user userB .

Issuing Blockchain

For the issuing blockchain I, operations are executed by the iSC:

• lock(x , cond)→ txIlock which locks x under conditions cond on I, where x can be i(b) or

i.

• release(x , user I )→ txIrelease that releases asset or coin x to user I , where x can be i(b) or

i.

• slash(x , user I , user I
∗ ) → txIslash that destroys or slashes collateral funds x of user I and

reimburses them to user I
∗ , where x can be i(b) or i.

• commit(b, userB , vault , i) → txIcommit which commits userB to calling lockB(b, σBvault)

within ∆commit . Locks i as collateral conditioned on the iSC’s signature via lock(i, σISC).

• verifyBOp(operation,txBop [, ∆op])→ >|⊥ which verifies operation was executed on B, i.e.,

securely included in B via txBop according to kB and within optional delay ∆op as per

Xclaim parameters.

• issue(b, user I )→ txIissue which creates and allocates i(b) to user I , such that |i(b)| = |b|.

• transfer(x, user I ) → txItransfer which transfers ownership of x to user user I , where x can

be i(b) or i.

• swap(x, user I
x , y, user I

y ) → txIswap which transfers ownership of x to user I
y and y to user

user I
x atomically; x and y can be i(b) or i.

• burn(i(b))→ txIburn that destroys i(b).
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4.4.2 XCLAIM Protocols

In the following, we present the algorithms specifying Xclaim’s Issue, Transfer , Swap and

Redeem protocols for cryptocurrency-backed assets.

Algorithm 5 Xclaim Issue protocol

Result: creator locks units of b with the vault on B to create i(b) on I

vault .lock(icol)

creator .commit(block , pk
B
creator , pk

I
vault , i

commit
col )

creator .lockB(block , σvault) /*→ txBlock*/

creator submits txBlock to iSC calling verifyBOp

if iSC.verifyBOp(lockB,txBlock , ∆commit) = > then

iSC.issue(block , pk
I
creator)

iSC.release(icommit
col , pkIcreator)

else

iSC.slash(icommit
col , pkIcreator , pk

I
vault)

end

Algorithm 6 Xclaim Swap protocol

Result: sender atomically swaps i(b) against receiver ’s i on I

sender .lock(i(b), σISC)

receiver .lock(i, σISC) /*→ txIlock*/

if iSC.verifyIOp(lock,txIlock , ∆swap) = > then

iSC.swap(i(b), pkIreceiver , i, pk
I
sender)

else

iSC.release(i(b), pkIsender)

end

Algorithm 7 Xclaim Transfer protocol

Result: sender transfers i(b) to Dave receiver on I

sender calls iSC.transfer(i(b), pkIreceiver)

Implicit: vault .verifyIOp(transfer,txItransfer)
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Algorithm 8 Xclaim Redeem protocol

Result: redeemer locks i(b) with the iSC on I to receive b from the vault on B; i(b) is then

destroyed.

redeemer calls iSC.lock(i(b), pkBredeemer) /*→ txIlock*/

iSC signals |b| = |i(b)| is to be released to redeemer on B

if vault.verifyIOp(lock,txIlock) = > then

vault .redeemB(block , pk
B
redeemer) /*→ txBredeem*/

vault submits txBredeem to iSC calling verifyBOp

if iSC.verifyBOp(redeemB,txBredeem , ∆redeem) = > then

iSC.release(icol , pk
I
vault)

else

slash(icol , pk
I
vault , pk

I
redeemer)

end

iSC.burn(i(b))

end

4.4.3 Blockchain Requirements for Implementing XCLAIM

Using the system operations performed by Xclaim as defined in Section 4.4.1, we derive the

requirements for the underlying blockchains B and I. We summarize our findings in Table 4.1

and provide examples for backing and issuing chains currently supported by Xclaim. We note

that neither B nor I require a Turing-complete instruction set.

Backing Blockchain (B)

On the backing blockchain B we need to lock and redeem funds based on conditions cond , i.e.,

a user’s digital signature. Boolean operations are required to verify cond are either true or

false. Moreover, conditions for locking and redeeming from different users require (i) a stack to

store intermediary values, (ii) read and write operations for the current stack, and (iii) public-

key encryption and signature verification. Flow control operations do not have to be available
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to users and can be expressed by stack states (empty / not empty) [Bit21b]. In addition,

while public-key encryption and signatures can be implemented using basic arithmetic and

bitwise operations, both script complexity and execution cost can be reduced if cryptographic

operations, including hash and signature verification functions, are supported by the scripting

language as dedicated operations. Finally, B requires a method to store data, necessary to e.g.

include the target public key of the creator for issuing on I.

Issuing Blockchain (I)

To support issuing of CbAs in a smart contract, the issuing chain I requires a method to create

custom assets, which are part of the consensus protocol. This can be realized by permanent

storage, i.e., storage read and storage write operations. In accordance to our definitions (cf.

Section 4.1.1), the CbA attributes, issuing chain, backing chain, and asset value are represented

as integers; integer balances are assigned to the asset owner ’s public keys (or digests thereof).

Modification of asset balances can be realized using arithmetic operations on integers, and the

authorization of changes via boolean operations.

For transaction verification, the chainRelay requires (i) permanent storage to store block header,

transaction, and proof data and (ii) arithmetic, bitwise, and boolean operations for proof veri-

fication. Verifying Merkle tree inclusion requires traversing the data structure (both of block

headers and transaction lists), i.e., I must support finite loops or recursion. If I supports the

same (or super-) set of cryptographic operations used on B (specifically hash functions and

signature schemes), the verification may be executed at a lesser cost. Next, I requires more

complex conditional locks than B, i.e., flow control must be supported (in addition to arithmetic

and boolean operations). Since Issue and Redeem require checking delays (blocks or based on

timestamps), I must allow access to Xclaim parameters via global parameters (integers).
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Table 4.1: Required operations on backing (B) and issuing (I) chains including application
candidates.
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Examples for supported
blockchains

Backing
chain B

3 3 (3‡) (3) 7? 3 7 3 7

Bitcoin[Nak08], ZCash[BSCG+14],
Namecoin[Nam22], Litecoin[Lit21],

Ethereum[But14]

Issuing
chain I

3 3 3 (3) 3 3 3 3 3

Ethereum[But14], Polkadot[Woo15],
Cardano[Car22], Cosmos[KB15],

Solana[Yak18], RSK[Ler15]
† Not strictly required, but reduces script complexity.
‡ Not necessary if native support for cryptographic operations (hash and signature verification) is available.
? Can be represented as stack states (empty / not empty).

Discussion

One of the main challenges overcome by the design of Xclaim is backward compatibility:

any blockchain supporting the minimum requirement of transferring funds between users can

act as backing blockchain B. However, there are cases where B may support a similar set

of operations to I, i.e., B may also allow the deployment of a smart contract bSC. More

specifically, programmatic verification of transaction inclusion proofs via chainRelay components

is supported bilaterally, i.e., the verifyIOp operation in Issue and Redeem can be executed

directly by bSC rather than by an intermediate vault . The rest of the system remains unchanged.

The use of collateralized intermediaries in this scenario, while no longer necessary for secure

operation, can act as a performance and cost improvement. Examples are Ethereum and

Ethereum Classic, where inclusion proofs can be verified via PeaceRelay [Kyb17].

4.5 Security Analysis

In this section we provide an informal security analysis to supplement the design choices and

security propositions presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. We discuss attack vectors, potential

impacts, and their mitigations.
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4.5.1 Chain Relay Poisoning

An adversary may attempt to poison the chainRelay with false information regarding blockchain

B. Such attacks can be considered equivalent to successful selfish mining [ES14] attacks, as

the adversary must trigger a chain reorganization according to the underlying consensus rules.

Even though in our model we assume f < n/3 (or α < 33%), if the assumptions regarding data

availability of the chainRelay do not hold (cf. Section 4.3.2), a poisoning attack can be successful

well below this threshold. While an adversary cannot prevent the inclusion of transactions in

I under our model, the lack of honest block headers submitted to the chainRelay may have

alternate reasons, e.g. high cost. To mitigate relay poisoning due to temporary lack of block

header data, we can introduce a maturity period ∆maturity for newly generated CbAs [BCD+14],

similar to that of newly minted coins in PoW blockchains. If a (correct) conflicting chain is

submitted within ∆maturity, the pending CbAs are not issued.

4.5.2 Replay Attacks on Inclusion Proofs

Without adequate protection, inclusion proofs for transactions on B can be replayed by: (i)

the creator to trick the iSC into issuing duplicate i(b) and (ii) the vault to reuse a single

transaction on B to falsely prove multiple redeem requests. A simple and practical mitigation is

to introduce unique identifiers for each execution of Issue and Redeem and require transactions

on B submitted to the chainRelay of these protocols to contain the corresponding identifier.

4.5.3 Counterfeiting

A vault which receives block from a creator during Issue could use these coins to re-execute

Issue itself, creating counterfeit i(b), i.e., |block | < |i(b)|. To this end, the iSC forbids vaults

to move locked funds block received during Issue. From Auditability we know that any user

with read-access to B can detect misbehavior and can submit a transaction inclusion proof to

the iSC showing the vault spent locked funds block . To restore Consistency, the iSC slashes
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the vault ’s entire collateral and executes automatic liquidation, following the steps described in

Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5, yielding negative utility for the vault . To allow economically rational

vaults to move funds on B, Xclaim utilizes the Replace protocol, a non-interactive atomic

cross-chain swap (ACCS) mechanism based on cross-chain state verification, as described in

Section 4.3.6.

4.5.4 Permanent Blockchain Splits

Permanent chain splits or hard forks occur where consensus rules are loosened or conflicting

rules are introduced [ZSJ+18], resulting in multiple instances of the same blockchain. Thereby,

a mechanism to differentiate between the two resulting chains (replay protection) is necessary

for secure operation [MHM17].

Backing Chain

If replay protection is provided after a permanent split of B, the chainRelay must be updated

to verify the latter for B (or B′ respectively). If no replay protection is implemented, the

chainRelay will behave according to the protocol rules of B for selecting the “main” chain. For

example, it will follow the chain with the most accumulated PoW under Nakamoto consensus.

Issuing Chain

A permanent fork on the issuing blockchain results in two chains I and I ′ with two instances

of the iSC identified by the same public key. To prevent an adversary exploiting this to execute

replay attacks, both creator and vault must be required to include the public key of the iSC (or

a digest thereof) in the transactions published on B as part of Issue and Redeem (in addition

to the identifiers introduces in 4.5.2). Next, we identify two possibilities to synchronize i(b)

balances on I and I ′: (i) deploy a chain relay for I on I ′ and vice-versa to continuously

synchronize iSC [Kyb17] and iSC′ states or (ii) redeploy the iSC on both chains and require

users and vaults to re-issue i(b), explicitly selecting I or I ′.
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4.5.5 Denial-of-Service Attacks

Xclaim is decentralized by design, thus making denial-of-service (DoS) attacks difficult. Given

that any user with access to B and I can become a vault , an adversary would have to target

all vaults simultaneously. Where there are a large number of vaults , this attack would be

impractical and expensive to perform. Alternatively, an attacker may try to target the iSC.

However, performing a DoS attack against the iSC is equivalent to a DoS attack against the

entire issuing blockchain or network, which conflicts with our assumptions of a resource-bounded

adversary and the security models of B and I. Moreover, should an adversary perform a Sybil

attack and register as a large number of vaults and ignore service requests to perform a DoS

attack, the adversary would be required to lock up a large amount of collateral to be effective.

This would lead to the collateral being slashed by the iSC, making this attack expensive and

irrational.

4.5.6 Fee Model Security: Sybil Attacks and Extortion

While the exact design of the fee model lies beyond the scope of this work, we outline the

following two restrictions, necessary to protect against attacks by malicious vaults .

Sybil Attacks

To prevent financial gains from Sybil attacks, where a single adversary creates multiple low

collateralized vaults , the iSC can enforce (i) a minimum necessary collateral amount and (ii)

a fee model based on issued volume, rather than “pay-per-issue”. In practice, users can in

principle easily filter out low-collateral vaults .

Extortion

Without adequate restrictions, vaults could set extreme fees for executing Redeem, making

redeeming of i(b) unfeasible. To this end, the iSC must enforce that either (i) no fees can be
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charged for executing Redeem or (ii) fees for redeeming must be pre-agreed upon during Issue.

4.6 XCLAIM(BTC,ETH) Implementation and Evalua-

tion

We instantiate Xclaim as Xclaim (BTC,ETH) to issue Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum.

Ethereum’s virtual machine provides Turing completeness [Woo17], fulfilling the requirements

(Section 4.4.3) for the issuing chain I. Bitcoin, due to the limited operation set of its Script

language [Bit21b] only qualifies as a backing blockchain (Section 4.4.3). Both Bitcoin and

Ethereum use ECDSA with the secp256k1 Koblitz curve [Kob91, BWQ99], providing native

support for the corresponding cryptographic operations. Ethereum further makes the SHA-

256 and RIPEMD-160 hash functions, which are used in Bitcoin, available as pre-compiled

contracts [Woo17].

We implement the iSC smart contract on Ethereum in Solidity v0.4.24 [Eth22b] in approxi-

mately 820 lines of code. On Bitcoin, we use regular P2PKH [Bit20b] transactions. We use

the existing Serpent [Eth17] implementation of BTCRelay [Con17a] for the chainRelay compo-

nent of the iSC. Bitcoin-backed tokens per our implementation are compliant with the ERC20

token standard [VB15], and hence usable in most services on Ethereum, including decentralized

exchanges. To evaluate the cost and performance of Xclaim (BTC,ETH), we deploy the iSC on

the Ethereum Ropsten test network [Eth22c]. For evaluations, we assume a vault is registered

with the iSC and has locked in collateral on Ethereum.

4.6.1 Protocol Execution Costs

We define on-chain execution costs measured in USD as the amount of Bitcoin and Ethereum

transaction fees required to execute each of the protocols: Issue, Transfer , Swap, Redeem and

Replace. The costs are calculated using exchange rates at the time of implementation8. It is

8Storage and execution costs are in USD as per exchange rates of 30 Nov. 2018: BTC/USD 3717.38 and
ETH/USD 105.71
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worth noting that the USD costs are subject to change, in line with fluctuations of the Bitcoin

and Ethereum USD exchange rates, as well as network utilization.

In Bitcoin, transaction fees are calculated based on the transaction size, i.e., the number of

consumed inputs and generated outputs. To ensure transactions are included in the next

generated block without delays, we calculate fees with 40 Satoshis (10−8 BTC) per byte [ear22].

In Ethereum, transaction fees are measured in gas, depending on both on the transaction size

and the cost of executed smart contract operations [Woo17]. We assume a gas cost of 9 Gwei

based on the network fees for fast transaction inclusion at the time of implementation (30

November 2018) [Sta22].

We summarize our measurement results in Table 4.2. In our measurements, we refer to the

complete process of issuing (Issue), executing a trade (Swap), and then redeeming (Redeem)

an arbitrary amount of Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum as a round. Our experiments

show a full protocol execution round only costs USD 1.15. The main cost factor thereby are

Bitcoin transaction fees (53.9%). As such, transferring ownership over units of Bitcoin via

Xclaim Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum costs only USD 0.04, in contrast to USD 0.31 if

the transfer is executed natively on Bitcoin (87.1% cheaper). Additional costs are incurred for

keeping BTCRelay up to date with the current state of the Bitcoin blockchain, amounting to

approximately USD 27 per day (not included in the table). These costs are fixed and shared

among all users of Xclaim; each user’s share decreases with higher adoption of Xclaim.

We further note this number constitutes an upper bound given current prices: (i) the existing

implementation of BTCRelay is non-optimal9 and (ii) our measurements consider the worst-case

scenario where batched block header submissions are not available (cf. Section 4.3.2).

9The Serpent language is not actively maintained (last commit on 1 October 2017) and is not optimized
to the current version of the EVM, resulting in higher execution costs. More efficient proofing techniques can
further reduce costs [KMZ17, BKLZ20, TR19, KGC+18].

10Performance is measured in minutes and includes security parameters: 6 confirmations, each 10 minutes for
Bitcoin (kB); 12 confirmations, each 14 seconds for Ethereum (kI).
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Table 4.2: Overview of execution costs8 and performance10 for the Issue, Transfer , Swap and
Redeem protocols in Xclaim (BTC,ETH).

Protocols Transactions
Cost (USD) Duration

Ethereum Bitcoin Total (minutes)

Issue 2Eth 1Btc 0.16 0.31 0.47 75.98
Swap 2Eth 0.19 0.19 5.98
Redeem 2Eth 1Btc 0.18 0.31 0.49 75.98

Total 6Eth 2Btc 0.53 (46.1%) 0.62 (53,9%) 1.15 157.94

Transfer 1Eth 0.04 0.04 2.99
Replace † 3Eth 2Btc+ 0.13 0.62 0.75 148.97+
†
Duration and costs of Replace depend on the number of Bitcoin UTXOs which need to be migrated. Provided numbers are

lower bounds.

4.6.2 Performance

We evaluate the performance of Xclaim (BTC,ETH) with respect to the duration of the Is-

sue, Transfer , Swap, Redeem, and Replace protocols (measurements provided in Table 4.2).

Thereby, we adhere to the recommended security parameters regarding transaction confirma-

tions based on our threat model (α ≤ 33%): kB = kBTC = 6 and kI = kETH = 12. Recall, we

consider a transaction in the block at position j as securely included when the blockchain tip

reaches position h, with h − j ≥ k. At the time of writing, the average block time in Bitcoin

amounts to 10 minutes, and in Ethereum to 14 seconds.

One execution round of issuing, atomically swapping, and redeeming of Bitcoin-backed token

on Ethereum requires 2 Bitcoin transactions (1 user transaction and 1 vault transaction) and

6 Ethereum transactions (5 user transactions and 1 vault transaction). The end-to-end process

is securely completed after 158 minutes; a Swap only takes 6 minutes, while Issue and Redeem

account for the greater part of the delay due to Bitcoin transaction processing (96,2%). Note:

we can use off-chain payment channels [MBKM17, KZF+18] on the issuing chain (Ethereum)

to significantly reduce execution cost and make Swap real-time (see Section 4.7).
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of BTC-ETH atomic swaps via Xclaim and via HTLC ACCS for
1000 individual swaps. Storage and execution costs (Left) are in USD8; performance (Right,
logarithmic y-axis) is measured in minutes10. We observe Xclaim is 95.7% faster and 65.4%
cheaper for 1000 swaps.

4.6.3 Comparison to HTLC Atomic Swaps

We compare the performance and execution costs of Xclaim (BTC,ETH) to that of atomic

cross-chain swaps (ACCS) based on hashed-timelock contracts (HTLCs) [Tie16, Bit20a, Bit21a].

Both implementations are tested under identical conditions, including fee calculation and se-

curity parameters. We visualize the results of our experiments in Figure 4.3.

Each interactive atomic swap requires users to create two transactions on both Bitcoin and

Ethereum (4 in total). Including a minimum necessary delay to prevent race conditions, an

atomic swap takes approximately 146.5 minutes to execute securely. Note: we omit the addi-

tional necessary time to establish out-of-band channels and exchange revocation transactions

in ACCS; hence the ACCS measurements are lower bounds.

In Xclaim, after an initial Issue process, each additional Swap requires only 2 Ethereum

transactions. As such, using Xclaim to atomically exchange BTC against ETH is already

more efficient than ACCS after the second swap; for 1000 swaps Xclaim is 95.7% faster.

Similarly, Xclaim (including BTCRelay fees) outperforms ACCS cost-wise after the second

trade; for 1000 trades Xclaim is 65.4% cheaper than ACCS. Note, that a significant cost
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factor in Xclaim (BTC,ETH) are the non-optimized BTCRelay maintenance fees, which e.g.

account for 49.3% of the incurred cost for 1000 swaps.

4.7 Applications

This section provides a brief overview of several new and novel applications enabled by Xclaim

cryptocurrency-backed tokens. These applications illustrate how Xclaim paves the way for

usable and scalable cross-chain communication.

Smart Contract and Application Access for Legacy Blockchains

The primary application of cryptocurrency-backed assets is to provide “legacy” cryptocurrencies

like Bitcoin with access to smart contract functionality on blockchain platforms like Ethereum.

At the time of writing, the Etheruem blockchain exhibits a flourishing ecosystem of decentral-

ized financial applications, enabling users to trade, borrow, lend, invest in structured financial

products, and more without trusting centralized intermediaries. The total value locked across

various applications on Ethereum is surpasses USD 50 billion [Pul22b], while another estimated

30 billion is spread across platforms such as Solana, Polkadot, Polygon, and Avalanche [Lla22].

The market size of all decentralized financial applications combined is, however, still dwarfed by

the market capitalization of Bitcoin (USD 367 billion) [Coi22]. It is hence not surprising that

centralized providers have already deployed versions of Bitcoin on Ethereum, termed ”wrapped

Bitcoin”, including wBTC [Kyb19b], hBTC [Tea20] and renBTC [Ren20]. At the time of

writing, these centralized Bitcoin-backed assets hold an estimated USD 6 billion worth of Bitcoin

- requiring users to give away custody and fully trust the intermediaries.

Xclaim offers users a decentralized alternative, enabling them to mint Bitcoin-backed assets

secured by collateral insurance. When using centralized Bitcoin-backed assets, BTC can be

lost due to a single party failing - either due to a security or regulatory incident - leaving users

without remedy. In the case of Xclaim, in the worst-case scenario, are reimbursed in the
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collateral asset(s), bearing no or very limited financial damage. End-users are not the only risk

bearers in this case: decentralized financial protocols integrating centralized Bitcoin-backed

assets exhibit a long-term dependency on the security and reliability of the intermediaries

holding Bitcoin in custody. For example, at the time of writing 14% of MakerDAO’s DAI

stablecoin [Mak14] is backed by centralized wBTC, amounting to USD 3.89 billion.

Cross-Chain Payment Channels

Cryptographic payment channels [Chr15, MBKM17, DEFM17, LEK+17, KZF+18] address the

performance limitations of blockchain protocols [GKCC14, CDE+16] by avoiding the need to

publish every transaction on the blockchain. Instead, transactions are executed directly be-

tween participants off-chain, and only the final balances of the participants are published on

the blockchain. Despite improving transaction throughput and latency considerably, payment

channels cannot execute payments across different blockchains. As such, users are required to

set up and instantiate multiple channels, one for every blockchain they wish to participate in.

With Xclaim, however, payment channels deployed on a blockchain capable of issuing Xclaim

CbAs become cross-blockchain compatible automatically; users can transfer CbAs as per nor-

mal in a payment channel network, and later redeem those CbAs for native coins. As such,

Xclaim allows existing issuing blockchains, such as Ethereum, to process transactions of any

backing cryptocurrency off-chain, without requiring changes to the underlying code. Xclaim

can therefore be used to provide novel contributions to state-of-the-art payment channels.

Temporary Transaction Offloading

The design of Xclaim allows for both long-term and short-term issuance of CbAs. As such,

during temporary periods of high network congestion [Blo22] or transaction fee spikes [Eth21],

Xclaim CbAs can be used to temporarily switch to another blockchain for secure payment

processing. Moreover, users can temporarily leverage this technique in Xclaim to exploit

features or benefits that may be present in the issuing chain, but not on the backing chain. For

example, Bitcoin users may temporarily switch to Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum to avoid
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long transaction processing times, or to leverage more complex transaction scripts and smart

contracts in Ethereum. Once such periods have passed, users may exchange their CbA back

to coins on the native blockchain securely, without requiring trust.

N-Way and Multi-Party Atomic Swaps

Xclaim is more efficient than atomic cross-chain swaps (ACCS), both in terms of performance

and cost (see Section 4.6). In addition, Xclaim can be leveraged to perform more complex and

intricate swap constructions. For example, Xclaim enables N-way atomic swaps : by extending

the Swap protocol in Xclaim, users can swap multiple different units of cryptocurrencies for

others, e.g. trading units of cryptocurrency x and y against units of w and z atomically within

a single swap. Comparing this to ACCS, N -way swaps are impractical, as they would require

the creation of N locking and spending transactions while monitoring all involved chains for

failures.

In addition, Xclaim also enables multi-party atomic swaps. Assume Alice owns coin x and

wants to acquire coin y owned by Bob. Bob, however, will only trade y for coin z owned

by Carol. Attempting to resolve this situation with ACCS would require Alice to separately

swap with Carol and then with Bob, i.e., this process would not be atomic, resulting in 8

transactions on 3 different chains [Bit20a]. However, with Xclaim, if x, y, and z are CbAs,

Alice can construct a non-interactive multi-party swap via the iSC, where a single transaction

can change the ownership of all 3 coins in iSC, atomically.

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we formalized the notion of cryptocurrency-backed assets. We presented

Xclaim, a system for issuing, transferring, swapping and redeeming cryptocurrency-backed

assets between blockchains in a financially trustless manner. That is, users can always re-

deem their CbAs for the backing asset, or claim reimbursement in a collateral currency. This
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approach allows us to work around the impossibility result presented in Chapter 3 in prac-

tice. We provided a detailed analysis of Xclaim’s design, present a formal protocol specifica-

tion and identified requirements for the underlying blockchains. Xclaim is general in design

and supports many existing cryptocurrencies without modification. We implemented Xclaim

(BTC,ETH) to construct Bitcoin-backed tokens on Ethereum and evaluated the performance

and execution costs; Xclaim achieves a significant improvement over atomic cross-chain swaps.

Finally, we outlined several novel and interesting applications enabled by Xclaim.
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4.9 Symbols and Notations

Table 4.3 provides an overview of symbols and variables used in this Chapter.

Table 4.3: Summary of used symbols and notations used for Xclaim protocol descriptions.

Symbol Description

B Backing blockchain
LB Ledger of backing blockchain B
b Cryptocurrency unit underlying the backing blockchain

B
block Units of b locked by a creator with a vault during Issue
I Issuing blockchain
LI Ledger of backing blockchain B
i Cryptocurrency unit underlying the issuing blockchain

I
icol Units of i locked by a user with the iSC
i(b) Unit of a CbA on I backed by units of b on B
kX Security parameter of blockchain X. Defines how many

confirmations are necessary for secure transaction inclu-
sion

∆X Maximum delay from transaction broadcast to secure
inclusion in blockchain X

rτ Upper bound for deviations of expected and observed
ratio between block generation rates of B and I.

∆X
tx Maximum delay from transaction broadcast to receipt

by honest consensus participants in X
ε(i, b) Exchange rate of i to b, given by oracle O

min ε(i, b) Lower bound for ε(i, b) below which econ. rational ad-
versaries are incentivized to misbehave

∆min(ε) Delay before ε(i, b) falls below lower bound min(ε(i, b))
τX Block generation rate of blockchain X

(pkXu , sk
X
u ) Public / private key pair of user u on blockchain X

σXu Digital signature of user u on chain X, i.e., via skXu
txXid Transaction included in the ledger LX of blockchain X

with identifier id
operation(in)→ out Operation taking in as input an generating output out

operation Short for operation with default inputs and outputs
cond Conditions used to lock coins, e.g. presenting a user’s

digital signature σuser
∆id Time delay introduced in Xclaim’s protocols with iden-

tifier id
rcol Ideal (parameterized) collateralization rate of vaults
r∗col Observed collateralization rate of a vault in Xclaim

rliqcol Collateralization threshold for automatic liquidation



Chapter 5

Cross-Chain Light Clients: Problem,

Overview, and Efficiency Improvements

With decentralized cryptocurrencies finding more and more applications in industry, the need

to deliver digital payments on resource-constrained devices, such as mobile phones, wearable-

and Internet-of-things (IoT) devices, is steadily increasing. Even within the cryptocurrency

ecosystem, the need for efficient payment verification is becoming imminent. One example are

multi-currency wallets, which track the state of multiple cryptocurrencies and hence face high

storage and bandwidth requirements. Another are the growing number of cross-cryptocurrency

applications [ZHL+19, BCD+14, ZABZ+19]. Here, verification of correct payments happens

cross-chain and is often executed by smart contracts, where storage and bandwidth are priced

by the byte.

We present TxChain, a novel scheme to improve the efficiency of transaction verification,

which improves upon recent work on optimized light clients [KMZ17, BKLZ20]. Thereby,

we do not rely on complex cryptographic schemes, but rather leverage the security properties

offered by the consensus of decentralized cryptocurrencies – making TxChain compatible with

the majority of existing systems.

125
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Blockchain and Light Clients (SPV)

Most widely-used cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, maintain an append-only

transaction ledger, the blockchain. The blockchain consists of a sequence of blocks chained

together via cryptographic hashes. Each block thereby consists of a block header and a batch of

valid transactions. The block header contains (i) a pointer to the previous block, (ii) a vector

commitment over all included transactions, and (iii) additional metadata (e.g. timestamp,

version, etc.). Each block is uniquely identified by a hash over its block header.

Vector commitments are employed by users to verify transactions without downloading the en-

tire blockchain. For example, Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) clients in Bitcoin [Nak08]

only maintain a copy of the block headers of the longest (valid) proof-of-work chain, where each

header includes the root of a Merkle tree that contains the identifiers of the block’s transactions

as leaves. To verify a transaction is included in a block, an SPV client requires (i) the block

header of the block that contains the transaction (to extract the Merkle root), and (ii) the

Merkle tree path to the leaf containing the transaction identifier (given the Merkle root). The

size of the Merkle path, i.e., the number of hashes, is thereby logarithmic in the number of

transactions in the block.

Sublinear Light Clients

Recently, two proposals for so-called sublinear light clients were made: non-interactive proofs of

proof-of-work (NIPoPoW) [KMZ17] and FlyClient [BKLZ20]. In contrast to näıve SPV clients,

NIPoPoWs and FlyClient only require to download a fraction of the block headers to verify

that a given chain is the valid chain11. Both mechanisms sample a subset of block headers at

random, such that a fake chain produced by an adversary corrupting at most 33% of consensus

participants or total computational power will be detected with overwhelming probability –

and hence rejected.

NIPoPoWs [KMZ17] sample block headers which exceed the minimum Proof-of-Work target –

11The chain with the most accumulated Proof-of-Work in PoW blockchains.
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the so-called superblocks. Due to the design of PoW, statistically, 1/2 of the generated blocks

will exceed the minimum target (level-1 superblocks), 1/4 will exceed the target by a higher

number (level-2 superblocks), etc. By only sampling superblocks, the number of block headers

NIPoPoW clients need to download is polylogarithmic in the blockchain size. Unless deployed

as a non-backward compatible hard fork [ZSJ+18], NIPoPoWs require block headers to contain

an additional interlink data structure (pointers to previous superblocks) for secure verification

of the valid chain.

FlyClient [BKLZ20] samples block headers based on an optimized heuristic, which takes as input

a random number, e.g. generated using the latest PoW block hash. Similar to NIPoPoWs, a

backward-compatible deployment of FlyClient requires additional data to be stored in block

headers: the root of a Merkle Mountain Range commitment – an efficiently-updatable Merkle

tree variant that supports logarithmic subtree proofs. The leaves of the MMR contain block

hashes of all blocks generated so far.

Both protocols also provide mechanisms to verify that a block header, not sampled as part of

the (poly)logarithmic valid chain proof, is indeed part of the valid chain. In NIPoPoWs, this is

achieved via so-called infix proofs, which link the blocks in question to the sampled superblocks

via the so-called “interlink” structure. In FlyClient, this is achieved by a Merkle tree path from

the MMR root to the leaf containing the hash of the block in question. Note that additional

block inclusion checks are not necessary in näıve SPV clients, since all block headers are already

downloaded.

Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma

To the best of our knowledge, all sublinear light client verification protocols only reduce the

block-header data submitted to the client, i.e., the protocols provide efficient valid chain proofs.

The ultimate goal of light clients, however, is not only to efficiently determine the valid (or

“main”) chain but to verify the inclusion of transactions in the latter. As such, to prove

the inclusion of n transactions in the blockchain, both super-block NIPoPoWs and FlyClient

require n block headers and n Merkle tree membership proofs to be submitted to the client – on
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top of the valid chain proof. Therefore, for large n, transaction inclusion verification becomes

the performance bottleneck of sublinear light clients. Considering the additional data stored

in block headers, performance may even be worse than that of näıve SPV clients for high

transaction volumes. We term this problem the Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma.

Contribution

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce the Probabilistic Sampling Di-lemma and provide a formal analysis, deriving

the expected overhead of payment verification in sublinear light clients (Section 5.2).

• We introduce TxChain as a new technique for compressing transaction inclusion proofs,

leveraging the security assumptions of the underlying blockchain (Section 5.3). In par-

ticular, to prove the inclusion of n transactions, TxChain creates dn
c
e contingent (on-

chain) transactions, where c is a constant dependent on the block/transaction size of the

blockchain. Contingent transactions are only valid if each of the referenced n transactions

exists in the blockchain. Proving the inclusion of a contingent transaction hence proves

the inclusion of the n referenced transactions. To circumvent block size limitations, we

further show how to construct hierarchies of contingent transactions. As a result, to prove

the existence of n transactions, TxChain requires a single contingent transaction in the

best case (n ≤ c) and dn
c

+ logc(n)e in the worst case (n > c).

• We prove TxChain’s security and formally analyze its efficiency (Section 5.4). Under

high transaction volumes, TxChain reduces the number of downloaded block headers by

up to a factor of 977x for FlyClient, and 973x for NIPoPoWs, for c = 1000 as in Bitcoin.

In terms of transaction inclusion proofs, TxChain achieves an improvement of up to

1190x across all types of light clients.

• We show how TxChain can be deployed (i) in Bitcoin without requiring changes to

the underlying protocol and as a soft fork, (ii) and as a hard fork in Ethereum. We
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show TxChain’s performance improvement when added as an extension to NIPoPoWs,

FlyClient and even näıve (linear) SPV clients (Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2).

• To demonstrate effectiveness in resource-constrained environments, we implement Tx-

Chain as a smart contract on Ethereum which efficiently verifies Bitcoin payments (Sec-

tion 5.5.3)12.

5.1 Model and Definitions

5.1.1 System Model

Our setting consists of three types of users: miners, full nodes, and light clients.

Miners participate in the consensus protocol that orders the blocks, e.g., in Proof-of-Work

blockchains the miners are the users that create the blocks by solving the computationally

difficult puzzles. The miners essentially determine which is the valid chain.

Full nodes verify and store a copy of the entire valid (honest) chain13. Since a blockchain is a

distributed system, the valid chain is the one agreed by the honest miners. To verify that a

blockchain is a valid chain, a user can download a copy of the entire chain from one full node

(or miner, ideally multiple), and verify all blocks. However, this is quite costly, both in terms

of space and computation.

Light clients allow for fast synchronization and transaction verification, under the assumption

that the valid chain follows the rules of the network. Specifically, light clients only maintain

the following: (i) the necessary data to verify chain validity, i.e., for SPV clients all block

headers, while for sublinear light clients a (random) sample of block headers with cardinality

polylogarithmic to the length of the valid chain, (ii) for each transaction to-be-verified, the

corresponding block header to extract the vector commitment (and optionally a proof that this

12Open source implementation available at https://github.com/txchain/txchain
13Miners are also full nodes, while full nodes are miners with zero “voting power”.

https://github.com/txchain/txchain
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block header is indeed part of the valid chain), and inclusion proof, e.g., for Bitcoin the Merkle

tree root and path.

Assumptions

We make the usual cryptographic assumptions: all users are computationally bounded; crypto-

graphically-secure communication channels, hash functions, signatures, and encryption schemes

exist. Further, we assume the underlying blockchain maintains a distributed transaction ledger

that has the properties of persistence and liveness as defined in [GKL15]. Persistence states

that once a transaction is included “deep” enough in an honest miner’s valid chain it will be

included in every honest miners’ valid chain in the same block, i.e., the transaction will be

“stable”.

We assume persistence is parametrized by a “depth” parameter k, meaning that we assume the

finality of transactions after k blocks. Liveness states that a transaction that is given as input

to all honest miners for a “long” enough period will eventually become stable. Lastly, we note

that TxChain does not require any synchrony assumptions since it is a non-interactive proof

scheme. Hence, we assume the same network model of the underlying blockchain system. We

note, however, that each client is assumed to be connected to at least one honest full node or

miner and is hence not prone to eclipse attacks [HKZG15].

Threat Model

We assume a rushing and fully adaptive adversary, meaning that the adversary can reorder the

delivery of messages, but cannot modify or drop them, and corrupt users on the fly. However,

the proportion of corrupted miners (consensus participants) is bounded by the threshold neces-

sary to ensure safety and liveness for the underlying system [Fuz08]. For Nakamoto consensus,

we bound the fraction of computational power α
1+α

controlled by the adversary at any moment

by α
1+α
≤ 1/3 [GKL15], where α is a security parameter. In Byzantine fault-tolerant settings,

e.g. Proof-of-Stake such as [KRDO17], the fraction of corrupted consensus participants f is
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bounded by f < 1/3.

Blockchain Notation

We denote a block header, i.e., a block without the included transactions, at position i in chain

C as Ci. The genesis block header is, therefore, C0, while Ch denotes the block header at the tip

of the chain, where h is the current “length” (or height) of chain C. Each block header includes

(at least) a vector commitment over the set of transactions included in block and the hash of

the previous block header in chain C. This hash acts as a reference to the previous block and

thus the hash-chain is formed. The vector commitment, on the other hand, is a cryptographic

accumulator over an ordered list of transactions or a position binding commitment, which can

be opened at any position with a proof sublinear in the length of the vector.

We use txid to refer to a transaction with identifier id. Furthermore, we denote by γ(·,·) the

inclusion proof of a transaction in a block. Specifically, γ(i,id) denotes an inclusion proof of

transaction txid in the block at position i of the chain. If there exists a proof γ(i,id), we write

txid ∈ Ci Typically, the transaction inclusion proof employs the vector commitment on the

block header. We define as β(Ci,C) the inclusion proof of the block header Ci in chain C. A

näıve block inclusion proof is the entire hash chain C: the hash-chain that includes the block

Ci points back correctly to the genesis block C0 (ground truth). Lastly, we denote as π(C,Ch)

a chain validity proof: a proof that a chain C at some round ending in a specific block Ch at

position h (the tip of the chain) is the valid chain, i.e, the chain agreed by the honest miners.

We denote by |S| the cardinality of a set S. Further, we abuse the block header notation Ci to

also refer to the block.

5.1.2 Protocol Goals

We use the prover–verifier model from [KMZ17]. In TxChain, the prover (full node) wants to

convince the verifier (client) that a set of transactions T are included in the valid chain C. To

do so, the prover(s) must provide three types of proofs to the verifier:
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1. Chain validity proof π(·,·): A proof that chain C is the valid chain. Both NIPoPoW and

FlyClient provide succinct proofs that the given chain is valid.

2. Transaction inclusion proofs Γ: For each transaction in T , a proof of inclusion in a specific

block γ(·,·).

3. Block inclusion proofs B: For each block that contains a transaction of T , a proof of

inclusion β(·,·) that the block is in the valid chain C. The structure of this proof is specific

to the protocol used to verify that chain C is the valid chain.

These proofs are not necessarily distinct, meaning that the data the prover sends to the verifier

for all three proofs may overlap. For instance, in an SPV client, the proof of block inclusion

requires no additional data since all block headers are stored and verified as part of the veri-

fication process of the chain validity. Therefore, if the block inclusion proof is already part of

the chain validity proof, we do not send the data twice.

Desired Properties

Our goal is to design a protocol that is secure and efficient :

• Security in TxChain encapsulates the correctness of the protocol, meaning that a verifier

only accepts the proofs, i.e., terminates correctly, if the prover is honest and knows the

valid chain. In other words, the verifier will terminate correctly if all transactions in T

are included in the valid chain C.

• Efficiency captures the storage cost of the protocol, i.e., how much data must be sent to

the verifier as part of the verification steps (1-3). To evaluate the efficiency of TxChain,

we calculate these storage costs and compare them against existing solutions for different

sets of transactions (increasing cardinality).
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5.2 Probabilistic Sampling: Cure or Curse?

In this section, we highlight the practical challenges of light clients based on probabilistic sam-

pling. We demonstrate that these light clients offer only optimistic performance improvements

when the transactions to-be-verified are many, and in the worst case, can perform worse than

näıve SPV clients. We term this problem the Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma. We first provide

an intuition, and then a formal analysis to measure efficiency.

5.2.1 Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma

Chain Validity Proof

Existing sublinear light clients, such as superblock NIPoPoWs [KMZ17] and FlyClient [BKLZ20]

use probabilistic sampling to reduce the number of block headers necessary to prove knowledge

of the valid chain (chain validity proof). FlyClient relies on a pre-defined heuristic for sampling

blocks, while superblock NIPoPoWs sample headers of blocks that exceed the minimum PoW

difficulty. Due to the nature of Proof-of-Work (and specifically hash functions modeled as ran-

dom oracles), the appearance of such blocks is considered random. In both cases, the prover

cannot predict upfront which blocks to provide to the verifier as part of the requested chain

validity proof. This property yields the probability of the prover defrauding the verifier with

respect to the chain validity proof negligible, within our model as described in Section 5.1.

Block Inclusion Proof

In näıve SPV clients, the block inclusion proof is trivial, as the verifier already has the hash-

chain for the chain validity proof. However, this is not the case in sublinear light clients that use

probabilistic sampling: For a given set of transactions, the prover must provide to the verifier

(a) the block headers and block inclusion proofs for the chain validity proof ((poly)logarithmic

in cardinality), and (b) for any block including a transaction of the input set that is not sampled

for the chain validity proof, the corresponding block header, and block inclusion proof.
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The reason for the additional block headers is that the probabilistic sample of block headers is

independent of the transactions the client wants to verify. Therefore, in addition to the chain

validity proof (e.g., NIPoPoW) and the transaction inclusion proof for every transaction, the

prover must also persuade the verifier that the block header corresponds to the transaction

inclusion proof of each transaction is part of the valid chain. This implies that the cost of the

probabilistic NIPoPoWs is also dependent on the number of transactions to-be-verified and how

they are distributed in the blockchain.

Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma

An additional overhead of probabilistic NIPoPoW is the increase of the block header size –

especially if deployed in the blockchain without major modification to the underlying consen-

sus rules. This results in the following phenomenon: the storage and bandwidth cost of both

superblock NIPoPoWs and FlyClient can exceed that of näıve SPV clients for high transaction

volumes (as shown in the experimental evaluations in Section 5.5.1). In particular, in proba-

bilistic sampling clients, the cost is proportional to the number of different block headers (and

block inclusion proofs) that are given to the verifier, multiplied by the block header size. If

transactions are distributed across many different blocks of the chain, which are not sampled in

the chain validity proof, the cost, i.e., the additive data for the three proofs (c.f. Section 5.1.2)

sent to the verifier / light client, increases.

As a result, a dilemma arises for clients with constrained resources: Clients can either (a)

anticipate a high transaction volume and use a näıve SPV client, accepting a higher cost for

chain validity proofs, or (b) rely on a probabilistic sampling (NIPoPoWs, FlyClient), saving

costs on downloaded block headers under low transaction volumes, but under high transaction

volumes end up with overall higher storage and bandwidth costs. We call this the Probabilistic

Sampling Dilemma.
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5.2.2 Analysis

In this section, we show that given a set of transactions to-be-verified T , the cost of probabilistic

sampling light clients grows proportionally to the number of transactions n = |T | and sublinear

to the length of the chain. As such, when the number of transactions is large, the costs of the

protocol is dominated by the cost of the block inclusion proofs, instead of the chain validity

proof.

To that end, suppose C1, . . . , Cσ is the set of blocks sampled for the chain validity proof. The

selected set is expressed via a random variable X which follows the probability distribution

defined in the light client protocol – e.g. uniformly-random distribution with respect to the

length of the chain in FlyClient. This means, that Xi = 1 if the block header Ci is chosen to

be part of the chain validity proof. Now, suppose σ is the size of the probabilistic sample and

h the length of the valid chain, then if X follows a discrete uniform distribution, it holds that

Pr[Xi = 1] = σ
h
, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , h−1}. As mentioned in Section 5.2, we assume the prover

cannot influence or bias this random variable for security reasons.

On the other hand, we define the discrete random variable Yi,j = 1 if transaction txj ∈ T

is included in block Ci. For the purpose of our analysis, we assume Yi,j follows a discrete

uniform distribution on the length of the chain h as well. Thus, Pr[Yi,j = 1] = 1
h
, for all

i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , h − 1} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We further define the discrete random variable

Yi to express if a block contains at least one of the transactions in T ; Yi = 1 if for any

j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, Yi,j = 1. Each trial is independent as a transaction’s inclusion in a block

has no influence on which block will contain another transaction (for block size large enough)

Therefore, Pr[Yi = 1] = 1− Pr[Yi,1 = 0] · Pr[Yi,2 = 0] . . . P r[Yi,n = 0] = 1−
(
1− 1

h

)n
.

For every block that includes at least one transaction from T , the prover must provide to the

verifier the block header and a block inclusion proof, even if this block is not sampled for the

chain validity proof. To determine the overhead on the cost, we have to count the number of

blocks that include at least one transaction and are not sampled for the chain validity proof.

To that end, we define Zi = 1 if Yi = 1 ∧ Xi = 0. Since Yi and Xi are independent random
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variables,

Pr[Zi = 1] = Pr[Yi = 1] · Pr[Xi = 0] =
(
1− (1− 1

h
)n
)
·
(
1− σ

h

)
.

Thus, the expected number of additional block headers are

E(Z) = E

( h−1∑
i=0

Zi

)
= h · Pr[Zi = 1] = (h− σ) ·

(
1− (1− 1

h
)n
)
≥
(

1− σ

h

)
· n

We observe that the smaller the sample for the chain validity proof, the larger the expected

number of additional transactions. Furthermore, we notice that for a given chain length and

sample size, the expected number of additional blocks grows with the number of transactions

to be verified.

5.3 TxChain Design

In this section we present the design of TxChain. We first define the concept of contingent

transactions and then present how this mechanism can be used to circumvent the Probabilistic

Sampling Dilemma.

Figure 5.1: Visualization of TxChain: a contingent transaction txa is only valid and can
hence be included in the valid chain C at index i if all referenced transactions tx1, . . . ,txn
are included in C, and hence are valid. The inclusion proof γ(i,a) for txa is hence also proves
inclusion of tx1, . . . ,txn.
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5.3.1 Contingent Transactions

Smart contracts in blockchains allow us to define under which conditions a transaction can be

included in the underlying ledger, i.e., specify when the transaction becomes valid under the

blockchain’s consensus rules. In TxChain, we leverage a fairly simple type of smart contract:

contingent payments (or transactions). Thereby, a transaction txa is constructed such that it

becomes valid – and hence can be included in the underlying ledger – if and only if a set of

transactions T = tx1, . . . ,txn was already included in the underlying ledger. Formally,

Definition 10 (Contingent Transaction). A transaction txa is contingent on a set of transac-

tions T = tx1, . . . ,txn if txa can only be included in Ci iff C already contains tx1, . . . ,txn.

Formally: txa ∈ Ci =⇒ ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∃m ∈ {0, . . . , i}s.t.txj ∈ Cm.

When checking validity of a contingent transaction txa, full nodes look up the referenced

transactions tx1, . . . ,txn in their local copy of the full valid chain, and only accept txa if all

transactions were indeed found, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

5.3.2 TxChain: Contingent Transaction Aggregation

We now apply the concept of contingent transactions to reduce the storage and bandwidth

requirements of light clients when verifying n transaction inclusion proofs. Consider the follow-

ing setting: A prover wants to convince a verifier that a set of transactions T = tx1, . . . ,txn

was included in the valid chain C. The transactions are thereby distributed across h different

blocks, h ≤ n. In TxChain, the prover creates a contingent transaction txa, referencing trans-

actions tx1, . . . ,txn and includes it in the blockchain at position i, i.e., txa ∈ Ci. Following

Definition 10, by convincing the verifier that txa ∈ Ci, the prover also proves that for every

tx1, . . . ,txn there is a block Cm (m ∈ {0, . . . , h}) that includes the transaction, and all these

blocks are part of the valid chain C (i.e., ∀m ∈ {0, . . . , h} ∃β(Cm,C)).

Specifically, the prover has a valid chain of h + 1 blocks C0, . . . , Ch and receives a query for

a set of transactions T = tx1, . . . ,txn from the verifier. The prover creates transaction txa,
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contingent on T and includes it in the valid chain in block Ci (i > h). Once included, the prover

computes the valid chain proof π(C,Ci+k), the block inclusion proof β(Ci,C) and the transaction

inclusion proof γ(i,c) and sends these proofs to the verifier, alongside txa. The verifier checks

the provided proofs and that txa is indeed contingent on T . Once txa has k confirmations,

the verifier accepts txa as proof that transactions T are in the valid chain.

Algorithm 9 TxChain Prover / Verifier Protocol for Inclusion Verification of n Transactions

Prover

1. Has valid chain of h+ 1 blocks C0, . . . , Ch

2. Receives query for transactions T = tx1, . . . ,txn from verifier

3. Creates transaction txa contingent on the set of transactions T

4. Includes it in the valid chain at position Ci, i > h

5. Waits k blocks until txa is stable

6. Computes:

(a) the valid chain proof π(C,Ci+k)

(b) the block inclusion proof β(Ci,C)

(c) the transaction inclusion proof γ(i,c)

7. Sends π(C,Ci+k), β(Ci,C), γ(i,c) and txa to the verifier

Verifier

1. Has transactions T = tx1, . . . ,txn

2. Queries prover for a proof that transactions T are included in the valid chain

3. Receives proof π(C,Ci+k), β(Ci,C), γ(i,c) and txa from the prover

4. Verifies

(a) the valid chain proof π(C,Ci+k)

(b) the block inclusion proof for β(Ci,C)

(c) the transaction inclusion proof γ(i,c)

(d) that transaction txa is contingent on transactions T

5. If everything checks out accepts the transaction inclusion proof for T
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5.3.3 Hierarchical TxChain

So far, we have assumed that a single transaction txa can be contingent on an arbitrary number

n of pre-existing transactions. Including references to T = {tx1, . . . ,txn} in txa, however,

comes at a cost: each additional reference means additional data must be attached to txa.

However, blockchains typically exhibit block or transaction size limits due to network latency

concerns: the larger a transaction, the slower it will be propagated across the network, and the

more susceptible it is to double-spending attacks [GRKC15].

Depending on the size of these identifiers, which in turn depends on the design of the underlying

blockchain as well as the means of deployment of TxChain (c.f. Section 5.5), the number of

transactions referenced by a single contingent transaction txa can be limited. We capture this

by a constant c > 1. As long as n ≤ c, verifying n transactions requires only a single contingent

transaction.

Consider, however, a scenario where n > c, i.e., a prover wants to convince the verifier that a

large number of transactions are included, but cannot reference them all within a single con-

tingent transaction. To circumvent this problem, the prover splits transactions tx1, . . . ,txn

across multiple contingent transactions txa(1), . . . ,txa(n/c). Next, the prover constructs an

hierarchical dependency across the “first-layer” contingent transactions by creating transac-

tions txa(n/c), . . .txa(n/c2). In simple terms, the prover creates a N-arry tree of contingent

transactions, where each node is a contingent transaction acting as inclusion proof for c nodes

(transactions) in that branch.

As a result, the prover can apply TxChain to an arbitrary number of transactions, at the cost

of including in the blockchain and sending to the verifier n
c

+ dlogc(n)e contingent transactions.

For example, for n = 1000 and c = 100, the number of contingent transactions would be 11.

This yields a 91x reduction in the required transaction and block inclusion proofs. If c ≥ n

(e.g. c = 1000), the reduction in the example is 1000x. That is, the number of transactions c

that can be referenced by contingent transactions directly impacts the improvement offered by

TxChain.
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5.4 Security and Efficiency Analysis

In this section we show how TxChain achieves the two protocol goals: security and efficiency

(see Section 5.1.2).

5.4.1 Security Analysis

TxChain achieves security when the verifier terminates correctly if and only if the prover is

honest.

[⇒] If the prover is honest then, all transactions are included in the valid chain C, and the

proofs are generated according to the protocol specifications. Therefore, the verification of all

proofs will be successful by the verifier and thus will terminate correctly.

[⇐] For the opposite direction, we will prove the statement by contradiction. Let us assume the

verifier terminates correctly but the prover is malicious. This implies that the prover deviated

from the protocol specification. Given that the verifier terminated, the verifier received the

corresponding proofs from the prover. Since the security of the generation of the proofs is

guaranteed by the underlying light client verification protocol, the prover must have deviated

from the protocol during the creation of the contingent transaction. However, the verifier has

the block inclusion proof for the contingent transaction and also the last k blocks headers of the

chain; therefore, the prover can only deviate during the creation of the contingent transaction.

However, during the verification of the transaction inclusion proof the verifier ensures that all

requested transaction identifiers are tied to this transaction. Thus, the prover cannot create an

incorrect contingent transaction. Contradiction. We conclude that TxChain achieves security.

Hierarchical TxChain

The security of the hierarchical TxChain construction follows the security analysis of Tx-

Chain. Now assume T encapsulates all to-be-proven transactions tx1, ...txn, as well as the

set of contingent transactions txa(1), ...txa(x) where x is upper-bound by n
c

+ logc(n), i.e.,
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T = {tx1, ...txn} + {txa(1), ...txa(x)}. If the contingent transaction txa(x), which is the root

of the created N-arry tree of contingent transactions, is included in valid chain C, this means

that the subset of contingent transactions {txa(x−1−c), ...txa(x−1)} was also included in C. The

same holds for the predecessors of each transaction txj with j ∈ {x − 1 − c, ..., x − 1}. We

continue this process recursively until we observe that {tx1, ...txn} must also be included in

C, for txa(x) to be valid and hence included in C.

5.4.2 Efficiency Analysis

We now discuss how TxChain achieves efficiency by comparing the storage costs of näıve

(SPV) and sublinear (NIPoPoWs and FlyClient) light clients with and without applying Tx-

Chain. We assume a secure hash function H and denote its size as |H|. We analyze the cost

of each proof (see Section 5.1) below.

Valid Chain Proofs: The size of the valid chain proof in näıve SPV is linear in h. The size of

the valid chain proof in sublinear light clients depends on two parameters: (i) λ, which defines

the probability 2−λ of a verifier terminating correctly on an invalid proof, (ii) α, which defines

the strength of the adversary α/(1 + α), e.g. the hash rate in PoW blockchains , and (iii) the

“depth” parameter k. The NIPoPoW π(C,Ch) size [KMZ17, BKLZ20] is given by

log1/α(2)λ · ((log2(h) + 1) · C + log2(h) · dlog2(log2(h))e · |H|).

The FlyClient π(C,Ch) size [BKLZ20] is given by

λlog1/α(2)ln(h) · (C + |H|).

Note the increased block header size due to the additionally required number of hashes |H| in

NIPoPoWs (interlink structure) and FlyClient (MMR root).

Block Inclusion Proofs (B): Since näıve SPV clients store all block headers, no extra block

inclusion proofs β(·,·) are required. Both NIPoPoW and FlyClient require block inclusion proofs
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for blocks not sampled as part of π(C,Ch) – for both mechanisms, the size of β(·,·) is log(h) · |H|

per block header.

Transaction Inclusion Proofs (Γ): A transaction inclusion proof γ(i, id) is a list of hashes

(Merkle tree path), logarithmic in the number of transactions contained in block Ci. Hence,

the size of each proof is log(t) · |H|, where t is the total number of transactions included in the

block containing a transaction of T .

TxChain Efficiency

In Section 5.2, we determined the expected number of additional block headers and block inclu-

sion proofs E(|B|) required in NIPoPoW and FlyClient to verify the inclusion of n transactions

for any given blockchain size h:

E(|B|) = (h− σ) · (1− (1− 1

h
)n),

where σ is the number of blocks sampled for the chain validity proof. When applying TxChain

to such probabilistic sampling clients, this number decreases to:

E(|B′|) =
E(|B|)
c

+ logc(E(|B|)).

We observe that the improvement achieved by TxChain is most significant for large c, since

limc→∞E(|B′|) = 1.

To evaluate the theoretical improvement we can achieve in TxChain, we apply TxChain as

an extension to both NIPoPoW and FlyClient. Figure 5.2 overviews the expected number of

(a) additional block inclusion proofs (and hence block headers) and (b) required transaction

inclusion proofs, before and after applying TxChain, for blockchain size h = 100000 and

c = 1000.
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Table 5.1: Expected number of additionally required block inclusion proofs (and hence block
headers) for different n in FlyClient and NIPoPoWs, before (E(|B|)) and after (E(|B|)′) applying
TxChain. Results provided for a blockchain size h = 100000 and c = 1000.

n=|Γ|
FlyClient Superblock NIPoPoWs

Vanilla TxChain
Improvementfactor

Vanilla TxChain
Improvementfactor

E(|B|) % E(|B|)′ % E(|B|) % E(|B|)′ %

1 1 100.0 1 100.0 1.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1.0
10 10 100.0 1 10.0 10.0 10 100.0 1 10.0 10.0
100 99 99.0 2 2.0 49.5 99 99.0 2 2.0 49.5
1000 989 98.9 2 0.2 494.5 986 98.6 2 0.2 493.0
10000 9461 94.61 11 0.11 860.09 9432 94.32 11 0.11 857.45
50000 39120 78.24 42 0.08 931.43 39000 78.0 42 0.08 928.57
100000 62848 62.85 65 0.07 966.89 62655 62.66 65 0.07 963.92
200000 85968 42.98 88 0.04 976.91 85704 42.85 88 0.04 973.91

A more detailed cost breakdown is provided in Table 5.1. We observe that as expected, Tx-

Chain becomes more effective as n increases, up until n = |T | = h. Statistically, given a

blockchain size of 100000 and 50000 to-be-verified transactions, FlyClient on average requires

the submission of 39120 block inclusion proofs and block headers, on top of the blocks sampled

as part of the chain validity proof. NIPoPoWs, which sample 40% more blocks as part of the

chain validity proof [BKLZ20], require 39000 additional block headers. If we apply TxChain’s

contingent transaction aggregation to FlyClient and NIPoPoWs, assuming a realistic c = 1000

(e.g. one that corresponds to a transaction with 1000 inputs in Bitcoin), we only need to

download 42 additional block headers, achieving an improvement factor of 931x over FlyClient

and 928x over NIPoPoWs.

TxChain achieves even higher improvement factors for higher values of Γ = n in FlyClient

and NIPoPoW, since E(|B|) ≤ n. For 50000 to-be-verified transactions and a blockchain size

of 100000, the use of TxChain improves over both “Vanilla” FlyClient and NIPoPoW by a

factor of 1190x: instead of 50000, we require only 42 transaction inclusion proofs. It is worth

mentioning that the same improvement identically applies to näıve SPV clients, as visualized

in Figure 5.2(b).

We note the actual improvement in terms of storage and bandwidth costs depends on how Tx-

Chain, and specifically contingent transactions, are implemented in the underlying blockchain,

as we discuss in Section 5.5.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Effects of applying TxChain to FlyClient and NIPoPoWs. (a) Total number of
block headers required for verification of n transactions (π(C,Ch) + E(|B|)). (b) Number of
transaction inclusion proofs Γ in light clients before and after applying TxChain (logarithmic
y-axis). Numbers h = 100000 and c = 1000.

Limitations

While the design of TxChain is simple and avoids complex cryptographic schemes, making it

compatible with the majority of existing blockchain systems, it also exhibits limitations. The

requirement of including additional transactions in the blockchain results in additional transac-

tion fees for the prover (c.f. Section 5.5.1). Further, TxChain may not be applicable in times

of high network congestion, i.e., if a prover is unable to reliably include a contingent transac-

tion in the blockchain. This in turn, in the worst case, may yield TxChain not applicable to

instant or day-to-day payments. To summarize, TxChain is most effective in settings where

the storage and especially bandwidth requirements of the verifier are the main bottleneck of

a protocol, or even priced by byte – as is the case when verification is performed in on-chain

smart contracts, as we show in Section 5.5.3.

5.5 Deploying TxChain in Practice

In this section, we discuss how TxChain can be added to light clients of the two major

blockchains Bitcoin and Ethereum, and evaluate the achieved improvements. Note: we evaluate
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both NIPoPoW and FlyClient under constant difficulty since NIPoPoW currently does not

support variable difficulty [KMZ17, BKLZ20].

5.5.1 Fork Free Deployment

We first discuss how TxChain can be deployed in a fully backward compatible manner without

requiring forks in Bitcoin (and similar systems). In blockchains like Ethereum, which rely on

an account-based model, TxChain requires a soft or hard fork.

Bitcoin: Dust Output Spending

Bitcoin operates a so-called Unspent Transaction Output model (UTXO). Each new transaction

consists of inputs and outputs, where inputs spend outputs of existing transactions. Outputs

specify rules for how the coins locked in the unspent output (UTXO) can be spent, i.e. via smart

contracts. In Bitcoin, these contracts are written in Script [Bit21b], a stack-based scripting

language. UTXOs can only be spent as a whole. As of this writing, the only way to create

conditional relations across transactions in Bitcoin is by creating spending relationships.

Table 5.2: Storage and bandwidth costs of näıve SPV, Flyclient and NIPoPoWs, without
(“Vanilla”) and with a fork-free deployment of TxChain, for different numbers of to-be-verified
transactions n, for blockchain size h = 630000 (as of 5 May 2020) and c = 1000. Fly-
Client/NIPoPoW numbers provided for soft and hard fork deployment.

n
näıve SPV

FlyClient Superblock NIPoPoWs
Soft Fork Hard Fork Soft Fork Hard Fork

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

1 50.4 50.4 1.0 0.51 0.51 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.77 0.77 1.0 0.15 0.15 1.0
10 50.41 50.4 1.0 0.52 0.51 1.02 0.1 0.1 1.04 0.78 0.77 1.01 0.15 0.15 1.03
100 50.49 50.4 1.0 0.62 0.51 1.21 0.15 0.1 1.5 0.88 0.77 1.14 0.2 0.15 1.33
1000 51.32 50.4 1.02 1.61 0.51 3.16 0.59 0.1 6.03 1.88 0.77 2.43 0.64 0.15 4.33
10000 59.58 50.42 1.18 11.51 0.53 21.58 5.05 0.11 44.04 11.77 0.8 14.81 5.1 0.16 30.97
50000 96.3 50.66 1.9 54.42 0.8 68.11 24.67 0.36 69.17 54.67 1.06 51.56 24.72 0.41 60.8
100000 142.2 51.39 2.77 105.69 1.5 70.68 48.84 1.03 47.61 105.92 1.76 60.31 48.89 1.08 45.46

To deploy TxChain in Bitcoin without consensus changes we can use dust output spending for

the creation of contingent transactions. When creating transactions tx1, . . . ,txn the prover

includes an additional output in each transaction, containing at least the minimum possible

value transferable in Bitcoin (54.60 · 10−6 BTC which is approx. USD 0.4 as of 5 May 2020).
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The contingent transaction txa then spends outputs of tx1, . . . ,txn and, due to Bitcoin’s

consensus rules, can hence only be included in the blockchain if all spent UTXOs already exist.

A practical limitation is that the prover must be able to spend from the outputs of transactions

tx1, . . . ,txn when creating txa. In the simplest case, the prover is the author of tx1, . . . ,txn

(i.e., controls the signing keys), and can hence spend from the corresponding outputs. For the

case where tx1, . . . ,txn are authored by different users, we outline two simple coordination

schemes. A straightforward approach is for the prover to publicly announce his public key,

e.g. on a public bulletin board (can also be Bitcoin or Ethereum), such that users can create

dust outputs spendable via the prover’s signing key. The value accumulated from the dust

outputs can thereby serve as means to cover the prover’s costs for broadcasting txa. An

approach without additional communication overhead is to use anyone-can-spend outputs and

allow miners to aggregate tx1, . . . ,txn when claiming the dust outputs as fees. In both cases,

the dust outputs of tx1, . . . ,txn can be supplemented with pre-defined timelocks, allowing

transaction aggregation, e.g. only once every 6 hours. This contributes to provers/miners

aggregating multiple transactions, rather than spending from each tx1, . . . ,txn as they are

broadcast by users. Other, more complex and costly designs involving HTLCs [Bit21a] and

zero-knowledge contingent payments [Bit20c] are left to future work.

Evaluation. In our evaluation, we use Bitcoin P2WPKH [Lib18] transactions. In Bitcoin, C = 80

bytes and |H| = 32 bytes. The average transaction size in 2019 was 534 bytes, while the average

size of the coinbase transaction was 259 bytes, the average depth of the transaction Merkle tree

was 12. The coinbase transaction is the first transaction of every block and is used by NIPoPoWs

and FlyClient to include the interlink data / MMR root required for block inclusion proofs when

deployed as a backward-compatible soft or velvet instead of a hard fork [ZSJ+18].

Summarizing, each block inclusion proof in NIPoPoW and FlyClient requires additionally 259+

12 · |H| = 643 bytes, and each transaction inclusion proof 384 bytes - avoidable when applying

TxChain. However, multi-input Bitcoin transactions that make use of TxChain incur some

additional cost: 93 bytes per input and 45 bytes flat per contingent transaction (assuming one
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P2WPKH output). Thereby, Bitcoin full nodes will relay transactions of up to 100kb14, thus

c ≈ 1000.

We overview the storage and bandwidth costs of näıve SPV, FlyClient and NIPoPoWs with

and without TxChain in Table 5.2, for a Bitcoin block height h = 630000 (as of 5 May 2020)

and c = 1000. We observe that with TxChain the storage and verification costs remain nearly

constant, offering a significant improvement over “Vanilla” light client implementations, e.g.

achieving an improvement factor of 71x for FlyClient and 60x for NiPoPoWs for n = 100000.

However, fork-free deployment comes at a cost: dust outputs increase the size of contingent

transactions by 93 bytes per referenced input - hence, preventing TxChain from achieving the

theoretical improvements outlined in Section 5.4.2. The costs for including a transaction with

c = 1000 inputs in Bitcoin, at a fee of 3 · 10−6 BTC per byte, amount to USD 21.2 (as of 5 May

2020).

5.5.2 Deployment via Soft or Hard Forks.

Considering both FlyClient and NIPoPoWs require a soft or hard fork to be deployed in Bitcoin

and Ethereum, the minor modifications to transaction validity rules necessary for TxChain

could arguably be added in parallel – if FlyClient or NIPoPoW are indeed deployed in practice.

In both Bitcoin and Ethereum, TxChain can be deployed as a hard fork by introducing a

new TXEXISTS instruction with the following semantics: (i) Pop one argument, representing the

hash of a transaction, from the stack, (ii) push 1 to the stack if the transaction was found

or 0 otherwise. Interestingly, Bitcoin allows re-purposing of unused instructions (“OpCodes”),

enabling deployment via a soft fork.

Bitcoin: Soft Fork by Re-purposing OP NOP

Bitcoin allows to introduce new instructions by re-purposing “reserved” OpCodes, e.g. OP NOP10.

These OpCodes are currently ignored during execution, allowing to add additional rules with-

14github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin/blob/eb7daf4/src/policy/policy.h#L24

github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin/blob/eb7daf4/src/policy/policy.h#L24
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out causing conflicts between upgraded and non-upgraded nodes. Specifically TXEXISTS can be

implemented using the following sequence: OP PUSHDATA1 20 <TXID> OP NOP10 OP VERIFY.

On non-upgraded nodes, OP NOP10 will be ignored and OP VERIFY will evaluate to true, as

the top element of the stack will be non-empty/non-zero (the transaction ID). On upgraded

nodes, OP NOP10 will be interpreted as TXEXISTS, popping the transaction ID from the stack and

pushing back 1 if the transaction exists or 0 otherwise. Therefore, OP VERIFY will fail if and

only if the node has been upgraded and the transaction ID does not exist, which enables a soft

fork deployment.

A soft fork deployment in Bitcoin avoids the requirement to actually spend UTXOs in contingent

transactions. This not only simplifies coordination for provers (no construction needed for the

prover to spend from UTXOs), but also reduce the costs per referenced transaction / UTXO

from 93 bytes (per input) to 32 bytes per transaction identifier (SHA256 hash) plus 4 bytes for

the OpCode flags. This results in an expected 2.8x improvement over the fork-free deployment

of TxChain. Detailed numbers are provided in Table 5.3. However, considering the simple

deployment of TxChain in Bitcoin without consensus changes, we defer the implementation

of TXEXISTS to future work.

Table 5.3: Estimates of storage and bandwidth costs of näıve SPV, Flyclient and NIPoPoWs,
without (“Vanilla”) and with a fork-based deployment of TxChain, for different numbers of
to-be-verified transactions n. FlyClient and NIPoPoW numbers provided for soft fork and hard
fork deployment. Numbers provided for a blockchain size h = 630000 (as of 5 May 2020) and
c = 1000.

n
näıve SPV

FlyClient Superblock NIPoPoWs
Soft Fork Hard Fork Soft Fork Hard Fork

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

1 50.4 50.4 1.0 0.51 0.51 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.77 0.77 1.0 0.15 0.15 1.0
10 50.41 50.4 1.0 0.52 0.51 1.02 0.1 0.1 1.04 0.78 0.77 1.01 0.15 0.15 1.03
100 50.49 50.4 1.0 0.62 0.51 1.21 0.15 0.1 1.5 0.88 0.77 1.14 0.2 0.15 1.33
1000 51.32 50.4 1.02 1.61 0.51 3.16 0.59 0.1 6.04 1.88 0.77 2.43 0.64 0.15 4.34
10000 59.58 50.41 1.18 11.51 0.53 21.87 5.05 0.11 47.03 11.77 0.79 14.94 5.1 0.16 32.4
50000 96.3 50.51 1.91 54.42 0.65 84.18 24.67 0.2 120.84 54.67 0.91 60.21 24.72 0.25 97.28
100000 142.2 50.77 2.8 105.69 0.92 114.92 48.84 0.45 108.49 105.92 1.18 89.7 48.89 0.5 97.78

Ethereum: New Instruction (Hard Fork)

Unlike Bitcoin which uses the UTXO model, Ethereum does not provide a native way of im-

plementing transaction dependencies. Furthermore, the ID of a transaction cannot be accessed
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from within smart contracts, making it impossible to implement TXEXISTS purely as a smart con-

tract. To deploy TxChain on Ethereum, we hence propose a hard fork introducing TXEXISTS

as a new instruction. We implement TXEXISTS in Geth (v1.9.15), the most commonly used

Ethereum implementation, using Go 1.14.4 and construct a Solidity (v0.6.7) smart contract

to perform TxChain transaction verification using the newly added instruction: the contract

takes as input n transaction identifiers and returns true if all are in the valid chain, and reverts

otherwise. This way, the (contingent) transaction calling the contract will only succeed if the

n to-be-verified transactions are indeed in the main chain.

In Geth, Ethereum transactions are already indexed by hash: checking the existence of a trans-

action does not require any further indexing, but only a single random read in the underlying

LevelDB database. This is equivalent to EXCODESIZE or BALANCE in terms of IO access [PL20].

However, given that the total number of transactions is vastly higher than the number of ad-

dresses, chances of cache miss are higher with TXEXISTS than with BALANCE. Therefore, we assign

a conservative price of 2000 gas to the instruction, i.e., more than twice as expensive as the 900

gas of EXCODESIZE and BALANCE. Finding optimal pricing would require further benchmarking

and is left to future work.

Evaluation. Using our modified version of the Geth client, we measure the cost of a transaction

contingent on c = 1147 other transactions - deriving a conservative value for c by assuming a

block gas limit of 5 million [PL20], i.e., 50% of the block gas limit. Given the 168.01 USD/ETH

exchange rate as per 24 April 2020 and a 5 Gwei gas, this results in an upper limit of ≈ USD 12.6

per (full) contingent transaction. In more detail, the base costs for the contingent transaction

amount to 26,633 gas (0.022 USD), and every additional referenced transaction adds 4,333 gas

(0.0036 USD) to the cost. To measure the overall storage and bandwidth improvements when

applied to NiPoPoWs and FlyClient, we assume the 2019 average Ethereum transaction size

of 499 bytes. We note that storing a single hash in a smart contract on Ethereum, necessary

to include the interlink data (NIPoPoW) or MMR root (FlyClient) in a block, requires a 167

byte transaction. Given Ethereum’s block height h = 10000000 (as of 4 May 2020), n = 100000

transactions and c = 1147, TxChain achieves a 24x improvement over a soft fork deployment of

FlyClient (28x for a hard fork) and a 17x improvement over a soft fork deployment of NIPoPoWs
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(20x for a hard fork). We provide a detailed breakdown of the storage and bandwidth costs in

Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Estimates of storage and bandwidth costs of näıve SPV, Flyclient and NIPoPoWs,
without (“Vanilla”) and with a fork-based deployment of TxChain, for different numbers of
to-be-verified transactions n. FlyClient and NIPoPoW numbers provided for soft fork and hard
fork deployment. Numbers provided for a blockchain size h = 10000000 (as of 4 May 2020) and
c = 1047.

n
näıve SPV

FlyClient Superblock NIPoPoWs
Soft Fork Hard Fork Soft Fork Hard Fork

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

Vanilla
in mB

TxChain
in mB

Impr.
factor

1 5,080.0 5,080.0 1.0 5.79 5.79 1.0 3.04 3.04 1.0 8.71 8.71 1.0 4.57 4.57 1.0
10 5,080.01 5,080.0 1.0 5.81 5.79 1.0 3.05 3.04 1.0 8.73 8.71 1.0 4.58 4.57 1.0
100 5,080.09 5,080.0 1.0 5.94 5.79 1.02 3.13 3.04 1.03 8.85 8.71 1.02 4.66 4.57 1.02
1000 5,080.88 5,080.0 1.0 7.23 5.79 1.25 3.96 3.04 1.3 10.15 8.71 1.16 5.49 4.57 1.2
10000 5,088.83 5,080.01 1.0 20.21 5.81 3.48 12.27 3.05 4.02 23.13 8.73 2.65 13.8 4.58 3.01
50000 5,124.15 5,080.08 1.01 77.78 5.92 13.13 49.15 3.14 15.63 80.69 8.84 9.12 50.68 4.68 10.84
100000 5,168.3 5,080.29 1.02 149.51 6.17 24.22 95.14 3.37 28.22 152.4 9.09 16.76 96.66 4.9 19.72

5.5.3 Case-Study: TxChain for Cross-Chain Transactions

Reducing the number of downloaded block headers and transaction inclusion proofs can be

especially useful in the cross-chain setting, where storage and bandwidth costs are priced by

the byte. To showcase the applicability of TxChain, we use contingent transactions to verify

Bitcoin transactions on Ethereum, e.g. useful in protocols such as Xclaim [ZHL+19] where ef-

ficient cross-chain transaction inclusion proofs are imperative for secure operation. Specifically,

we extend Interlay’s BTC-Relay Solidity implementation [ZH19], a Bitcoin SPV client imple-

mented as an Ethereum Solidity smart contract, with the TxChain functionality as described

in Section 5.3.2 using the fork-free deployment in Bitcoin as presented in Section 5.5.1.

We compare the gas costs when verifying multiple transactions using BTC-Relay before and

after applying TxChain: we are able to save up to 66.94% on the Ethereum gas costs. A

detailed breakdown of the costs and improvements over the näıve SPV BTC Relay are given in

the full paper version; the code is available as open source12. The measured cost improvements

are thereby limited by Ethereum’s memory pricing function: the costs are linear only up to

724 bytes (equiv. to txa with n = 16 contingent transactions), after which polynomial pricing

is applied. Also, we are only able to parse txa with up to 90 contingent transactions in the

smart contract due to Ethereum’s block gas limit. As such, the savings achieved by TxChain
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can be even higher on blockchain platforms with alternative memory pricing models and better

support for Bitcoin primitives (e.g. Polkadot [Woo15] and RSK [Ler15]). Furthermore, applying

TxChain to cross-chain SPV clients supporting FlyClient or NIPoPoWs - which, at the time

of writing, do not yet exist - would further increase the cost savings, as discussed in Section 5.4.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of gas costs for transaction inclusion verification and the necessary
block header verification for BTC Relay without (näıve) and with TxChain. The block used
has a total of 51 transactions.

Action
Cost

Gas USD

Base function call cost 21,000 0.018
Merkle proof 38,038 0.032
Block inclusion 1,109 0.001
BTC Relay total 90,075 0.076

TxChain mean overhead, first 20 transactions 27,025 0.227

TxChain mean overhead 42,560 0.036

Figure 5.4: Breakdown of gas costs for BTC Relay verification, for a total of 51 verified Bitcoin
transactions. USD costs computed with 5 Gwei gas price and 168.01 USD/ETH

5.6 Conclusion

We introduced the Probabilistic Sampling Dilemma, stating that light clients relying on prob-

abilistic sampling suffer from inefficiency under high transaction volumes. We then presented
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TxChain, a novel mechanism to reduce the number of transactions- and block inclusion proofs

in blockchain light clients, leveraging contingent transaction aggregation. We showed Tx-

Chain is secure and offers significant efficiency improvements when applied as an extension to

NIPoPoWs, FlyClient, and even näıve SPV clients. We implemented TxChain (i) on Bitcoin

without requiring any consensus modifications, (ii) in Ethereum as a hard fork, and (iii) in a

cross-chain Bitcoin light client in an Ethereum smart contract, showing the practicability of

TxChain even in resource-constrained environments.
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Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary of Thesis Achievements

In this thesis, we explored the problem of communication across distributed ledgers with-

out requiring trusted intermediaries. We introduced the first formal definition of the Correct

Cross-Chain Communication problem building upon the distributed ledger model of Garay et

al [GKL16] and derived a generic protocol for cross-chain communication. Consequently, we

proved the impossibility of Correct Cross-Chain Communication without a trusted third party

by reduction from the Fair Exchange problem, refuting assumptions and claims commonly

made within the blockchain community. Thereby, we identified the rationality and incentives

of participants as the key to working around this theoretical result in practice.

Next, we introduced the Cross-Chain Design framework as a guide to designing new and evalu-

ating existing blockchain interoperability protocols, focusing on security and trust assumptions,

and applying it to classify existing cross-chain protocols. Based on our observations, we iden-

tified the main challenges of blockchain interoperability protocols in terms of security, privacy,

and practicability and outlined potential avenues for future research.

Following the idea of incentivizing correct behavior of rational participants, we introduced

Xclaim, the first financially trustless protocol to connect crypto-currencies like Bitcoin with

153
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blockchain platforms like Ethereum and Polkadot. By imposing incentives via collateral insur-

ance and ensuring public verifiability of misbehavior through cross-chain light clients, XCLAIM

guarantees users can always redeem their cryptocurrency-backed assets for the backing asset on

the underlying blockchain or will be reimbursed in a collateral currency at a beneficial rate. We

showcased how Xclaim enables users to create 1:1 Bitcoin-backed assets on Ethereum leverag-

ing the concept of cryptocurrency-backed assets, first formalized in our work. Xclaim requires

no modifications to the underlying blockchain network and hence can be used for cross-chain

transfers of the majority of existing cryptocurrencies. On a high level, cryptocurrency-backed

assets created using Xclaim resemble algorithmic stablecoins [KMHG+20], such as Maker-

DAO’s DAI [Mak14], pegged to decentralized crypto- rather than fiat currencies and extended

to support physical redemption for the underlying asset.

Finally, we presented TxChain, a novel mechanism to improve the efficiency of blockchain

light clients, particularly useful in the cross-chain settings where bandwidth and storage costs

are priced by the byte. TxChain batches a large number of transaction inclusion proofs

into a single on-chain transaction, contingent on the existence and validity of the batched

transactions. We showed how TxChain can be used to increase the efficiency of blockchain

light clients, improving in particular upon new techniques such as NiPoPoWs [KMZ17] and

FlyClient [BBB+17]. TxChain can be deployed on Bitcoin with and without protocol changes

and as a hard fork to Ethereum. Concluding, we showed how TxChain can be used to optimize

chain relays between Bitcoin and Ethereum, particularly useful for systems like Xclaim which

require reliable, timely, and efficient cross-chain verification of transaction inclusion proofs.

6.2 Applications

The work presented in this thesis has found its way into industrial applications. Specifically, the

Xclaim protocol, presented in Chapter 4 has been adopted by several existing smart contract

capable blockchains as a means to bridge Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies. Most notably,

the Polkadot [Woo15] and Kusama [Web22a] blockchain networks have selected Xclaim as
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the officially recommended technique for connecting to Bitcoin and similar systems [Web22b].

Another blockchain in the process of adopting Xclaim as the bridging mechanism is Har-

mony [Har21]. Similarly, a Bitcoin-backed asset system [Ane21], based on the Xclaim protocol,

is being developed for the Cardano [Car22] and Ergo [Erg22] blockchains.

Finally, Interlay, a startup founded by the author of this thesis, is further pursuing the devel-

opment of Xclaim as part of its decentralized network [Int20a, Int20b] and has deployed a

production-ready version on the Kusama blockchain.

6.3 Future Work

Communication across decentralized blockchains is a relatively new field of research, only re-

cently seeing first industrial applications deployed in practice. In this thesis, we have explored

merely the tip of the iceberg of this emerging field of research and industry, attempting to lay

the groundwork for what is yet to be discovered over the next years. Below, we outline what

we believe to be fruitful avenues for future work, building upon this thesis.

6.3.1 Extending the CCC Framework to New Blockchain Paradigms

Interoperability Blockchains

Interoperability Blockchains are specialized sharded distributed ledgers that aim to serve as

a communication layer between other blockchains [KB15, Woo15, Roc18, SN18, VTPM18,

HHK+18, Wan17] and exhibit implementations of existing CCC protocols. Individual shards,

which are coordinated via a parent chain running a BFT agreement protocol, connect to

and import assets from existing blockchains via Migration CCC protocols, most commonly

cryptocurrency-backed assets [Int20b]. A formal treatment of this design, also considering

distributed computations, is presented in [LXS+19]. Cosmos [KB15] and Polkadot [Woo15]

also implement new standards for (internal) cross-shard communication (IBC [Cos19] and

XCMP [BCC+20] respectively). As of this writing, the aforementioned systems are under
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active development, making it difficult to argue about their security, feasibility, and long-term

adoption - leaving room for future analysis.

Off-Chain Protocols

One of the most actively developed fields in blockchain research are off-chain (“L2”) commu-

nication networks [GMSR+19], which aim to improve scalability (and privacy) of distributed

ledgers: most transactions are executed off-chain and only channel opening and closure are writ-

ten to the ledger. The influx of L2 solutions is thereby creating a new field for CCC research:

(i) communication across off-chain channels [MMK+17, MMSS+18, TMSM19, HAB+16], and

(ii) communication between off-chain and on-chain networks [Ale21, Lig22]. While similar to

conventional CCC protocols, the “off-chain” nature of L2 solutions requires more complex tech-

niques for the verification phase of CCC: intermediate states in off-chain protocols cannot be

verified by existing chain relays, which only support verification of on-chain commitments, and

must hence resort to cryptographic techniques such as adaptor signatures [AEE+20] or succinct

proofs of knowledge [BCCT12, BSBHR18, BBB+17].

6.3.2 Extensions and Improvements to XCLAIM

Capital Efficiency

Xclaim is the first financially trustless cross-chain communication protocol, leveraging over-

collateralization and cross-chain transaction inclusion proofs to incentivize correct behavior

of network participants (in particular, Vaults) and reimburse users in case of failure. What

collateralization adds in terms of security improvements, it introduces challenges in the form of

capital efficiency. Vaults, who receive the backing asset (e.g. BTC) into custody, must lock up

capital as collateral insurance against their own misbehavior for indefinite periods, considering

it is unknown how long the created cryptocurrency-backed assets will remain in use. In practice,

this means the annual fees earned by Vaults must exceed the opportunity costs of the locked-up

capital, i.e., Vaults must earn more from Xclaim than from investing their capital into other
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financial products. We identify multiple paths for future work exploring different approaches

to improve capital efficiency:

• Non-custodial XCLAIM. The reason Vaults must lock collateral is that they receive

custody over the backing asset and could, in theory, commit theft. A solution is hence

to explore mechanisms to avoid Vaults receiving full custody over users’ assets. This can

be achieved, for example, by employing multisignatures to share custody between Vault

and the user. The challenge that remains to be solved is fungibility: multisignatures

ultimately create a link between the Vault and the created cryptocurrency-backed asset,

i.e., each CbA is uniquely tied to the Vault it was created with yielding it non-compatible

with the majority of existing decentralized financial protocols. We have made a first step

in this direction in follow-up work [BZ22] by combining Xclaim with concepts from our

work on off-chain blockchain scaling [KZF+18] and techniques used in Bitcoin payment

channels [PD16].

• Re-using Vault Collateral. An alternative approach is to find ways to re-use the

collateral locked by Vaults, without interfering with the incentives of Xclaim. Ideas in-

clude using interest-bearing assets, i.e., assets representing investment positions in other

financial products, as collateral and adding native exchange and over-collateralized lend-

ing functions to the Xclaim smart contract, enabling Vaults to trade and loan their

collateral while the underlying economic value remains locked in Xclaim.

Multi-Collateral Support

Another useful improvement to Xclaim is to extend the collateral system to support more

than one collateral asset. On one hand, this allows Vaults to diversify their collateral position,

providing them with more flexibility to protect Xclaim against exchange rate fluctuations. On

the other hand, this is a prerequisite to accepting interest-bearing assets as collateral means to

improve capital efficiency.
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6.3.3 Efficient Cross-Chain Light Clients

Cross-chain state verification via chain relays is a fundamental part of robust CCC protocols.

While current light/SPV clients suffice for e.g., mobile devices, they often remain infeasible for

deployment on top of blockchains for CCC protocols, where storage and bandwidth are priced by

the byte. Recent works on sub-linear light clients, including TxChain presented in this work,

have achieved first significant theoretical [KMZ17, BKLZ20, KPZ20] and practical performance

improvements [DKKZ20, ZAPK20, WE20b]. A potential direction for future research is the

applicability of zero-knowledge cryptography [BCCT12, BSBHR18, BBB+17] as means to pave

the way towards (near)constant verification times and costs for chain relays. First schemes for

blockchains with built-in support for such proof systems have been proposed in [MS18, BBF18,

BSCS16] but are yet to be tested in practice.
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Appendix A

Systematization of Cross-Chain State

Verification

As described in Section 3.1.5, a critical component of cross-chain communication is the veri-

fication of the state “evolution” of a chain X from within another chain Y , i.e., that X is in

a certain state after the commit step. In this section we discuss the different elements of the

chain that can be verified during the process, to complement the process of verifying state evo-

lution. We show that there is a classification for what is verified (Section A.1), overview existing

techniques for each class, and discuss the relation between the verification classes (Section A.2).

A.1 Verification Classes

If a party P on X is misbehaving, it may withhold information from a party Q on Y (i.e., not

submit a proof), but it should not be able to trick Q into accepting an incorrect state of Lx

(e.g., convince Q that tx1 ∈ Lx although tx1 was never written).

Verification of State. The simplest form of cross-chain verification is to check whether a spe-

cific state exists, i.e., is reachable but has not necessarily been agreed upon by the consensus

participants. A representative example is the verification of Proof-of-Work in merged min-
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ing [Bit15, JZS+17]: the child chain Y only parses a given X block and verifies that the hash of

the Y candidate block was included, and checks that the PoW hash exceeds the difficulty target

of Y . Note that Y does not care whether the block is actually part of Lx. Another example is

the use of blockchains as a public source of randomness [BCG15b, BGB17, DFZ16, CDFZ17].

Verification of State Agreement. In addition to the existence of a state, a proof can

provide sufficient data to verify that consensus has been achieved on that state. Typically,

the functionality of this verification is identical to that of blockchain light clients [Nak08,

Bit19, Tec21]: instead of verifying the entire blockchain of X, all block headers and only

transactions relevant to the CCC protocol are verified (and stored) on Y . The assumption

thereby is that an invalid block will not be included in the verified blockchain under correct

operation [Nak08, BKLZ20]. Block headers can be understood as the meta-data for the block,

including a commitment to all the transactions in the block, which are typically referenced using

a vector commitment [CF13] (or some other form of cryptographic accumulator [BDM93]),

e.g. Merkle trees[Mer87]. We discuss how proofs of state agreement differ depending on the

underlying consensus mechanism below (non-exhaustive):

• Proof-of-Work. To verify agreement in PoW blockchains, a primitive called (Non-

interactive) Proofs of Proof-of-Work [KLS16, KMZ17], also referred to as SPV (simplified

payment verification) [Nak08] is used. Thereby, the verifier of a proof must at least check

for each block that (i) the PoW meets the specified difficulty target, (ii) the specified target

is in accordance with the difficulty adjustment, and (iii) the block contains a reference

to the previous block in the chain [Bit19, ZHL+19]. The first known implementation of

cross-chain state agreement verification (for PoW blockchains) is BTCRelay [Con17a]: a

smart contract that allows verifying the state of Bitcoin on Ethereum15.

• Proof-of-Stake. If the verified chain uses Proof-of-Stake in its consensus, the proofs

represent a dynamic collection of signatures, capturing the underlying stake present in

the chain. These are referred to as Proofs of Proof-of-Stake (PoPoS) and a scheme in this

direction was put forth in [GKZ19b].

15Similar contracts have been proposed for other chains [Con17b, Kyb17, Dog21, Kyb19a, Par20, Eve18].
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• BFT. In case the blockchain is maintained by a BFT committee, the cross-chain proofs

are simplified and take the form of a sequence of signatures by 2f + 1 members of the

committee, where f is the number of faulty nodes that can be tolerated [CL+99]. If the

committee membership is dynamically changing, the verification process needs to capture

the rotating configuration of the committee [NKKJ+].

Sub-linear State Agreement Proofs. Verifying all block headers results in proof complexity

linear in the size of the blockchain. However, there exist techniques for achieving sub-linear

(logarithmic in the size of the chain) complexity, which rely on probabilistic verification. For

PoW blockchains, we are aware of two approaches: Superblock (Ni)PoPoWs [Mil12, BCD+14,

KLS16, KMZ17] and FlyClient [BKLZ20]. Both techniques rely on probabilistic sampling

but differ in the selection heuristic. Superblock (Ni)PoPoWs sample blocks which exceed the

required PoW difficulty16, i.e., randomness is sourced from the unpredictability of the mining

process, whereas FlyClient suggests sampling blocks using an optimized heuristic after the

chain has been generated (using randomness from the PoW hashes [BCG15b]). For blockchains

maintained by a static BFT committee, the verified signatures can be combined into aggregate

signatures [KJG+16, KK19] for optimization purposes. These signature techniques are well

known and have been invented prior to blockchains, and we hence do not elaborate further

on these schemes. In the dynamic setting, skipchains [FGKJ18, NKKJ+, KKGK+16], i.e.,

double-linked skiplists which enable sub-linear crawling of identity chains, can reduce costs

from linear to logarithmic (to the number of configurations). Recently, a number of light client

protocols that leverage the compression properties of zero-knowledge proof systems have been

proposed [GKO20, GGJ+20, WE20b].

Verification of State Evolution. Once verified by some chain Y that chain X has reached

agreement on a ledger state Lx[r], it is then possible for (users on) Y to verify that certain

transactions have been included in Lx. As mentioned, block headers typically reference included

transactions via vector commitments. As such, to verify that tx ∈ Lx[r] the vector commitment

on Lx[r] needs to be opened at the index of that transaction, e.g. by providing a Merkle tree

16It is a property of the PoW mining process that a certain percentage of blocks exceeds or fall short of the
required difficulty.
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path to the leaf containing tx (e.g. as in Bitcoin). Thereby, multiple transactions can be

aggregated in a single proof [ZAPK20].

Verification of State Validity. Even though a block is believed to have consensus, it may

not be a valid block if it contains invalid transactions or state transitions (e.g. a PoW block

meeting the difficulty requirements, but containing conflicting transactions). Fully validating

nodes will reject these blocks as they check all included transactions. However, in the case of

cross-chain communication, where chains typically only verify state agreement but not validity,

detection is not directly possible. We classify two categories of techniques to enable such chains,

and non-full nodes (i.e., light clients), to reject invalid blocks:

• In proactive state validation, nodes ensure that blocks are valid before accepting them.

Apart from requiring participants to run fully validating nodes, this can be achieved by

leveraging “validity proofs” through succinct proofs of knowledge, using systems such as

SNARKs [BCCT12], STARKs [BSBHR18] or Bulletproofs [BBB+17]. First schemes for

blockchains offering such proofs for each state transition are put forth in [MS18, BBF18,

BSCS16]. Informally speaking, this is a “guilty until proven innocent model”: nodes

assume blocks that have consensus are invalid until proven otherwise.

• In reactive state validation, nodes follow an “innocent until proven guilty” model. It is

assumed that blocks that have consensus only contain valid state transition unless a state

transition “fraud-proof” [ASB18] is created. Fraud proofs typically are proofs of state

evolution, i.e., the opening of the transaction vector commitment in the invalid block

at the index of the invalid transaction, e.g. via Merkle tree paths. Depending on the

observed failure, more data may be necessary to determine inconsistencies (e.g. Merkle

paths for conflicting transactions in a double spend).

Verification of Data Availability. Consensus participants may produce a block header, but

not release the included transactions, preventing other participants from validating the correct-

ness of the state transition. To this end, verification of state validity can be complemented by

verification of data availability. A scheme for such proofs was put forth in [ASB18, YSL+19],
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which allows verifying with high probability that all the data in a block is available, by sampling

chunks in an erasure-coded version of a block.

A.2 Relation between Verification Classes

Verification of State Agreement requires to first verify a specific state exists or has been pro-

posed (Verification of State). To verify a transaction was included at L[r] (State Evolution), it

is first necessary to verify that the ledger state at L[r] is indeed agreed upon (State Agreement).

Finally, to verify that a state (transition) is indeed valid (State Validity), one must first verify

that all associated transactions were indeed included in the ledger (State Evolution). Verifi-

cation of Data Availability serves as a complementary security measure, and can be added to

any of the classes to protect against data withholding attacks. We illustrate this relationship

in Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: Venn diagram of cross-chain state verification classes. The red, dot-
ted line highlights the minimum requirement for correctly operating light clients, i.e.,
SPV/NIPoPoWs/FlyClient in the case of PoW blockchains.



Appendix B

Proof-of-Work Light Client Model

A blockchain light client, sometimes referred to as an SPV-Client [Bit19], is a program capable

of reading and verifying the state of a blockchain. That is, a light client stores and maintains

block headers and allows to verify transaction inclusion proofs.

In the following, we provide a formal model for the requirements of a program π to represent

a functioning light client for a proof-of-work blockchain Cpow 17.

Notation. We denote H(x) as the output of a cryptographic hash function over some input

x. Further, Ci shall denote the block header of the block at position i in the blockchain,

represented by the tuple 〈Si−1, τi,Mi,Ni, ti〉, where

• Si−1 is the reference to the PoW hash (i.e., solution) of the predecessor of block i,

• τi is the (expected) PoW difficulty target at block i as defined by consensus rules,

• Mi is the root hash of the Merkle tree of the hashes of all transactions (tx0,tx1, ...,txn)

included in i,

• Ni is the random nonce used to generate the PoW solution hash Si = H(Ci),

• and ti is the timestamp specifying when block i was generated.

17Verification for alternate structures, such as direct acyclic graphs (DAGs) [SZ18], is analogous. The reduc-
tion of DAG to a chain is trivial: a chain is a DAG where each vertex only has one predecessor.
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We refer to the header of the first (i = 0), so called, genesis block as G. We assume protocol rules

of C require that the PoW difficulty target τ is adjusted every r blocks based on the relation

of the time between each two adjustments and some pre-defined desired block generation rate.

Note, while potentially useful for more extensive block validity checks, for simplification we

ignore other information usually included in the block headers. Furthermore, as it is not of

greater relevance to our model, we assume the same cryptographically secure hash function H()

is used to calculate both the hashes of block headers and transactions.

We require a chain relay program π to support the following functionalities with regards to the

state of a Proof-of-Work blockchain Cpow :

Functionality 1 (Difficulty Adjustment). Program π has knowledge of the difficulty adjustment

rate r and ideal block generation rate and, given Ci and Ci+r, where i (mod i) = 0, outputs the

new difficulty target τi+r according to consensus rules of Cpow .

Functionality 2 (Block Validation). Program π has a function checkBlock which takes as

input a block header Ci and returns True if and only if Ci is the pre-image of Si, τi is the

difficulty target required at block i and it holds that Si ≤ τi.

Functionality 3 (Chain Validation). Program π has a function checkChain which takes as

input the genesis block G, a list of consecutive block headers (C1, C2, ..., Cn) and returns True

if and only if it holds that ∀i ≤ n : checkBlock(Ci) = True and for each two consecutive block

headers Ci and Ci+1 it holds that Si ∈ Ci+1, i.e., Ci is the predecessor of Ci+1.

Definition 11 (Valid Chain). We define the tuple 〈G, (C1, ..., Cn)〉 as a valid chain if checkChain

outputs True given this tuple as input.

Functionality 4 (Main Chain Detection). Program π provides a function denoted mainChain

which takes as input two valid chains

〈G, (C1, ..., Ci, Ci+1, ..., Cn)〉 and

〈G, (C1, ..., Ci, C
′
i+1, ..., C

′
m)〉 where n 6= m and for every j ≥ i it holds that Cj 6= C ′j, and outputs

the main chain according to the consensus rules of Cpow , e.g., the longest chain in the case of

Nakamoto consenus.
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Functionality 5 (Transaction Inclusion Verification). Program π has a function checkTransaction

which, if given a valid chain 〈G, (C1, ..., Cn)〉, a block header Ci, a transaction tx and a Merkle

tree path p, outputs True if and only if H(tx) is contained in the Merkle tree with root Mi ∈ Ci

at the position defined by p, Ci ∈ (C1, ..., Cn) s.t. i ≤ n and the provided chain is the main

chain of Cpow .

Definition 12 (Light Client). A program π is a light client of a Proof-of-Work blockchain

Cpow , if it satisfies Functionalities 1-5 with regards to Cpow .

The presented model focuses on Proof-of-Work blockchains but can be easily extended to other

consensus mechanisms, such as Proof-of-Stake-based models, and is left to future work. The

modifications required mainly revolve around replacing the PoW difficulty adjustment verifi-

cation with knowledge of the qualifying signers at each signing epoch, and the verification of

signatures rather than the PoW target τ .
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